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Bill' again, reported without further
amendment and the report adopteJ.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: Ia
order to avoid the necessitrv for meeting nt
2.30.pm. to-morrow, I suggest that you, Mr.
President, leave the Chair now, for 20
minutes or so, to enable the thrird r'.'ading
to be carried to-night.

Sitting suspended 'from 11.48 pam. to 15.9 a.m.

Bill read a third time and returned to the
Assembly with amendmnents.

ADJOURNMENT-SPEC [AL.
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION (Hon.

H. P. Colebatch-East) [12.10]: 1 move-
That the House at its rising adjourn till

3.30 p.m. to-day.
Tais will give another place an opportunity
to consider our amendments and then. we
way be able to proceed.

Ron. J1. i1. HOLMES: I have no objection
to the. earlier hour, but we might than have
an important Bill before us, and I wo-uld
like an assurance that those members who
are not lpresent now shall receive seone notifi-
cation of the earlier sitting.

The PRESIDENT: I suppose *it will be
mentioned in the Press.

Hon. A. LOVEKIN: It might he well to
meet earlier, because I think we shall have
some communication with reference to the
Licensing Act Amendment Bill.

'Ron. H. Stewart: I suggest 2.30 p.m. be-
cause I understand the tax Bill is to be
brought forward.

The MINISTER' FOR EDUCATION: I
am prepared to make it 2.20 p.m. and no
doubt everything possible will be done to
advise mnembers of the earlier hour of meet-
ing, though at tis stage of the session
members should be prepared for an emerg-
ency of- this kind.

Hon. 31. .1. Holmes: Provided they know
of it.

The PRESIDENT: The hour of 2.30 is
very inconvenient.

H3on. A. Lovekin: Make it"S p.m.
The PRESIDENT: The question is that

the House at its rising adjourn till 3 p.m.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 15l.19 ann. (Thursday).

tcotflattve Beeembly,
Wednesday, 90th December, 192-.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER took the Chair
at 2.30 p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTION-YUSTICES OP THE PEACE.

Mr. 0 'LOGULEN asked the Premier:- 1,
Is he aware that recommendations have been
mnade for the appointment of four justices
for centres in the Forrest electorate$ 2, Is
he also aware that these are isolated centres,
that reports are favourable, and that the
applications were made up to two years ageS
2, Will be favourably consider the claims of
this electorate when appointing further Jus-
tiecst

The PREMIER replied: 1, Yes, seven. 2,
XNo. 3, Certainly.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
On motion by Mr. Mullany, leave of ab-

seerf-c grunted to the mnember for Mount Mar-
garet (HRon. C. Taylor) on the ground of ill-
health.

SELECT CON1MITTEE_-SOLDIER
SETTLE MENT.

Extension of Time.

On motion by Mr. Wilsion, the time for
bringing .up the report was extended until
the 10tb January.

R1ILL-B'SSELTON-MARGARET RIVER
]RAILWAY DEVIATION.

Read a third time and transmitted to the
Council.

BILL-INDUSTRIES ASSISTANCE
ACT CONTINUANCE.

Second lReading.
Debate resumed from the previous day.

Mr. PICKERING (Sussex) (2.36]: I
favour the continuance of the Industries As-
sistance Board. For some time past the
minds of clients of the board have been con-
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siderably agitated to learn whether the local
committees, the appointment of which has
been approved, will comne into operation or
not. I understand that notifications have
been issued by the department to all branches
of the Primary Producers' Assovintion to the
effect that their nominees have been approved.
I have very definite information to the effect,
however, that in only one or two eases has
such ain intimation been received. This is a.
matter of urgency to the farming interests,
and I trust the Minister wsill see that these
committees get to work as quickly as possible.

Hion. W. C. Angwin: The difficuilty is to
get the members nominated to work.

The Premier: To what do you refer?
Mr. PICKERING: To the advisory com-

mittees.
The Premier: The members can get to work

as soon as they like.
Mr. PICKERING: They cannot do so un-

less the Government set them in motion. The
two members who have been nominated can-
not begin work without the Government re-
presentntive.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: One district inspector
told me lie could not get then to work at
harvest time.

Mr. PICKERING: Was that given in evi-
dence before the select committee?

Hon. WV. C. Ang-vin: That was since the
committee sat.

Mr. PICKERING: That does not count.
The Premier: It is as truthful as your own

statement.
Mr. PICKERING: They cannot get to

work without the Government member.
Hon. W. C. Angwin: My statement is true.
The Premier: Let the member for Sussex

prove his statement.
Mr. PICKERING: I accept the statement

of the member for North-East Fremantle
(Hon. W. C. Angwin), hut to carry weight it
should have appeared in the report.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: It was not given in
evidence.

Mr. PICKERING: The local committees
cannot get to work unless they know in what
direction they bave to inquire. I understand
it has been agreed that in the case of as-
sisted settlers whose position is regarded by
the board as hopeless, valuations are to be
made of the land and other assets with a
view to these being written down to such
an extent as may be deemed advisable. In
eases where settlers are in such an invidious
postion it is desirable, if the Government in-
tend to assist them, that advantage should
be taken at the earliest possible date of the
existence of these local committees, so that
they may obtain relief and unprofitable op-
erations possibly turned into profitable ones.
I hope there will be no delay in giving effect
to this. It has also been agreed that these
committees should assist the district in-
spector or other departmental officers, and
should consist of two qualified farmers resi-
dent in each inspeetorial district, and that
neither of these should be an assisted settler.

The Primary Producers' Association is best
fittedl to nominate and carry out aoy elec-
tions uinder this scheme. Thes4e nominations
h-ave now been received. It only remains
for the department to instruict their
ins~et-tors to get into touch with the
nominees and tcll them the lines upon which
to conduct their investigations. Oilher con-
ditions were (a) that the committee should
make valuations of the property and assets
of the client, (b) advise as to the best method
of condiicting future operations on the farm,
and (e) report on the personal equation of
the settler or settlers concerned, and ineke
such recommendations as may be thought ad-
v-isnble. There was a further condition wvhich,
I understand, is somewhat in dispute, namely
that no further assistance should he given to
any settler whose account has been written
down by the board. That is a very important
question, and in the interests of the farmners
concerned it should be decided as quickly as
possible. The "hole question is bristling
with urgency. Direct and definite instruc-
tions should at once be given to the local in-
spectors, as well as to nominees, to enable
them to get to work immediately. The ques-
tion of rendering assistance to now clients
was mentioned by the memuber for York (Mr.
Latham). In view of the fact that the op-
erations of the I.A.B. have been so eminently
successful under adverse conditions, it is only
reasonable to assume that if assistance is
rendered to new settlers on the lines indicated
by the member for York (Mr. Liatham), a-
further accretion of successful farmers will
re-sult. Whatever wasy be said about the
finsanciasl position of Western Australia or of
the Commonwealth as a whole or of other
countries, one outstanding feature of the ar-
guments advanced by the Icadiag financiers
of the world is the necessity for developing
our primary industries on a sound basis.
Under the system of group settlement we are
extending the system that nowv appertains
under the Industries Assistance Boardl. See-
ing that the Government are closely identified
-with primary production in Western Aus-
tralia, they should extend the operations of
the Industries Assistance Board to new
settlers. I trust the Minister will give im-
nmediate, earnest and favourable consideration
to this question. During the debate reference
was made to insurance. I have had some ex-
perience of this matter. When associated
-with an insurance company 'some years age
I suggested that agricultural risks should be
undlertaken. I regret to say the ifirst year's
operations of the company, which ivere some-
-what extensive, were eminently unsatisfactory
from the insurance point of view. Insurance
of growing crops is one of the most risky
phases of the insurance business. Crops are
liable to destruction by hail, fire and from
other causes which may come at any time
with disastrous results. Since the existence
of the TIdustries Assistance Board the sea-
sons have been more or less favourable, and
the markets have been eminently satisfactory.
Fires in crops have been very rare.
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The Minister for Mines: That has been
due to the spark arresters.

-Mr. PICKERINU : It mfay be so.
The Minister for Mlines: Hut the corn1-

pais have not reduced their rates.
Mr. PICKERING: If the risk of fire is

proved to be nullified, or materially reduced,
by the use of spark arresters, the companies
will, ipso facto, consider the granting of more
froorable rates of premium.

'%r. 0 'Loglilen : hatve you ever known thin,
to do it-?

',r. PICKERING: Yes; in the case~ of
fire- risk when a satistactor watoie supply
had b'een installed. T would lie very 1leased
if a better test were made of the Chevne
bs.: rk arrester in competition a itl the Gov-
vsirxenf spark tirrester. As regards the
It ruper, We are- dependent entire].%, upon the
re; orts of the Railway Dlepartment, who have
,iimler favourable consideration a spark mr-
rester devised by their employees, towards
whielh official opinion would naturally incline.
It is desirable that a" early public test should
i' miade of competing spark arresters and

nullifiers at which inembers of Parliament
should be afforded an opportunity of attend-
ing and forming their own opinions. How-
ever, it is not sound policy, for the Govern-
nment to undertake fire insurance, m'ore es-
pecially fire insurance of crops.

Mir. O'Loghlen: Haivc you read the results
in Queensland?

Mr. PICKERING: Whilst prices arm high
and considerable profits are to he derived
front wheat, oats, and hay, the care exereised
by the growers would naturally be greater
thin if prices were low. When prices are in
fact low, growers hive not only to take the
risk of the market, but also bear the cost of the
necessary firebreaks. When prices are high
there are fewer fires, because the measure of
care exercised by the grower is greater, or
in direct ratio to the sale prospects.

Hon. W. C. Angrin: That is dishonest.
Mr. PICKERING: No. The member for

North,-Eait Fremantle is too disposed to im-
pute dishonesty.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: I say it is what you
are %ay 115W

Mir. PICKERING: I am stating absolute
facts. The care taken to secure a high re-
ward is likely to be greater than that taken
to obtain a small reward. I have had a good
deal of experience in insurance business, nd
the morality risk is the greatest of all.

Mr. O'Loghlen: What company were youl
associated with?

Mir. PICIKERING: The State Fire Insur-
ance Company. That knocks the hon. men,-
her, does it not? The one big factor in in-
surance is the moral risk. Let the hon. mems-
be, put that in his pipe and smoke it. The
risk applies not only in the ease of farmers,
but of every class of insurer. I remember
when it n-as a very delicate business to take
a fire risk on the goldfields. The same thing
mieht apply to North-East Frenmantle.

'.%r. Heron: You know nothing- about it.
You are only repeating hearsay

Mr. PICKERING: I speak as one pos-
sessing knowledge of the business.

Mr. 0 'Loghlen: It is a pity the Govern-
meat would not utilise your knowledge.

Mr. PICKERING: Never mind about that.
I an, concerned to see that the State shall not
find itself in the position of an insurance
company with a huge liability in the form of
farming risks. Crops might be swept away
by a hailstorm.

Mr. O'Loghlen: The companies take that
risk.

Mr. PICKERING: I would rather the
companies did so than the Government. In
my early explerience of insurance, farming
risks wore a phase I was interested fin, and
it occasioned heavy losses to the company I
was associated with. I do not wish to see
the State suffer such losses. Our finances are
bad enough without that.

Mr. 0 'Loghlen: The finances of Qunen-
land are better as the result of State hiur-
ance.

Mr, PICKERING: The South-WePst has
lately come into what the mename for Run-
bury (11r. Money) 'would call its own.
People are beginning to wake up to the fact
that one of Western Australia's biggat
assets is the glorious South-West, of wshich
I have the honour to be a representative.
On the floor of this Chamber I have duvring
the past five years, in season and out of
season, advocated the extension of the
privileges of the Industries Assistance
Board to that portion of the State. They
are tardily being given in the form of
group settlement. The Premier says to us,
''When. you can grow crops that will keep,
we will assist you.'' That is the stigma
aind oditni uinder which we have laboured
for so nmnny years. ''Vhben you can fight
your way yourselves we Will assist you'' is
the equivalent of what the Prewricr said.
We fin the South-West are just as much en-
titled to the benefits of the Industries Assist-
ance Board as is any other part of the State.
There have been tines in the history of the
South-West w-len such assistance has; been
urgently needed, when we have had severe
failures, due not to lack of cultivation, or
lack of effort or enterprise, but to a glutted
market. What assistance have we bad?

The Minister for Mines: One could not
miake adv'ances against soft fruits or pota-
toes.

Mr. PICKERING: The Government could
make advances to the South-West on the
same lines as advances are granted in the
wheat belt.

The M1inister for Agriculture: It is not
practicable.

Mr. PICKERING: Anyway, I say it is.
The Government do not look for the results
obtained by the South-West. The South-
West, however, is going to demonstrate that
it is the Garden of Eden of Western Aus-
tralia. I have not very much to say about
the Industries Assistance Board. The Board
have rendered a signal service to the State,
and T give every credit to the member for
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North-East Fremantle (Hon. W. C. Ang-
win) and other members opposite for what
they did towa rds the initiation of the board.
I do hope, however, that the member for
North-East Fremiantle is not now going to
use his influence towards doing away with
what has proved of such great benefit to
Western Australia.

Baon. W. C. Angwin : The Industries
Assistance Board ought to be part of the
Agricultural Bank.

Mr. PICKERING: I am not disinclined
to agree with the lbon. member in that
respect. However, that question is not now
before the House. I have great pleasure
in supporting the second reading of the Bill.

M r. LUTEY (Browuhill-ivanhos) [2.53):
1 regret that in introducing the measure the
Minister did not make some announcement
as to the Government's view of the recom-
mendation of the select committee regard-
ing insurance.

The Minister for Agriculture: The Gov-
ernment's consideration of the report is not
finished yet.

Mr. LUTEY: The board themselves have
in times gone by made practically the same
recommendation. Despite the opposition of
the member for Sussex (Mkr. Pickering) to
State insurance, it appears that a profit of
about £90,000 has accrued to the insurance
companies from the business of the Indus-
tries Assistance Board during the last seven
years, that amount being subject to reduc-
tioin of merely the small percentage received
by the board for doing practically all the
field work. If the board were to carry out
the whole of the work of insurance, it would
mean merely the appointment of one officer.
Our friend from Sussex, with all his know-
ledge of insnrance, reflects on the commer-
cial morality of the farmers and of the rest
of the community. The lion, member is
greatly concerned lest anything proposed
for the benefit of the State should be to the
detriment of the insurance companies. The
poor old State can bleed financially all the
time.

Mr. O'Loghlen: The member for Sussex
has shares in insurance companies.

Mr. Pickering: I ask for a withdrawal
of that statement. Tt is not true.

Hon. W. C. Ang-iin: You are a share-
holder in the Westralian Farmers Ltd., are
you not?

Mr. Pickering: That is not an insnr-
Ance company.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: What is-the
statement to which the member for Sussex
takes exception?

Mr. Pickering: The statement that I
am a shareholder in anU insurance ()inpany.
I ask for a withdrawal.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The member
for Forrest must withdraw.

3f~r. O'Loghlen: I withdraw.
Mr. LIITEY: The subject of State fire in-

surane-

Mr. 0 'Loghlen: Did not the member for
Sussex have shares while hie was tanvassing,
for that company?

Mr. Pickering: I was not canv~assing; I
was managing.

Mr. LUTEY: Both the Iboav.l And the
select commiittee have been explicit in their
recommendations that the State should do-
its own insurance. I regret that the Govcrn-
meat, although they are prepared to ins in
every direction, by way of incomne tam,
hospital tax, and what not, refuse to take
advantage of this opportunity ef making a
profit. They have the advice of officers who
have gone thoroughly into the mnatter, and
who state that there is a substantial profit
to be made by the State at practically no
expense to the Government. Yet Ministers
refuse to take advantage of so Vavouralilo
an opportunity. There should be some pro-
nouncement on this question, and I hope the
Minister in replying will deal with that par-
ticular phase of the question. It has been
recommended by the Industries Assistance
Board and also by the select committee
appointed to consider .A.B, matters. There
is also the question of the supply of super-
phosphate. The Government should adopt a
strong attitude and see if they cannot bring
the companies to reason, so that the board
can secnre benefit from the orders distributed,
instead of continuing the existing arrange-
ment.

IMr. HICKMOTT (Pingelly) [3.1]: With
other members, I agree that the Industries
Assistance Board has rendered great Service
to the State. I was one of those who sup-
ported the Labour Government when they
initiated the scheme. The functions of the
board were carried out liberally, and grat
assistance was rendered to the farmers.
Some difficulties were experienced in admin-
istering the board at the inception, but, not,
withstanding that fact, many people who are
on the land to-day would not be there had it
not been for the assistance rendered by the
Industries Assistance Board. It is true that
the privileges accorded producers have been
much abused. It is necessary that such in-
stitutions should be carefully watched, be-
cause some sections of the conmmunity will
always be prepared to abuse the assistance
that is rendlered to them. The operations of
the board have been extended beyond what
was intended at the outset. The board was
established for the purpose of assisting
people who had suffered from the effects of
drought, and had lost practically everything.
Had it not been that the Government of the
day stepped in and tided them over their
difficulties, those settlers could not have
carried on. M_%any new farmers have been es-
tablished and provided with a living, who were
not farming at the time the board was
established. The board has grown into a big
concern, which takes a lot of management.
There is no doubt there has been a lot of
mismanagement from time to time. Some
of the inspectors who are supposed to be
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looking after the interests of the farmers,
and of the board, know very little concern-
ing the duties they are supposed to carry out.
Many of them have been on the land them-
selves but did not make a success of farming.
respite that facat, they have been pitch-
forked into positions as inspectors for the
Industries Assistance Board. As such, they
issue instructions to farmers as to where, how
and what land they should cultivate, although
they do not know anything about these things.
Thin has led to many mishap;, and the far-
mers have suffered accordingly. We should
see that -men appointed to such positions
thoroughly understand their business, and
that they are practical men. Many eases to
illustrate the result of appointments made
in the past have been brought before the
House. Very often farmers have applied for
assistance and at the outset their requests
have been refused. Later in the season
when it in too late to do any-
thing, their requests for manure or
implements have been agreed to and the
orders have been sett along. That money has
been uselessly expended and many crops put
in under those conditions have been too late.
In some instances manure forwarded in these
circumstances has never been shifted from
the sidings, but has remained there all the
wrinter and has been absolutely wasted. The
farmers would not take delivery of those sup-
plies. In many cases the farmers have not
been given a chance to succeed owing to the
withholding of necessary assistance until it
has been too late. There are probably some
farmers onl the board who have been in that
position since the Industries Assistance Board.
was first established.

Hfon. W. C, Angwin: There are over 700 of
them.

Mr. HICKMfOTT: Some of those men
wvould not make good in. a lifetime owing to
the conditions under which they have In-
boured. Respecting some, the explanation is
that their land is not suited for wheat grow-
ing. Those men should be shifted to some more
favourable locality, or they should be provided
with stock. The latter Course is not always
Practicable because holdings are not fenced
and dogs are too prevalent. Along the Great
Southern line, however, where the land is not
fit for wheat growing, the settlers can make
good on oats and fodders.

Ron. W. C, Angwin: And they can get
stock from Elder Smith's or Dalge:ty's.

-%r. HIICKMOTT:- In many cases the
board has taken charge of thecir clients'-
horses, stock, implements and everything else.

Hon, W. C. Angwin: But not stock such as
I refer to.

Mr. HICKMOTT : In sone instances, the
firms will not provide the stock. People have
gone in for sheep andi they have donel very well
on their light land propositions n-hen they
have engaged in mixed farming. Probably' it
would be better if some of thle farmers were
taken away from their present holdings and
e'-tnblished elsewhere, where they would have
a reasonable chance of being successful. If

Sonic Of these farmers have been on the board
from the inception and still require further
assistance, it seems absolutely necessary to
follow the course I suggest, rather than to cou.
tinue carrying them on under existing con-
ditions. These people should he encouraged to
go in for mixed farming propositions or else
they should be shifted from their present
holdings. If a man has not made good after
working for eight or ten years, there is not
Much Chance Of him Tasking good in the
future if lie in permitted to remain on his
holding, I agree with some of the remarks of
the member for Sussex (Mr. Pickering) re-
garding the delays which have taken place.

Mr. Lutey: You do not agree with his re-
marks regarding insurances I

Mr. BICKMOTT: No; I thought the
member for Broii'nhifl-Ivanboe (Mr. Lutey)
was quite logical in his remarks. If the In-
dustries Assistance Board were permitted. to
carry its own insurance; it would remove
some of the taxation which has to be borne
by the producers and whbich is one cause of
dissatisfaction. A little while ago I as talk-
ing to a farmer, who has since died, who told
me that be had to pay £430 for State and
Federal taxes and he had bad to borrow part
of the money to do so. That man was a far-
mer in big way and had a number of grown
up sons. The boys came to him and said that
if they were to slave on the farm and all the
profits which resulted from their united ef-
forts had to go, together with additional money
that had to be barrowed, in the payment of
taxes, it was better for them to go elsewhere.
If the board were permitted to carry out their
own insurances it would perhaps reduce the
burden of taxation and assist in building up
revenue badly required to liquidate some of
the present liabilities. I trust the recommen-
dations of the select committee wil be car-
ried out to a certain extent and thus enable
farmers to have a chance to carry on under
better conditions.

M r. ANGELO (Gascoyne) [3.10]: Af ter
the comprehensive speech made by thle mem-
her for North-East Fremiantle (Hon. IV. C.
Angwia), who was also chairman of the select
committee appointed to inquire into the af-
fairs of the hoard, and in view of the fact
that the committee's report has been cir-
culated among members, I do not think lb
is necessary to speak at any length. There
are two points, however, I wish to stress. The
first relates to the recommendation of the
select committee regarding insurances. That
recommendation rends as follows:-

Your committee is of opinion that the
Act should be amended to give the board
power to effect its own insurances for
hoard clients.

I subscribe to that recommendation but at
the same time I want it to he clearly under-
stood that by so doing I am not advocating
a State insurance department. Giving power
to the board along these lines i-4 quite dif-
ferent from a State insurance scheme which
'would be in competition with those com-
panies that ar--
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Mr. Marshall: Fleeing the people and in-
dustries. Do not hesitate to say it straight
out.

Mr. ANGELO: The member for Murchi-
son (Mr. Marshall) will have an opportunity
to express his own views. That is quite a di)-
fereat proposition to permitting the Industries
Ast-itance Board carrying out its own insur-
ances. Many large steamship companies, such
as the P. & 0. and Orient companies, do not
support insurance companies by insuring their
ships with them, but they carry their own
insurance risks. If a company has4 a sufficient
number of vessels or a person owns a sufficient
number of houses, it is always good business
for their own risks to be covered by them-
selves. That is why I agree with the recom-
mendation of the Committee and advocate
the board carrying its own insurances. 'We
have 2,000 clients whose concerns arc in-
mired. Surely there' is wide enough sco pe
there to give security against the loss feared
by the member for Supsex. The committee in
their report said:

During the past three years the premiums
paid aggregated £71,217; the commission
paid the department was £8,425, and the
claimis paid totalling £27,259, leaving a
balance to the companies amounting to
£35,533.

That shows that the companies made a clear
profit of over 100 per cent. on claims paid.
Taking into consideration the number of
clients on the board's books, it would
be good business for the board to
carry its own insurances, without af-
fectinug them with various insurance companies.
The second point I wish to make concerns
the recommendation that the Agricultural
Bank and the Industries Assistance Board
should he amalgamated as soon as possible.
In evidence we were-told by various officials
that the operations of the board are con-
sider-ably more elastic than are those of
the bank. The Industries Assistance Board
was created at a time of severe droughtr
when numbers of farmers had to be assisted.
There can be no doubt the board has done
exceedingly good work, but it is question-
able whether it should be allowed to con-
tinue for all time. Bather would it be wise
to amalgamate it with the Agricultural
Bank, for it is not good business to have
two separate institutions operating on the
one property, and so to a large extent over-
lapping. SXe~ learnt from the auditor's re-
port that in two instances men who had re-
ceived their clearances from the board got
away without paying what they owed the
Agricultural Bank. It served to suggest
that the two sets of books kept do not
disclose to both departments the respective
indebtedness of clients to the two depart-
ments. Mr. Richardson, the chairman of
the board, when aked what he thought of
the proposed amalgamat ion, said it had not
been fully considered. He thought the sug-
gestion would have to come fromt the Gov-
ernnmenti that fromn a small temporary in-
stitution the board bad dev-eloped into one
of considerable magnitude, and the policy

of the Government appeared to be adverse
to closing it up. Later Mr. Richardson said
there might be a good deal of saving in
respect of staff if the two institutions were
amalgamated. When asked how it was that
the oi r-ers of the board, in giving clearances
to clients, were not aware of the indebted-
niess of those clients to the bank, Mr.
Richardson said the officers might not know
of it from memory, but he thought they
would soon learn from the accounts what
was owing to the bank. Finally, he said
the day would come when some scheme of
anmalganmation would have to be formulated.
Personally I cannot see the necessity for the
tnwo institutions. If the affairs of the In-
dustries Assistance Board were handed over
to the Agricultural Bank to be wround up,
the accounts could be treated as accounts
in excess of the limit, and the trustees could
be relieved of any risk.

Hon. W. C. Angwin : By a Government
guarantee.

Mr. ANGELO: Yes. One objection to the
amalgamation is that another oriss might
occur, such as gav% -rise to the board. But
an amendment of the Agricultural Rank
Act could be miarl, which would provid" tor
that, giving authority to the trustees to
assist farmers in, times of stresa. The
trustees would then afford relief under a
gnarantee fromt the Go-n-rnment. Even to-
day the Agricultural flank is making ad-
vances in certain districts against a Govern-
ment guarsantee. If it can be done in. those
circumstances, because it is the policy of
the Crovernment to settle people in those
particular areas, why could it not be ex-
tended to cover a general crisis? In con-
elusion let me say it has been a very great
pleasure to be a member of the select com-
mittee. We had all understood that the
member for North-East Fremantle (Hon. W.
C. Angwin) was 'very thorough in his work,
but until we sat around the same table with
him we had no idea of the extent of his
thoroughness. He did far more than the
lion's share of the work of the committee,
and by his own energy greatly reduced the
tasks of the remaining members of the
committee.

Mr. 'MARSHALL (Muorchison) r3.221: I
support the recommendation of the select
committee in rcspect of insurance. It is
deplorable that members representing the
primary producers should be hostile to every
farm of State enterprise and ready t3 bleed
tihe general taxpayers for the becfmt fm f cer-
tain classes of the community. Foreign iii-
suranee companies derive an cermrni&u
annual profit through the agene'- of the.L
Tmdu'tries Assistance Board, whiok rieeivvs
15 per cent. on the premiums for doing
the whole of the work of the insuramer IWO1P
loanies, to whomn the profit gores for doing
nothing at all. It is deplor:'hln tihat u-lire-
seutatives of the primary producers should
flout the proposal that the prowits on hn-
ance should he diverted fromn furcign com-
pauies to a Government dep-irtrtiuat Only
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the narrow-minded would be hostile to the
recommendation that the Industries Assist-
onice Board should insure its own clients
and so save the profits now gathered by
foreign insurance companies. The hoard in
its annual report, dated 30th October, 1922,
have this to Say:-

Insurance-The board's agreement with
the Fire and Underwriters' Association
was the same as obtained during the ire-
kCeding year. The acreage covered by fire
insurance was 4785,493, and Ihe values for
insurance of the crops were-wheat
£717,724 (fire), £:708, 775 (hail), and hay
£ 140,561 (fire). The acreage insured
.against bail was 213,932. The amount
paid in premiums was fire £11,310; hail
R9,752; and the amounts recovered were
fire £2,553 (42 losses), and hail £5,791 (90
losses). The companies allow the board
for its services a commission of 15 per
cent, on fire and 5 per cent, on hail pre-
miums. Since its inception the board has
paid in premiums the sum of U1,728,
plus stamp duty, and recovered in losses
£.48,442. It is ot opinion that legislative
authority to carry its own risks is neces-
sary, as affording a source of profit from
which to provide a reserve to meet the
losses which the liquidation of its bad
accounts is now entailing.

In face of such a recommendation we find
members representing people who are a
burden .:., -j.j7,- t~akm a hostile
stand on the score that for the board to do
it, own insurance would be to set up a State
enterprise. I hope the Minister will report
progress, and bring down a Bill embodying
the machinery necessary to give effect to
the recommnendation of thle board. The time
iq lung past when we should allow foreign
insurance companies to derive huge profits
at the expense of our taxpayers.

Mr. HARRISON (Avon) [3.30]: There
are one or two matters bearing on the coatin-
lnltu v of this measure to which no reference
lac.s been made. One is the inception of the
old seed wheat hoard, and the nec-essity for
th-- adoption of prompt and active measures
duiring the year 1914 in order to keep men on
their holdings. Many of our settlers were
thea in their first stages of pioneering. I
renmember going out onl that campaign in
191 '4 and seeing some of the holdings. As
rega1rds growth it was impossible to see where
the drill had been. The marks of the variond
discs were visible, but not a blade of green
or of dried up vegetable matter was to be
seen. The position was indeed acute. These
pioleers had gone on to holdings and were
living under exceedingly hard conditions. To
the credit of the Government then in power,
assistance was granted thenm, and the Govern.
inent by so doing assisted the State also to
bc-d the improvements already effected. The
results to-day represent the fruits of any
years of labour. The extent of the improve-
mients conserved by this timely assistance

i- revealed in the report of the select com-

mittee. The results have been so great and
good thuit the annual renewal of the Indus-
tries Assistance Act has been deemed war-
mated. The question now is whether we shall
continue the measure for a further year.
During the last two or three years the member
for Geralifton (Mr. Willeock) has indicated
nn anxiety to abolish the board. Something
should certainly be done to reach finality,
es9pecially in relation to those clients who
have not made good. I refer to those who
hmav'e fallen behind through no fault of their
own, through no lack of energy, or through
no error of judgment, but entirely owing to
circumstances against which they have been
unable to successfully battle, flaring the
season 1911-12, when there was a partial
failure in the harvest, the lighter lands gave
a much better return than the heavier lands,
due to the sub-normal rainfall. To some ex-
tent the light lands during the present season
have yielded proportionately higher ret6ims
than the heavier lands in many districts. In
about 1911-12 the present chairman of the
board and another member of the Agricul-
turnl Blank staff took up some light land.
When such men took up light land, it wasl
regarded as a sort of recommendation by new.
settlers, who followed their example. These
gentlemen have since been proved to have
been in the wrong. The present administration
recommend that a farmer should have so
many hundred acres of heavy forest or good
quality soil in addition to light land. Many

SvL~, , . -- :-=mndation of responsible
officers, took up light land when its productive
value was not known. I am referring to the
wodgil country. It might be possible to get
some return from such country during the
first year, but after that it gives scarcely
any yield, despite the labour and energy ex-
pended upon it. As this land was easy to
bring under cultivation it was considered good
business to clear a larger area at a lower
capital cost. If the land had been of a pro-
ductive value anything like it was expected
to be, the proposition would have been a sound
one. Unfortunately, to the surprise of the Ad-
ministration, the I.A.B. officials and the set-
tlers, such land Boon became practically worth-
less for cereal production. Minister have been
approached with regard to the establishlment
of certain farms to prove to settlers and for
the benefit of the State generally, the precise
value of such soil. In Some centres there are
rather wide areas of such land. The failures
referred to by the member for Murchison
(M1r. Marshall) cannot fairly be regarded as
failures from the point of view of the State.
It has been a vast experimental field on which
have been attained results which doubtless
will prove of great advantage to present and
future settlers. It is held by some of t17e
farmers, who have been testing these lighter
lands during the past aeason, that good re-
sults might be obtained by the production of
oats and the adoption of certain methods of
cultivation, hut more than one season of ex-
periment is neesary to prove this. It hasl
been prosed at Torkarkine-
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The Minister for Agriculture: It has been
proved all over the place.

Mr. HAIRRISON! Exactly; and, therefore,
it is unfair to regard all this experimental work
as being a direct loss to the State. Every far-
mer has to do a lot of experimental work in
order to test the value of various methods
of cultivation; therefore, -we cannot regard it
as a direct loss to the State. When we off -
set against the financial loss, the good results
which have been obtained, I cannot bring my-
self to believe that the State in the aggregate
has suffered any real loss. However, we ought
to be guided by the experience and experi-
ments of these men, in order to seeure the
highest possible results in future. The men
who have been so unfortunate as to take up
light land are suffering under a load of ac-
cumulated charges. At present some of them
are working on 8 per cent, money and they
cannot be expected to make good under such
conditions. It has been represented to the
Minister and to Cabinet that local residents
conversant with the soil conditions, the cli-
mate, and the personal equation of such set-
tlers in their immediate neighbourhood, should
be asked to help the officers of the depart-
ment in an investigation of these canee, to
ascertain the value of the assets, stock, etc.,
and to recommend an adjustment, so that
these men may cit-her be relieved of the bur-
den altogether, or given a fair fighting chance
if they desire to retain their present held-
ings. Considerable sentiment attachbes to a
holding on which the occupant has done the
pioneering work, but many of the settlers
cannot possibly survive the burden, and it is
not fair to ask them to continue when there
is no prospect of success. A final adjustment
should be made at once. Provided the right
men were appointed, a board of this descrip-
dion, working with the departmental officers,
should achieve good results.

Mr. Underwood: Why a board?9
Mr. HARRISON: I do not cawe by what

name it is called. If the hon. member prefers
it, call it an arbitration on the value of the
various holdings in respect of which the I.A.B.
have refused full or partial assistance, and so
arrive at a fair balance. The sme principle
applies in other walks of life. Why not ap-
ply it to the 'grculturistat

Mr. Underwo We must have a board?
Mr. HARRISON: If a man goes through

the insolvency court, provided he has exerted
every effort to meet his obligations, he is
granted a clearance, and is then free to set up
in business again.

Hon. WV. C. Angivin: Blut he is not again
advanced money by his creditors to set up
in business.

Mr. HARRISON: These settlers would
be advanced money by the Government only
on the improvements they are affecting,
which improvements redound to the benefit Of
the State.

Ron. W. C. Ang-win: They have no assets.
Mr. HARRISON: flow can the hon. mem-

ber say that when there are so many hundreds
of thousands of acres of cleared land, and
so much wheat produced 9

The Minister for Mines: The member for
North-East Fremantle means assets in excess
of liabilities.

Mr. HARRISON- That is a different
matter.

Hon. W. C. Angwiir- They have not enough
to pay their liabilities.

Mr. HARRISON: If their asets were in
excess of their liabilities, there would be no
need for me to appeal f or a valuation and a
final adjustment. Such men would be able
to pull through. However, the time has come
when something should be done to relieve
these settlers of their beavy overhead costs
when it is obviously impossible for them to
make good. In 1917 thuis question was
brought up at the primary producers' con-
fePrenee. We wanted to assist to g-et
an adjustment, and creditors who had sup-
plied machinery and other goods also desired
an adjustment. They were willing to accept
a composition so that they would know where
they stood. But the farmers themselves were
the stumbling block to the adoption of this
course. Quite a number stood up at the
conference and spoke to this effect-' We
do not want charity; we want to pay oar
full 20s. in the pound.'' That was in the
early stages, before they had experienced the
grinding which has sines befallen them. For
four or five years they have found themselves
between the upper and nether millstones, and
it is high time they were afforded relief. Ta
the interests of the State it would be well to
relieve these men and their families and
permit them to seek fresh holdings. They
should be settled on other land.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: And allowed to start
it all over agaixit

Mr. HARRISON: If these last seven
years have not enabled the officials to deter-
mine whether the settlers in question are
worthy of further assistance, or whether they
have been merely cheating the Government in
respect of the assistance granted them. I
shall be very much surprised. Surely the
officials, with the knowledge they have ac-
quired, should be able to Wieed out the un-
worthy settlers and to indicate those who are,
deserving ef further asietance. As to those
unworthy of further assistance, it would be
much better for the State if we determined
to cut the loss here and now.

Hon. 31. F. TROY (Mt. Magnet) (3.4-51f
I could wish this Bill had been introduced
later in order that advantage might be taken
of the recommendations of the select com-
mittee. Unless the Government or Parlia-
ment take some notice of these recommen-
dations, the time spent by members of the
select committee will to a certain extent have
been wasted. Many of the points raised in
the report are of considerable importance.
I have no objection to the operations of the
board being continued. Without the board
many of the settlers now being cairied on
would have to abandon their properties, and
this would mean a great set back to the State.
I notice the committee are pessimistic ais to
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the future of settlers on light lands. They
are of opinion that many of these people have
little chance of making good. It is regret-
table that such a decision should have been
arrived at.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: That is as to light
lands only.

lon. Xt. P. TROY: It is deplorable that
such members as the member for North-East
Fremantle (Hon. WV. C. Angwin), the member
for Browuhill-Ivanboe (11r. Lutey), the
member for Gascoyne (Mr. Angelo), the
member for Fremantle (Mr. Gibson), and the
member for York (Mr. Latham) should have
been forced to this conclusion. It shows that
some definite policy is needed to deal with
the situation. The committee have decided
on the evidence of people who should know
that many of these settlers cannot make good.
The officers who have had experience of the
Acet and the operations of the board are also
pessimistic. Parliament should know what
the intentions of the Government are. I
know several settlers who are clients of the
board in my district. Most of them are hard
working and honest men. This year they are
experiencing great difficulty for they have
little or no harvest to reap. Happily for
me I have a f air crop. I have
asked myself why I should have a fair har-
vest and they should have a bad one. I do
not farm any better than they do, and have,
land that is little better tbnn theirs. But
they are handicapped in the matter of fer-
tilisers. The board limits its clients to a
certain amount of fertiliser. Lack of super-
phosphates is partly responsible for their hav-
ing an unsatisfactory harvest this year.

Mr. Teesdale: Ist there some flint rate!
Ron. Mt. F. TROY-, I think the board al-

lows from 6Olbs. to 7Olbs. of superphusphate
to the acre. This is no good on country of
this type.

Mr. Harrison: It is goad enough in certain
places.

Hou. M.%. F. TROY: When I was in the
Wimmern. district in Victoria during the 3-ear
I inquired from the farmers how much fer-
tiliser they used. It is heav-y, rich clay land,
but I ascertained they never used less than
lO0lbs. to the acre.

Mr. Harrison: What is the rainfall?
The 'Minister for Agriculture: If the land

is not in good order the fertiliser will never
do any good.

Rion. Mf. F. TROY; The rainfall in the
wheat belt is no worse than it is in the Win-
mera district, where some years it is only Sin.
or Oin. and in other years Roes up to Iflin.
Profiting by that knowledge, I put on lO0lb..
of superphosphates to the acre this year. 1
believe the harvest I am reaping off fallaweil
land is due to that fact.

The Minister for Agriculture:- Are you
sure? Some people may use properly graded
wheat and the right kind of wheat, and others
not do so.

Boa. M. F. TROY: I first thought the
drerding of miperphasphates was too heavy,
but I am getting good results from it. My

neighbours, unfortunately, are not getting a
similar result. The board makes no provision
for the inter-change of seed. Farmers grow
the same kind of seed from year to year.

The Minister for Agriculture: We did last
yeanr.

lion. Mf. IF. TROY: I am. doubtful if the
settlers I speak of had an opportunity ot
changing their seed.

The Minister for Agriculture: They could
all do so.

Hon. 'M. F. TROY: I am glad to hear that.
When a man grows the same class of seed
from year to year on the same kind of con-
try the seed deteriorates, and leads to fail-
ure. The board should insist upon the seed
being changed every few years. The settler
shbould receive a dozen bags of seed so that
hie may furnish himself with his requirements
for the following year.

Mr. Harrison: That is the policy of the
Agricultural Department to-day.

The -Minister for Agriculture: We have
beeit getting some astonishing results.

Hon. -M. P. D1ROY: I have made a prac-
tice of changing my seed in alternate years,
with good results.

Mr. Teesd ale: What do you expect to
average to the acreI

Hon. 'M. F. TROY-. About 12 to 16 bushels
I tried a dressing of fromn 70 to 7dlbs. of
fertiliser, but that wss no good. This year 1
put on 100lbs, for the first time. In one case
I am getting nearly 16 bushels, bat the aver-
age is about 12 bushels of wheat to the acre.
It is all fallowed land. Another disadvant-
age is that the settlers are trying to make a
living out of wheat alone. They do not entry
any stock. The Industries Assistance Board
is advancing money and urging men who :Ira
already discouraged by their outlook to carry
an. Having no hope for the future, theyr
cannot he satisfied with their lot. The board
mnakesq no provision for sheep. Had the set-
tlers I speak of carried 900 or 400 sheep this
year these would have been worth at least
109. per head for the -wool, and the money
derived from them *ould lhav-e been very use-
ful.

Mr. Harrison: They must have water and
good fencing in order to carry sheep.

Hon. 'M. F. TROY: The board should see
that these settlers are provided with water,
fen cing and stock.

Hon. W. C. Angwvin: That is not its pro-
vince.

Hon. M. F. TROY: The officers adminis-
tering the board also administer the Agricul-
tural Bank. They must either drop these
men because they state in evidence that their
position is bopelers or must place the settlers
in a position to get out of their difficulties.

Hon. W. C. Angwia: Mfany farmers are be-
ing assisted in the matter of sheep.

Hon. M. F. TROY: If the settlers were as-
sisted to carry sheep, they might lose on their
wheat, hut would save themselves on their
stack. Very few farmers can make a suc-
cess of wheat alone. Natural conditions will
arise to cause a failure in the erop. The po-
licy of the Government should be to provide
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thece men with mneans whereby they can earn.
a livelihood and pay their debts.

Ron. W. C. Angwin: That should apply all
ever the State.

Hon. M1. P. TROY: Yes. Where the coun-
try is suitable for the carrying of stock and
it is a profitable undertaking for the farmer,
he should be encouraged to lauch out in this
way. Uless such encouragement is given to
seine of our settlers, they are likely to be al-
ways in debt to the board. It is essential, it
the operations of the board are to be really
successful, that this should be done. People
on light land cannot get results from wheat
alone. The member for Avon (Mr. Harri-
sori) referred to wodgil land. I cleared some
wodgil country though I was advised not to
do so, but I am able to produce some very fine
crops of oats from it.

Hon. W. C. Angwiu: One witness said he
had a 15 bushel crop of wheat off wodgi]
country.

Hon. M1. F. TROT: I have always grown
a good crop of oats on it.

Mr. Hfarrison: You often get a good crop
in the first year.

Hon. 211. F. TROT: The oats give me feed
for my stock and are invaluable from that
point of view. The Minister ought to take
the advice of the committee and let the
State insure the crops. Why should
we place in the way of private corn-
panies -all the advantages that are set
out in the report of the select committee?
Why should we hand over thousands of
pounds of profits to the insurance companies
annually? The Public Works Department
initiated a scheme of insurance among their
employees, and the Industries Assistance
Board could do the same for their clients.
It is unfair to charge struggling farmers a
premium which yields the companies such
profits. It means merely burdening the
farmers with costs they should not be called
upon to bear. Personally I favour State
insurance, which system in Queensland has
resulted in the reduction of premiums by
33 per cent., a profit of £60,000, and the
carrying of £1,000,000 to reserve- I am
sorry that the Governmen1t, who are largely
members of the Country Party, cannot see
thdir way to bring in a measure which would
be so beneficial to the farmers. At present
the farmers are being exploited by the in-
surance companies. There is no getting
away from it that this little community of
some 300,000 people cannot except with
difficulty carry in all their magnificence 60
or 70 insurance companies. I hope that the
Minister in replying will state what objec-
tions there may be to the amalgamation of
the Industries Assistance Board and the
Agricultural Bank. I suppose one objection
will be that the Agricultural Bank is a
business proposition and that the Industries
Assistance Board is not.

The Minister for Agriculture: The one ad-
vances upon security-

Hon. Mt. F. TROT: And the other is a
gamble. I trust the Government will see
their way to amalgamate the two institu-

tions. The experience of the officers will
show how it is to be done. If a Bill for
that purpose were submitted to Parliament,
I anm sure it would pass without amend-
ments. In the report there is a reference
to outstanding rates due to road boards.
The Industries Assistance Board, we are
told, have paid the current rates. Since
when, though? Since the last two years. Is
there any means by which the board can
he compelled to pay overdue rates? The
fact that such large amounts of rates are
outstanding represents a heavy handicap on
settlement. Roads are required, and settlers,
notwithstanding that they pay their rates,
cannot have the roads built. The road
boards state, "We have too much money
outstanding." Thus the man who pays his
rates gets no advantage whatever. The In-
dustries Assistance Board should pay out-
standing rates, because the building of a
road in this country, or anywhere, is a
national work. After all, road construction
should not be the work of road boards at all,
but of the State. In New South Wales for
many years the State has undertaken all
road construction, Government engineers
supervising the work. A road represents a
permanent end reproductive work. I hope
that the amendment of our land legislation
will enable men on sand plain country to
get larger areas, and I trust the Govern-
muent will help them to fence, and provide
water supply, and buy sheep. Thus encour-
aged, those men, I have no doubtr whatever,
will make greater progress in the next five
years than is possible to them in 20 years
under present conditions. They should be
given every inducement to launch out and
produce as much as possible in the way nf
crops and cattle and pigs and poultry-
indeed, in every direction. Advantage
should be taken of the amending land legis-
lation to enable these men to make godd.
In view of the experience with men on such
lands who have mixed wheat growing with
grazing, the Government should have no
hesitation in extending these facilities as I
suggest.

Mr. Lutey: I draw attention to the state
of the House. There are only about six
members in the Chamber.

Bells rung and a quorum formed.

Mr. WILLCOOX (Gcraldton [4.9]: I have
to make once again the old, annual coin-
plaint about this measure. The Act was in-
troduced as a piece of temporary legislation,
under stress of circumstances and excep-
tional seasons. Upon embarking on a com-
prehensive scheme of assistance to farmers,
we should not have retained such a measure
us this, which places too much responsibility
on the 'Minister. Parliament should have
laid down definitely a policy of assistance
to the primary industries. If! the matter
were gone into comprehbensively, we could
evolve a scheme on the lines of a rural bank,
which would render assistance on business-
like lines to the agricultural and pastoral
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industries, and in fact to all industries con-
nected with primary production. We have
now three distinct institutions for that pur-
pose, institutions controlled in the main by
one man as their official head, but having
distinct executive heads. The work of each of
these institutions to a certain extent overlaps
that of the other two. I refer to the soldier
settlement scheme, the Industries Assist-
ance 'Board, and the Agricultural Bank. The
establishment of a rural bank would do all
that is required for the whole of the primary
industries and do it on business lines. In
such conditions we could get somewhere,
instead of being handicapped by the neces-
sity for consulting two or three institutions
with regard to various schemes. We have
heard a lot about business acumen in the
past, and it should not be beyond the collec-
tive business acumen of members of this
Chamber to devise a system of rural credit
which Mould cover the activities of the
three institutions I have mentioned. No
banking institution would think of dividing
up its activities into three water-tight com-
jiartmeuts, as we are doing with regard to
assistance to agriculture. When the measure
was introduced, in 1915, the expectation was
that it would last three or four years, and
that then the system of assistance to farm-
ers would -automatically close down, or at
all events close down as soon as the accounts
of clients had been squared. Instead of
that, the board, like Tennyson's '"Brook,"
seems to be going on forever. I do not
think Parliament would have been justified
in passing the original Act if members had
thought that the measure was to be practi-
cally permanent. As the belief was that the
measure would Prove merely temporary, many
things were left to the discretion of the
Minister controlling the Act which Would not
have been left to him in ordinary circum-
stances. We have had an instance of a
Minister leaving the Cabinet because another
Minister said that sustenance to farmers
should be at a certain rate, while he had
fixed another rate. I refer to 'Mr. R. T. Rob-
inson. That gentleman thought the susten-
ance allowance should be kept down to 78.
per day. The present Premier said he would
grant 9s. As a protest against the present
Premier's action, Mr. Robinson left the Mini-
istry. There was no public announcement to
ihat effect, but it is believed that that was
the reason, or one of the reasons, which iii-
duc-cil Mr. Robinson to get out of the overn-
nient. Parliament should definitely determine
the policy of granting assistnce, and not
leave the matter to the whim of individual
Ministers. The present position reminds me
of the bargaining n-hich occurred just prior
to the last Federal election but one. The
Hughes Government said they would give war
gratuity bond,;. Other people, trying to out-
bid the Hlughies party, said they would grant
war gratuities in cash. The present Govern-
ment could go to the country saing, ''We
will grant up to 9s. per day su-stenance to
farmers."' Another party might go to the

country With the cry, ''We ijll give the
farmers at least 12s. a day sustenance,'

Hon. W. C. Angwin: Wouldn't they bite
on that?

Mr. WILCOCK: Suich proceedings would
constitute a grossly immoral menace to poli.
tics. The possibility of that sort of thing
should not be allowed. As a temporary mea-
sure that was all right, because no one knew
what would be required. Prices were fluctu-
ating and Parliament could not fix the limit
in the Act stipulating the rate that should
not be exceeded. It "as believed then that
it was a temporary measure to meet tempor-
ary requirements. The Government should go
into the question of rural credit throughout
the State, and adopt some sound policy. We
know that the future of the State will be
bound up in primary production for many
years to come.

Mr. l'ickerinig: Not only this State.
'Mr. WILLCCCK- I1 am referring to West-

ern Australia only, because the Bill deals with
this State. The Government should consider
primary production of sufficient importance
to justify them going thoroughly into the
whole question and advancing a compreb en-
sive policy dealinig with the assistance given
to people engaged in the agricultural indus-
try. The old question regarding storekeepers'
accounts again crops up. I have inflicted this
upon the House year after year, hoping that
something will be done. I hare declared it
to be a crying and gross injustice that the
people who stood by, and practically made
the agricultural industry of the State, should
be debarred from receiving money rightly
due to them. We know of eases where the
accounts of clients stand in credit on the
board's books, and yet those people are owing
money to outside creditors. While they re-
main on the board's books, the money of
these clients cannot be obtained by the out-
side creditors. Such a policy was never in-
tended by those who were responsible for the
initiation of the Industries Assistance Board.
The purpose of the board was to retain people
on the land until they were in credit on the
board's books. Even now people who are owed
money by various agriculturists cannot obtain
their just payments, because sufficient money
is retained by the board to enable the clients
to put in the next season'Is crop, quite apart
from any advance made by the Agricultural
Bank. In justice to the storekeepers and.
mnerchants who in the past stood by the in-
dustry uiihih they built up with the assist-
ance of their own fin ances-Il admit too, that
the Government did a lot to assist in that
direction-we should remember that these in-
dividuals made it possible for the farners to
remain on their holdings under the system of
private credit that obtained prior to the es-
tablishment, of the Industries Assistance
Board. As a matter of fact, hundreds or
thousands of people who are on the land to-
day, would not be there had they not received
from the merchants and storekeepers the
necessary assistance to keep them there.
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Mr. Please: That is quite true.
Mr. WVILLCOCK: Yes; everything I say

is always quite true. In justice to those
people who stood by the agricultural industry
for years, the Governnment should take over
the outstandiag liabilities to nmerchants and
storekeepers.

Mr. Pickerig: At what value
Mr. WILLCOCK: That could] be deter-

mined. I have heard storekeepers say that
they would acept 10s. in the pound, without
any interest at all.

Hon. AV. C. Ang.'in: Some of them have
said they would accept 5s. in the pound.

Mr. W1ILLCOCK: I have heard that too,
but it does not say that we should be content
to give them 5s., if we can get more.
People who have been rendered such assist-
once in the past should have sufficient grati-
tude to be Willing to pay their debts in full,
if they have made good in the meantime.
They should be uilliag to pay whatever they
they can towards the gross amount necessary
to make up the payments of 10s. in the pound,
which the Government could reasonably give
the storekeepers and merchants and not lose
any money by doing so. I know the amunt
of indebtedness to outside creditors has been
reduced gradually.

.Hon. W. C. Angwin: It is a little over
£800,000 now.

Mr. WflLCAOCK: And it has to be re-
mnembered that that very fact makes the
position a bit worse, because the good
payers are those who will pay and if the in-
debtedness were reduced to £200,000 or less,
the clients concerned would probably be
those whose liabilities represent really bad
deblts, respecting which nothing will be
obtained. If we wvere to take over the
liabilities now, we might get 10s. in the
pound all round. Storekeepers and mer-
chants would be assisted, and the farmers
should be satisfied with having had the use
of the money during all these years without
the payment of interest.

Hon. W. C. Augivi: A good lot of the
money owing carries interest at 8 per cent.

Mr. WfljLCOCK: Some of it does so, of
course, but a lot of it does not carry interest.
This position, however, will make it more
difficult to liquidate the debts. If the bad
debts represent £100,000 and 8 per cent.
interest has to be added in three years'I time,
the total indebtedness will be increased to
£120,000, and thus make the position worse
still. I do not think there would be a great
howl of indignation about it, because people
have been assisted for many years past, who
were taken from an absolutely hopeless posi-
tion and through the operations of the board
have rehabilitated themselves financially. In
addition they have me asset that is growing
in value all the tires. A man may owe £300
on his land, and as the land rents have been
taken over by the board, his asset which on
a £500 farnm might be £200, leaving the
balance of £300 owing in respect of the land,
would, under these 'ponitione, have been
increased in value to £250, thtus placing him

in a much better financial position. Every-
one knows that had it not bees for the
operations of the board, many of these
people would have been insolvent. All the
hard pioneering work extending over 10 or
12 years, would have gone for nothing. No
one would have benefited, and the agricultural
industry would have been practically closed
down. It is not like an ordinary proposition
such as building houses, for although such
buildings may he empty, the asset remains
the sanme although the return may not be
so great. If a man's land is not utilised, it
means that property that has; been cleared
is grown over in the course of time. Build-
ings tumble down, and machinery gets into
a state of disrepair and is rusted until it
becomes useless. If a am were again put on
his holding after the lapse of time, even with
a considerable sum of money at his disposal,
he would not be in the same position as he
occupies now, because of the operations of the
board which have kept him going. These
people who have been rendered such great
assistance should be willing, even if the Gov-
ernment took over their debts at the rate of
10s. in the pound, to pay up the balance if
they were in a position to do so. If only
on account of gratitude for the assistance
rendered them in the past, which has enabled
them to succeed, they should be honest and
pay their just debts. If the Government can
get out of it by paying 10g. in the pound so
much the better, because they have lost a
good deal of money through the advances
made by the board. Something along these
lines could be done and delay will only mean
getting in a worse position regarding these
debts. If the outstanding liabilities are re-
duced as is shown now, it will mean that we
will pay off £60,000 or £70,000 of good
debts and thus make the position more diffi-
cult, because the remaining indebtedness will
largely represent bad debts.

Mr. Angelo: Mr. Bickford. in evidence,
stated that his firm would be prepared to
accept 5s. in the pound, which makes the
position so much the better.

Mr. Teesdale: Who said that?
Mr. WILLOOCK: Mr. Bickford, who was

chairman of the Chamber of Commerce, a
man who had a lot to do with this question.
He is a representative man, and on the books
of his firmn there are debts representing from
£20,000 to F25,000. If those at the head of
a 6mn such as that with which Mr. Bickford
is associated, are prepared to accept that
comlpromise. I think other litrs; will accept
it also. In any ease, there is a hopeless feel-
ing manifested by the storekeepers at the
present time. They did not mind standing
out of their money for two or three years,
but this has been going on for nine years now,
and they are without hope or any prospect of
getting their money. The majority of them
have become resigned to their fate. As a
Parliament we should do justice to thes
people and not permit the existing state of
affair, to continue. At the outset we told
these people when the Industries Assistance
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Board was formed, that the merchants could
'not touch the clients, and explained that it
was in the interests of the State that the
agricultural industry should be kept going.
Those people agreed to stand out of the
money, but they feel that their position is
hopeless at the present time.

Mr. Teesilale: It has to be remembered,
too, that the price of wheat at that stage
'was such they they will not receive again.

Mr. WIhLCOCK. Yes. Had it not been
for that, the liabilities to the board would
have been much greater. The percentage of
failures an the board's books would have
been immensely greater, had it not been for
the fact that two or three years after assist-
ance was rendered to the people, phenomenal
prices were received for phenomenal wheat
yields.

The Minister for Agriculture: It was not
till the 1918-19 season that they got good
prices.

Mr. WILLOOCKt: That is so, and the
board was established in 1915.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: The creditors got
more money before that time than since.

Mr. WJTLLCOCR- That was,beas we
thought the people wanted temporary assist-
ance only, and we considered that that was
all the assistance that would he necessary.
People who were in a hopeless position did
not give the Government a return for the
assistance they received. They merely hung
on -for the sake of the sustenance allowances
they received; they were unscrupulous enough
to do that. Inspectors saw that they
had a certain amount of work to justify the
payment of the sustenance allowances. When
the time came and phenomenal prices were
received, these people realised that if they
maintained their position for another couple
of years, they would be out of debt. They
bemoaned their lack of foresight which had
not 'resulted in greater efforts being put for-
ward so that their returns would be greater.
I am not worrying about those people, some
of whom thou ght they were bankrupt. In
the end, however, some found themselves in
a sound financial position after two years,
with credit balances. When they saw what
the position was, they went to work with a
will in order to reap the benefit- Par-
liamnat, harm?! denied the people who stood
by the agricultural industry for many years
thie right to recover just ndi honiourable
debts, should now recognise their claims and
the Government should seriously consider the
position. I should think we would get even-
tually £150,000 out of the £321,000, and if
this is so, it shouldl not be difficult for the
Government to take over those dehts at
£1,50,000 and pay the storekeepers off, so that
they -would have something. The Government
should take an instruetion from the Hn,,se in
this matter. Representations have been made
by the Chamber of Commerce, by storekeep-
ers, members of Parliament and almost every-
One interested in the welfare of the State,
but yT-ar after s-ear the continuance measure
hbps leon brough t down, and a promise given

that the system of rural credit would be
placed on a sound basis. I hope it is not be-
yond the cap-acity of the Government to es-
tabilish seine sound system instead of having
three or four different institutions dealing
with the same work. In many cases it is
difficult to know where to make inquiries.
An advance may be made under the soldier
settlement scheme, more money may be ad-
vanced from the Agricultural Bank and some
from the Industries Assistance Board. What
an absurd position it is to have three insti-
tutions dealinig with the same individual
and the same land, all keeping separate ac-
counts, dehiting up different rates of interest,
making up their books at different periods
of the year and rendering it impossible for
anyvone to obtain reliable up-to-date informa-
tion regarding his position! There are men
who do not know whether they are £:1,000 or
£0600 in debt. They hare no means of ascer-
taining. 'We should -at least get down to a
business systemn and introduce a proper
sc-hems. The board is to be continued for
another 12 months, and -we do not know for
how much longer thereafter, and the same
state of affairs will continue. I again stress
the necessity for the Government to get down
to a p roller system of rural credit and put
the industry on a sound financial footing.

The ITNISTER FOR AGRICULTURE
(Hon. 11. K. 'Maley-Greenough-in reply)
(4.q31 Mfembers should recognise that this
is the ordinary continuance Bill.

Mr. Wilicock: Yes, continue, continue, con-
tiue!

The MtINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
It has been stated that the board should
effect its own insurance and that sonic of the
recommendations so ably put fonvard by the
select conmnittee should be adopted. So far
the report has not been before the House for
consideration, but members have takien advan-
tage of this occasion to discuss mr-tters which
properly belong to a motion for the adoption
of the report.

Han. W. C. Angwin: There is no chance
of that comning on for consideration.

The MNhISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
The report has been considered by the man-
agemient of the board, but naturally it is im-
possible to make any proposals before thor-
ugh and exhaustive consideration has been
given to the recommendations. Following on
the interesting and informative speeches de-
livered reg-arding the operations of the board,
the exhaustive inquiry made by the select
committee and the proposed valuations to
hie wade of the assets of many of the clients
of the heard, it is probable that an amending
Bill emnbodying- the recommendations will be
hrourht down next sesion. To the member
for (leraldton (Mr. Willeock) I wVould point
out that the P-rincipal factor tearing en the
rate of srstcunuee at the time the present
Premier took over from the es-M1iniste-r for
Industries, MJr. Robinson, was the pri- e of
whoat, which was the highest in the history
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of the State. That price covered the years
1918-2 1. I do not care what academic pro-
posals are advaneed with regard to conduct-
ing clients' affairs, whether they be in the
direction. of siij plying stock or a higher rate
of sustenance, the whole question hinges on
the personal equation of the client being as-
sisted.

Ion. NW. C. Angw.ia: And the quality of the
land he is working.

The MIUNISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
That must always be one of the fundamental
factors of success in farming. It would be
injudicious to give a man on a security which
is a bit slippery stock for a holding which is
not protected with fences. The personal equa-
tion again comes in as to whether the individ-
ual has the capacity to handle stock. To givo
a man a few hundred sheep will not ensure
h]is Making a profit, because he may not know
how to manage them. When the board were
reviewing the ratio of assistance to be furn-
ished to clients during the last season, the
personal equation of the settlers was consid-
ered, especially many of those whio are in a
bad position, in order to ascertain whether
it was worth while carrying them on, or
whether it would he better to stop their sus-
tenance and supply them with fertiliser and
let them get on as best they could. The con-
stantly increasing load of interest charges
booked up agatinst many clients constitutes
a handicap which they can never overcome.
In the course of the present yea;, the valua-
tions ascertained should permit of the board
determnining the position of these clients and
recommending an amendment of the Act. The
report of the select committee will receive the
earnest consideration of the M1inister and of
the board, and a definite policy will be sub-
mnitted next session.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Conmnittee,
Mr. Angelo in the Chair; the Minister for

Agriculture in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1-agreed to.

Clause 2-Continuance of principal Act:

Hon. W. C. AXOWIIN: I would like to
make a personal explanation regarding a mat-
ter mentioned in the report, because I feel
sure there wxill not be ain opportunity this ses-
sion to discuss the report.

The M.%inister for Agriculture: We have all
next year.

Hon. W. C. ANGWIN: The select commit-
tee dealing with clients of the board included
the following paragraph in their report:-

In addition there are 992 clients who are
returned soldiers. According to the evidence
of the manageer (Mr. M.%eLarty) those men
who obtained land under the Soldier Set-
tlement Seheme hacl drawna the full amount
allowed under the scbeme-E2,000-beforo.
becoming board clients.

That was based on the evidence of Mr. ]Nc-
Larty, which evidence he had an opportunity
to peruse before it was printed . Questions
358-860 and the replies read as follows:-

There is a list here of soldiers' bal-
ances, £470, £407, £497, £527, and other.
Does this mean that the soldiers have bad
their £025 from the Soldier Settlement
Scheme, and that the amounts I have
read are adilitionalq-The I.A.B. advances
are quite distinct from the soldier settle-
ment andl bank advances.

How much can you advance from the
soldiers' settlement bank advances ac-
count ?-£2,000.

The man who has drawn £550 hias a
total advance of £2,550 ?-Yes. The
advance made by the board would be over
and above his soldier settlement advance.

I have read those questions and answers to
sh)ow on what ground that paragraph was
inserted in the select committee's report. I
have received a letter from Mr. -MeLarty
in which hie states there was a misunder-
standing. The letter reads-

I desire to correct a misunderstanding
which has arisen in connection with my
evidence before the select comittee re-
garding the amount advanced to soldiers
in the wheat belt, under the Discharged
Soldiers' Settlement Act. The report con-
veys the impression that the maximum
advance of £2,000 has been made to a0l
soldier settlers who are being assisted by
the Industries Assistance Board. My re-
ply to question 360 was not intended to
have a general apphication. I construed
the question to apply to a settinr who had
drawn his limit from the soldier settle-
ment scheme, the object of the commnittee
being to ascertain whether the Industries
Assistance Board advances were in excess
of the limit imposed by the Discharged
Soldiers Settlement Act. On the 30th
September last the average advance
a.p proved to soldier settlers was. £1,058.
Tb average to settlers in the wheat belt
would probably be about £1400. (Signed)
E. A. -MeLarty, general manager.

There has been a misunderstanding. From
the answers given by Mr. 'MeLarty no other
conclusion could be drawn than that the
board advancs would be over and above
the £2,000 advance to soldiers under the
settlement scheme.

Clause put and passed.

New clause:
Ron. W. C. ANGWIN: Before moving a

new clause, let me say that there is no
occasion for the Minister to shelter himself
in the matter of insurance behind the fact
that one special board is -reporting on the
matter. Those hoards were never required,
and they are not likely to turn out as the
Government expect. If the new clause
which I am about to move is ruled out, I
hope the Government will in the course of
this session introduce a Bill embodying the
amendment. I quote from 'Mr. McI~arty's
evidence again-
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1049. Do the board think they should
tarry out their own insurance scheme?-L
think they do. Taking the figures over a
number of years, they would be a good
many thousand pounds in pocket if they
bad carried the risks and collected. the
premiums. They would have had a nice
fund to mneet their liabilities. The pro-
posal, of course, is open to the allegation
that we would be competing with estab-
lished institutions.

1050. You would be working under en-
tirely different conditions, because the
board was brought into existence to assist
farmers who were in dilicultiesi-That
was the original idea. Whether the board
has developed other objectives, it is hard
to say. It would be difficult to do away
with the board now. Some of those
clients who have been reasonably success-
ful do Dot want to go off the beard,
though the trustees often prefer that they
should.

1051. The premiums you have paid and
the claims met show such a big difference
that you could have profitably carried
your own risks'3-Yes, it would bave left
quite a decent margin of profit. Our
operations and risks axe spread over a
large area and a big clientele, and there-
fore we come under the law of averages.
It is a well known fact that insurance is
all right when based on the law of aver-
ages. If we had taken all the risks and
become our own underwriters, as some of
the shipping companies do, we would have
made a good profit.
Mr. Davies: Have the board put up a

-recommendation to that effectt
lion. W. C. ANOWIN: The board have

for some considerable time been of opinion
that they ought to insure the crops of their
clients, and have for some considerable time
been desirous of doing so. But under their
Act they have no power to do so. Let me
point out for the benefit of the Country
Party that according to the auditors there is
a grave doubt wbether the Government can.
"ceollar" the commissions which the board
have secured. In all probability, if the
Oovernment did the insurance, the pro~t
would go to the individual clients of the
board. The auditors take the stand that
the Government have no right to charge a
client more than they actually pay. I may
add that the Government have received
these commissions to the extent of thousands
of pounds. The select committee have
recommended that the opinion of the Grown.
Law Department should be obtained on the
matter. So far as the select committee
could gather, there has been no ruling by
the Crown Law Department. I urge upon
the Mtinister that he should endeavour to
carry out the wishes of the board in this
matter. I know the difficulties Mr. Baxter
had to contend with when trying to do some-
thing that was in opposition to, the interests
of certain institutions. If my new clause is
ruled out, I will, if I can, give notice to

introduce the necessary amending Bill my-
self. I move-

That the following be added, to stand as
Clause 3: '' (1) It shall be lawful for the
boardI, in lieu of insuring the crops of per-
sons5 indebted to the board under the pro-
visionis of Part II, of the principal Act by
policies of insurance, to establish a fun~d
for the insurance of such crops from loss
ior damiage by fire or hail. (2) On such
fund being estalblished, the board shall
charge to the account of each person in-
debted to the board, as a contribution to
suchb fund, a percentage at the prescribed
rate of the insurable value of the crop of
such person as fixed by the board: Pro-
vided that such prescribed rate shall not
exceed the average rate of premium paid
by the board for insurance during the three
years preceding the commencement of this
Act. (3) On the crops of any such person
indebted to the Board as aforesaid being
lost or damaged by fire or hail, a sum equal
to such loss or damage, to be fixed by the
board, shall he charged to the fund nd
credited to the account ii' the books of the
hoard of the person sustaining the loss.'I

This clause, if carried, will not give the board
power to embark upon a system of State in-
surance, but merely to do the insurance busi-
ness of the clients in the same way as many
large companies do their own insurance to-
day.

The CRAIRMIAN: I regret that I must
ruAle the new clause moved by the member for
North-East Fremantle out of order under
Standing Order 391, which. reads-

It is an instruction to nil Committees of
the *rhole House to whom Bills may be
committed, that they have power to make
such amendments therein as they shall
think fit, provided they be relevant to the
subject matter of the Bill; hut if any
Such amendments shall not be within the
title of the Bill, they shall amend the title
accordingly, and report the saume specially
to the House.

This Bill is a continuation Bill. It certainly
%vent through its second reading as a con-
tinuation Bill. It is here before us now as
a continuation Bill. The fact that this
Standing Order insists upon amendments be-
ing relev-ant to the subject matter of the Bill
brings the new clause within the provisions
of the Standing Order. In ''May" the fol-
lowing opinion is given with regard to Bills
in Committee-

In like manner'it is not within the scope
of a Committee on any expiring laws con-
tinuation Bill to amend the provisions of
the Act proposed to be continued.

This is an expiring laws continuation Bill,
Therefore the smendment is certainly not
relevant to the subject matter of the Bill,
inasmuch as it absolutely and entirely alters.
the scope and provisions of the Bill. It makes
the Bill a different measure altogether. I
therefore must rule that the new clause pro-
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powd by the member far North-East Pro-
mastic is hot in order.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: I expected that.

Title--agreed to.
Bill reported without amendment, and the

report adopted.

BILL-AGRCULTOBRAL LANDS PURE-
CHASE flIENDMIENT.

Second BReading.
Debate resumed from the previous day.
Hon. P. COLLIER (Boulder) [5.0]:- I

have no objection to this Bill, as I recognise
it is necessary that the Government should
have additional funds to enable thenm to put-
chase estates that may be offered for sale
during tine year. I notice from the latest
reports of the Under Secretary for Lands
that 12 different holdings were purchased
during the past financial year, having an area
of 56,994 acre, the purchase price being
£82,326. These estates have been subdivided
into 33 different holdings, So that the price
per holding Would work out at approximately
£E2,500. If we assume that each of these
holdings originally carried one farmer, and
that the subdivisions are in the future to be
occupied by 33, we get as a result an addi-
tional 22 settlers. It does seem a fairly large
amount of money to pay for that increased
number of settlers.

Mr. Money:- The man who sells, often
continues farming; he rarely remains idle.

Hon. P. COLLIER: That is so, but we
cannot get away from the fact that the net
result of the expenditure of £82,000 is an
addition of only 22 settlers. It will cost us
an enormous sumi of money if we are to effec-
tively settle our lands at that rate of expendi-
ture. However, the average price for each
holding does not appear to be high; in
round fligures the price works out at 30s. per
acre, and I presume that each of these hold-
ings has been more or less improved. Some,
ideed, may he improved to a considerable
extant. The average price, therefore, does
not appear to be very high. I notice that one
of the estates purchased was that of Mr.
Gooch and that the average price was £2 10s.
per acre. The extent of this property is
10,115 acres and the cost S32,875.

The Minister for Agriculture: Some of
these properties are well improved.

Hon. P. COLLIER: I suppose Gooch 's
property is one of those the Minister has in
mind.

The Minister for Agriculture: There is
another one at Mullewa with 1,200 acres
cleared.

Ron. P. COLLIER: The figures do not
seem to indicate that excessive prices have
been paid for these es-tates. I notice also
amongst them the estate of the late Mr- Glow-
ney. If I remember rightly, that land was
taken up 1.5 or 16 years ago, and I know
that Mr- Glowrsy must have spent a consider-
able sum of money on it. Yet I find that the

propetty, which consists of 15,998 acres, was
secured for only £13,598.

Ron, M1. F. Troy: It is not greatly im-
proved,' hut it was a cheap property all the
same.

Hon. P. COLLIER: Even with the fair
proportion of first class land which it mste
contain, it must have bees worth, in its vir-
gin state, what was paid for it.

Hon. M1. F. Troy: Yes, it was a remark-
ably cheap property.

Hon. P. COLLIER: Even though the,
Closer Settlement Bill may not become law
during the session, I have no doubt that the
Governmeut will continue to purchase estates
of this kind whenever the opportunity offers.
There can be no objection to giving the Gov-
erment the additional capital required, anti
it is necessary that we should continue the-
policy of closer settlement wherever possible.
If we can place two or three or more settlers

on holdings which previously carried one, the-
State must benefit.

Hon, Itf. F. TROY (Mt. Magnet) 15.7]: 1
r-upport the measure, because I have personal
knowledge of some of the estates which have
been acquired by the Government in the wheat
belt. My opiniion is that the Government have
made some good bargains inasmuch as they
have scured the properties at a value which
few people in the State would be prepared
to accept for their land. Regarding Glowrey Is
estate, I Eaw the plan. Some returned sol-
diers consulted me about taking up this area,
which is about a mile fronm a, railway siding.
It is a very cheap proposition. Of course, the
improvements have not been as great as one
would expect. Even so, the State could not
have acquired the holding but for Mr. Glow-
rey 'a death and the fact that the estate was
somewhat involved, and the property had to,
bo sold. It returned soldiers cannot make a
living on ptoperty acquired at such a price,
the prospects of successful settlement in this
country are hopeless. The estate to which the
Minister for Agriculture referred contains ani
abundant supply of water, which must prove
of great advantage to the settler who take
up land there. I have urged in this House
from time to time that the Government would
be well advised to buy estates like these
rather than sink money in schemes in the
South-West where the return is doubtful.

Ron. V. Collier: And where the price per
acre is much higher.

Mr. Money: The South-West doubtful?
Rion. 3N. P. TROT: In the immediate

future.
Mr. Money: It is absurd for you to say

anything like that
The Minister for Worksg: Where ignor-

ance is bliss! He does not know the South-
west.

Hon. 'N. F. TROY: It is not a case of
where ignorance is bliss; it is a case of where
experience is wisdom. I am perfectly satisfied
that settlement in the South-West will not
furnish a return for some years.

Mr. 'Moneyv: Do not proclaim such a thing.
You might have said that 20 years ago.
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Hon. P. Collier: Ask the Minister for
Works about Mis experience down there.

The Minister for Works: I do not know
anything about it.

Hon. M. F. TROY: I aim not opposed to
the South-West by any means; I only hope
the developmnent will be rapid and successful.

Hon. P. Collier: You are just damning
wit!, faint praise.

Hon. AL F. TROY: I know the South-
West and the heavy timbler there. The Goy-
-eminent would be bettor advised to buy pro-
perties in that part of the State where the
return is likely to be quicker, where the land
is sweeter, where the growth is better, and
where the production is greater and is brought
about at an earlier stage than in the South-
'West. Between the Midland railway and the
Wongan Hills line there is a large tract of
country capable of carrying a good deail of
settlement. There is a good rainfall there,
better in fact than the rainfall along the
Wongain Hills line. The land is fertile.

The Minister for Works: But dry.
Hon. At. P. TROY: The Minister should

sem the production there. If property were
acquired there, the State would secure a very
good return. If I had my way I would buy
land that it was possible to secure cheaply
at the present time in those parts of the State
where it could be mnade rapidly productive. I
comimend that suggestion to the Government,
and support the measure because it is in the
best interests of the State.

Mr. PICKERING (Sussex) [5.15]: I will
support the second reading. As a represen-
tative of the South-West, I have never yet
decried any other part of the State to the
advancement of my own. I regret that other
bon. members should see fit to do this.

Hon. P. Collier: You are entering a pro-
test

Mr. PICKERING: Yes, against the re-
marks of the last speaker.

Mr. Wilson interjected.
Mr. PICKERING: T an not in accord

with the hon. member's viewe.
Hon. P. Collier: Your experience is con-

flmed to the timber areas.
Mr. PICKERING: If my experience is on

the lines indicated by the Leader of the
Opposition, which I deny, I have at least
travelled extensively through the South-West,
and so acquired a fairly good kno~vledge
of it. Most of those who have made good
in the South-West have made good without
that assistance vouchsafed in other parts of
the State. I am unaware of either wodgil
or sandplain in the South-West At all
events, it should not be the business of mem-
bers to decry an. invaluable portion of the
State which is being so lavishly exploited
to-day. Every possible encouragement should
be given to those undertaking the work. We
should do all we can to instill confidence in
the new settlers. Instead of that, some
members are prepared to come here and decry
the whole of the South-West. I have heard

this done, not only to-day, but on past

occasions, by men who happen to be in. a
position which would enable them to lend
encouragement to the development of the
South-West. It is not my desire to obstract
the Governmient in the resumption of unutil-
ised land and the rendering of it productive,
hut I hope that in future bon. members will
not try to advance their own parts of the
State by decrying others.

Mr. MONEY (Bunbury) [5.18]: I am
surprised that any hon. imemiber should find
it necessary to question the fertility and
productivity of the South-West or the profits
to be derived from the cultivation of land
down there. To look at an. old map and
repeat the ideas which might have been ex-
pressed there 20 years ago, is simply absurd
in the light of the present development of
the South-West. Land that even a few
years ago was regarded as useless is to-day
found to be capable of producing wonderful
herbage through this invaluable subterranean
clover which seems to find its natural home
in the South-West. I was gratified to hear
the remarks of the Leader of the Opposition;
because if the Closer Settlement ll does
not go through, there is under this Bill
aimple power to enable the Government to
continue a scheme of closer settlement by
private purchase. Reference to the cost of
clearing in the South-West has no application
to the Bill, for the Bill enables that drawback
to be ameliorated by the taking advantage
of the work of the early settlers, who have
made considerable improverments. Those
improvements are worth more to-day than
the unimproved land would be at a gift,
especially when we appreciate the necessity
for quick'returns, as against going on to new
land and combating gigantic timber which
takes years to clear. If the Bill be properly
applied, it will serve to secure thousands of
acres of land sweetened by occupation, ring-
barking and other methods, land on which,
in addition, the stock have been spreading
the clover seeds. Frequently it is cheaper
to pay £2 and £3 per acre for partially im-
proved land occupied for years than it is
to take unimproved land at a gift and
attempt to improve it. I will support the
second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Commnittee, etc.
B6ll palase through Cormmittee without

debate, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.
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Vote-Other hydraulic undertaktings,
131,456, cha rgeable to revenue:

M r. HARRISON (Avon) [5.251: As I
said yesterday, it would be much better if the
sewerage and water supply of the metropoli-
tan area were placed uinder a trust or board,
thereby relieving the Government of the ad-
ministration. Hlalf the population of the
State is now within the metropolitan-suburban
,n-rera, in which we have professional men such
as engineers, surveyors and accountants of
high attainments. The principle would
hie more democratic, and the conditions are
now such that they could carry their owvn
administration and objectives of supply, in-
eluding finances. The time of the 'Minister
and his chief officers is all too limited to allow-
of them to earay on this as well as
other great works in other parts of
the State. We need a broader vision in
respect to immediate future dlevelopment. We
Must think in millions. Our total area is
099,000 or a million square miles, beingrnearly
040,000,000 acres. We have a deficit of over
£6,000,000, a loan indebtedness of nearly
£50,000,000; and require a population of
millions to carry the obligations of State
finances and development. There is evident
An earnest desire to increase our population.
I understand the mark at which the Gov-
ernment are aiming is a million souls. it
'is time some serious attempt were made to
imuprove our acquaintance with the facts and
conditions, not only in the South-West and
in the wheat belt, but also in the North-West,
-where an enormous population could be
absorbed. It should be a function of the
Commonwealth Government to inquire into
and map out the physical conditions of the
State, on land as well as on the coast, and
particularly with regard to river basins and
other water supplies. New South Wales, Vic-
toria, and South Australia are being materi-
ally helped by the Commonwealth Govern-
mnent iii respect of water supply and irriga-
tion from the 'Murray River. lIt should be
for the Commonwealth Governmnent to assist
us in respect of the conservation of water.
We should be taking advantage of modem
-appliances and of scientific researekL During
the war, the Intelligence Department of the
British Army was kept informed through
photographs taken by the aerial service.
-Should we not adopt this system as a highly
satisfactory means of charting a our water
resources and so relieve ourselves of a lot of
detail work necessitated by surveying on old-
fashioned methods? Many thousands of
people could be established on one river basin
in the northi-western area if proper irrigation
services ivere prodided. The member for
Roebourne has taken up the irrigation ques-
tion for his electorate, and this should be
seriously considered and taken in hand simul-
taneously with the work set out under this
vote.

Hon. P. Collier: We have an imnunse area
of country and 300,000 people, aud now they
-talk of irrigating in the North-West.

Mr. HARRISON: We certainly want more
population, but we require a broader vision
to enable us to handle the big undertaking
that faces us. There has already been a big
capital Outlay in that part of the State and
unless we Spend more money and enconrage
a larger population, to go there, we shall
utot get the results we should or obtain
relief from our present indebtedness. The
soil is good and the climate excellent, and
Hll we want is energy and water supplies to
obtain the results.

Mr. 'Murshall:- You have to get the land
first.

'Mr. HARRISOX: We have the land as
well as the climate. We should without
tdelay take steps to see exactly n-here we
stand to-day. We know what the actual
value of our wool is. We have to ascertain
now the value of our land for cotton pro-
duction, and wre can dto that if the cotton
industry is taken properly in hand. I do
net know of any other part of the State that
could give results under irrigation equal to
the nortrh-western area. An officer of the
department who knows the conditions of
the North-West speaks of the rivers and
water supplies, and shows that the natural
conditions are such that an enormous quan-
tity of water can be conserved at corn-
paratively little cost. It should be the
policy of the Government to take advantage
of this position, and Prove whether these
statements are correct in regard to capital
outlay upon irrigation on a large scale. If
this work is taken in hand an enormous
amount of wealth should accrue to the State
generally, supplementing both our wool and
wheat industries as well as stimulating in-
terest in the mineral resources Of the North-
West. The establishment of a comprehensive
irrigation scemere will mean improvement in
the sea transport services, and lead to ant
imp rovemnt in the land transport arrange-
mieats. Under this vote we find ''Prelimin-
ary investigations into water supply, sewer-
age and irrigation schemes: collecting data,
stream gaugings, etc.; maintenance and up-
keep of main drains and flood gates." I
hope Cabinet will take this matter into con-
sideration. Such data should be obtained
at once in order that we may derive advant-
age from the markets that are staring us in
the face. Our wool prices are high at
present chiefly owing to the short supplies
of cotton. I desire to stimulate the efforts
of the member for Boeboune and assist him
in keeping the matter before Cabinet. It
is an opportune time to develop this part of
the State 'in the manner in which it should
be developed, with a view to meeting the
financial obligations we have. That is the
reason why I have reserved my remarks on
water supply and sewerage to this particular
Vote. My desire is to stimulate effort
throughout the State. Water supplies must
be conserved in the North for the produc-
tion of cotton, and in the southern parts of
the State water supplies and fencing must
be provided in our agricultural areas to en-
able the settlers to carry stock instead of
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relying solely upon cereal growing. Many
of our settlers cannot make good on wheat
alone. We cannot satisfactorily carry on
cereal production without permanent water.
In the South-West there are thousands of
acres of land which with proper drainage
would be producing their value to the full.

The Minister for Works: There are hun-
dreds of thousands of acres of the finest
land on God's earth that only require to be
drained to become productive.

Mr. 3HARRISON: It probably runs into
a million acres. We require a broad out-
look and a big vision in order to face the
position as it should be faced. Something
should be done to obtain the data that is
necessary and find out where we are with
regard to the water supply position.

Mr. PICKERING (Sussex) [5.371: Since
the Gov-ernmnent have realised the value of
draining thle South-West much of the land
around Busselton, which has hitherto been
regarded as more or less valueless, should
now be brought into a state of productivity.
The member for Bunbury and I have re-
peatedly drawn attention to the necessity
for a scheme of drainage throughout the
South-West. The efficacy and necessity for
this has been so well borne out by the opera-
tions on the Peel estate that the results
there can be taken as typical of what would
follow in the train of similar methods 'in
other areas in the South-WVest. I hope the
development that will follow the operations
on the Peel estate will embolden the Gov-
ernment to pursue the policy fusther. The
secret of tile success of a very large area of
this State lies in the d irection, of proper
drainage. The only way it can be under-
taken is by means of national drains. The
scheme =lust be properly arranged. There
must be some definite policy laid down in
respect to each water table, and there must
be contributory drainage schemes connect-
ing with the national drains. Only by this
means can a proper system of drainage be
brought into being. I have had personal ex-
perience on my own property of the benefits
which accrue from drainage. If the system
could be extended to a wider scope instead
of being confined to small operations we
could hope for big developments in the
future. I must congratulate the Govern-
ment upon the steps they haove already
taken in the Sussex electorate.

IMr. MONEY (Bunbury) [5.40]: 1 should
like to hear from the Minister whether we are
following the same methods of drainage that
were adopted 20 years ago, or whether we
have the plant and machinery for the con-
struction of drains on improved and econ-
omical lines.

Mr. Latham: We have them now.
Mr. -MONEY: If then is to be develop-

ment, we must follow a definite system of
drainage, for this would do away with half
the troubles that exist to-day. Every man
on the land in the South-West should have

the right to drain into a national drain, but
the construetii of the main drain Wobuld be-
a matter entirely for the Government. It is
quite as much as the settler can accomplish
if lie constructs his own drain lending into
that built by the Government. I should like
the Minister to acknowledge the necessity for
such? a s-heine, for without it we cannot meet
with the success we all hope to attain. lIt is
impossihle to develop the South-West as it
should be developed without such a system.

Tile MINISTER FOR WORKS (Hon. W.
.T. George - Murray-Wellington -in reply)
[5.421: Thle vote we are discussing has rather
a widle range, it deals, for instance, with the-
"upkeep, maintenance, and improvement of
miinor town wvatr supplies.'' The annual re-
lort of the Public Works Department will
show the numher of town supplies we have,
nd the results of their working. Many of
the minor town supplies do not pay and are
not likely to return a profit on the outlay.
But they do pay by rendering life possible
imn places which would otherwise be unfit )or
people to lire in. We also have ''sinking
wells and boring, maintenance on boring
plants, p~umpin~g plants, windm~ills, tanks, and
clams; grants to boards for maintenance,
tanks, wells, etc., in agricultural areas." We
dto not make grants now for the maintenance
of tanks. It is the duty of the local authority
to look after these and for sonic years they
have had to do so. The member for Avon
dealt with ''Preliminary investigations into
wanter supply, sewerage and irrigation
sc-hemes; collecting data, stream gaugings,
etc., maintenance and upkeep of main drains
.and flood gates.'' That is a, big programme.
The sun of £31,000 is equivalent to a drop,
in a bucket of water in dealing with all
these questions.

Mr. Harrison: You are spending too much
in the metropolitan area and not enough in
the -ountry.

Thme 3MINISTER FOR WORKS: I do not
admit we are spending too much in the
metropolitan area, but I say we are not
spending as much as we should like in out-
side areas, which must be attended to by
this breach of thle department or we shall
not get the benefits that we most desire.

Mr. Harrison: I accept that.
Honl. W. C. Angwin: The Government

should not spend anything in the metropoli-
tan area.

The 2IUNJSTER FOR WORKS : The
demand for water ban given me great
concern during the last few weeks.
Owing to the scarcity of money we have
not been able to make the necessary
inquiries before giving an estimate for
many of the works asked for. Members
ask for this, that and the other water
supply. Our department is supposed to be
able to say at once what is the best site for
a dam in any particular place, what it would
cost to sink it, and give all the information
that is required. Members will appreciate the
fact that work has sometimes to be under-
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taken without an inquiry first being made
concerning it. In an exuberance of hope
we may all have done things into which the
experience of years tells us we should first
mnake necessary investigations. It has

bena matter of great regret to me
that the Treasurer has not been able to give
mac the money which I know should be used
for the purposes I bare related. I shall draw
the attention of the Treasurer to tile practical
remarks muade by hon. members, and per-
haps he may see these matters in a different
light. Wherever there are calls for water at
the present time, the Railway Department is
conveying supplies to the districts where it
is needed, and we are doing the best wre can
in the interests of all concerned.

Mr. Harrison: I have no complaints to
snake in that direction.

The M.%INISTER FOR WORKS: Regar4-
ing the wells, we will look into that question.
As to dams, it is not the intention of the
Government to put down ay more. What
we are prepared to do is this: If the road
boards find the site which in their opinion
will provide a good eatchment area and they
give us a price for 2,000 or 3,000 or 4,000
yard dams, the muatter will he considered by
the Government and, if possible, funds will
be provided for the work. The clearing of
the site, the contour drains and foeing will
all have to be undertaken by the people
in the districts concerned.

Mr. Hickmott: They should be under the
control of the road boards.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: It is only
right that these people should keep the dams
in order. Unfortunately there has been im-
planted in the minds of people for many
years past, starting from the days of re-
sponsible Government if not before that, a
desire to lean too much on the Government,
and forget what people should do for them-
selves. The result has been that members of
Parliament are besieged with requests froms
their constituents which must be inquired into.
Ministers in turn are worried because they
recognise the necessity for sonic of the works,
and fully appreciate the trouble members of
Parliament are occasioned because of these
duties. That is one reason why I always re-
ply as far as possible direct to the applicants,
sending copies to members, so that the vials
of wvrath may be poured on my devoted head,
rather than on the heads of members for the
respective districts. Regarding drainage mat-
ters, I was glad to hear the remarks made by
one or two hon. members regarding the South-
West, because I am afforded ant opportunity,
to say a few words on this big subject. I
may claim to know the country from Pre-
mrantle to Bunbury equally as well as any
other hon. member. Probably I can go fur-
ther think that. I have known this South-
West country for 32 years and I knoW it not
merely from looking on the map and going
on picnics, but because I have tieen all over
it in connection with the business from which
I earned my living. I know this country well
and I appreciate its vaine. I know its worth

from men who have started with practically
nothing and have reared families and have
prospered. These results afford ample indi-
cation, to me of the value of the land. I
realise that w hen sneh things can be done
then' must be something, not only in the land
but in the men who are working it.

'Mr. Htickuiott: You fid that everywhere.
Tlhe MINISTER FOR WORKS: That is

so. There are swamips from Fremantle to
Bunhury where there are very large areas of
first-class land. 1 do not think I would be
exaggerating if I said that there are betwveen
200,000 and 300,000 acres of absolutely first-
class swamip land betweea those two centres.
It mnerely awaits a comprehensive scheme of
drainage. I have not been to the Peel Estate
since the wiork'-there was started, but I know
that estate well as I wvent all over it in the
days when L managed the Jarrahidalc Timber
Company, and I have it all mapped out in,
my tuina's eye. While I un..n:tand what
has been done with the different swamps, I
know that the same thing can be done with
dozens of other swamps on the way to Run-
bury. There has been a little difference of
opinion regarding the drainage business as
between the Public Works Department and
its various branches on one side, and the wok
that is controlled by the manager of the Agri-
cultural Bank and the Repatriation Depart-
nient on the other hand. There has not been
any troublesome conflict, but it was realised
that there 'night be a clash in carrying out
the various duties. The Premier has sent me
during the last few days, a note in which he
defines the position and sets out the scope of
the work which various departments have to
undertake. I am hopeful that in the new
year I will be able to get out a pilan showing
what has been done between Fremnantle and
Bunbury and showing where the different
spheres of work and influences are centred.
That Will he done with the object, not of
having trouble with any of the departments,
but to avoid loss and difficulties which can
easily confront the State. The object of the
scheme is to have the drains carried out in
the South-West so that thcy will work to one
point. There are eases I know of where one
section of a drainage scheme has been carried
out under one engineer 'And another section
under a different man, with the result that
when they tried to link up the two portions.
it has been impossible to deal with the posi-
tion effectively. That is not only to be depre-
cated, but must be prevented in this instance.
With that object in view, I have called upon
the engineer- for drainage attached to the
Public Works Department to give me his
views. I propose to ask the Premier, under
whose control the Repatriation Department
operate;, to have the v iews of those connected
with that branch of the public service and
betWeen the two, we should be able to ascer-
tain where we are, and define the sphere of
influence for the separate departments. Natu-
rally I would prefer it to be done under the
control of one department, not necessarily
of my own department. It does not matter
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to me whether it is controlled by my
department or any other department, so
long as the best advantage accrues to the
State. If another department can do the
work better, let them do it. They must con-
vince us that they can do so, but in the mean-
time there must he no trouble between officers
of one department and of another. We will
sot have that if it can be avoided. Although
I have not seen the work that is being
carried out on the Peel Estate, I have re-
ceived reports from the Engineer-ia-Chief and
others. These have disclosed a lol of things
which were not thought of by those interested
ijj the scheme at the outset. An immense
amount of water must he got rid of and
the quantity is an eye-opener. Machinery for
expediting the work including a big Bucyrus
mechanical shovel and other appliances were
p~rocured by the Public Works Department
cind they have proved effective. I understand
other machinery is coming along as well. If
this drainage question is to be attended to
properly, we must have the most up to date
plant we can get hold of. It cannot be done
unless funds arc provided. We know exactly
what we want, and we know the most recent
improvements made in connection with these
machines. Some of these shovels are fitted
to deal with sand, others with loamn and others
for work where rock may be encountered. It
is only a question of deciding on a big scheme
-anything else, in my opinion, will be a mere
waste of money-and then we shall know hdw
to do it. Provided we can get the money en-
abling us to procure the best plant the world
can provide, I can assure hen, members that
so far as lies within my power, these results
can be achieved. I do not know that there is
anything else to which I can reply. I know
the South-West from what people have done
there and I have realised the prosperity or
absence of prosperity which has been ex-
perienced by settlers there. I know the worth
ef that country because I have dealt with a
large area myself in the South-West. I knowr
many of the statements made about money
being required to be successful at all there,
are perfectly correct. At the same time, I
will not subscribe to the doctrine that a poor
Yun has no show in the South-West. From
my experience a poor man may have to work
hiard, but he may do very -vell. Close to
my own property in the South-West there are
two men who hired eight acres of land from
one of my neighbours. They put in potatoes
and have been carting 80 tons to the siding.
They grew the largest crop in the district.
Whether it was that the season favoured
them or they put in the work required to, pro-
duce such a crop I do not know, hut I know
that ''the spuds"' are there and that they
have been sold at a good price- I think there
is a good show for poor men in those parts
and they should succeed there. With these
few remarks, I commend my Estimates to the
Committee.

'Mr. MARSHALL: I desire to say a few
words regarding the preliminary inquiries
made in connection with the water supplies.

The CHAIRMAN: The hot. member must
speak to somne item. The Minister has replied
and concludced the general debate.

Mr. IMARSHALL: I did not know that
there was any reply to a debate when we were
in Committee. I wish to deal with the water
supply question and to support the re-
muarks by the member for Avon (Mr. Harri-
son) inasmuch as the North-West is con-
cerued.

The Minister for Works: We do not do
anything in the North-West.

M r. MNAiRSHALL: Prom my experience,
what with the Mfeekatharra Road Board, the
North-West Department and the Public Works
flepartmtent, not one of them seems to know
where it is.

The MI~inister for Works: We know where
we are.

Mr. MARSHALL: It is almost impossible
for the local authorities in the North-West to
know where they stand. There are 27 inter-
mediate ports to interfere with correspon-
dence and the activities of the local authori-
ties in the North-West are held up by reason
of these delays.

Mfr, Lathsm:; Meekatharra has been
adopted by the North-West.

'Mr. MARSHALL: We were not adopted;
we were conscripted! As these Estimates do
not refer to the North-West, however, I pre-
sume I amn out of order and I will reserve may
remarks until a later opportunity arises.

Mr. VUTEY. Regarding the water supply
in the agricultural districts, I would like some
informiation regarding the dam at St. Ives. A
dam was constructed some time ago and 1
want to knowr who among the engineers was
responsible. The dam was finished so far as
the Department was concerned. There was a
heavy thunderstorm which would have filled
the dam if the drainage for the dam had
been constructed in the proper manner.

The Minister for Works: How long is it
since that damn was sunk?

Mr. LrT mY: I am not sure. It is not
long since the big storm occurred.

The M.%inist~r for 'Works: We called for
tenders for a big dam.

Mr. LTJTEY: No, I am referring to the
other dam. It was the heaviest storm known
in the district, and yet none of the water
went into the damn. It is remarkable that a
dam should be left in such a state. Water in
that district is precious, and the loss was

seiu.Will the Minister rectify the mis-
ta1ke? The residents suggested forming a
busy bee in order to remedy the defects.

lIon. T. WALKER: I can bear out the re-
marks made by the member for Brownhill-
Ivanhoe. This dam was constructed to supply
water chiefly for mining purposes on the Ives
fieldi, and it has been an utter failnre, not as
regards its construction, but as regards the
facilities for catchment.

The Minister for Works: How long since it
wnIc put in?

Hon. T. WALKER: A good many months
ago, anad we have had fairly dry weather
sine.~ On the first chance of the dam being
filled, the water was conveyed around it, but
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not a drop, save that which fell directly from
the Heavens, went into the dam.

The Minister for Mdines: I was advised
that it had a very fine catch.

'Mr. Lutey: There is another dam.
Hon. T. WALKER: Ye;, another dam in

close proximity to this one.
Mr. Lutey: This is the one near the Vic-

tory end,
Hon. T. WALKER: That is so.
The Minister for Works: They may have

made a mistake; I do not know.
Hon. T. WALKER.- I am merely directing

attention to the facts so that the defects
might be remedied.

The Minister for Mines: That is, if they
are permanent defects, but it is necessary to
keep the drains clear,

Hon. T. WALKER: I am aware of that,
but it does not apply in this case.

The Minister for Mines: It does apply in
some parts.

Hon. T. WALKER: There was an oppor-
tunity to get the damn filled, and we do not
know when the district will get another
such bountiful rain. I hope that proper
courses -will be cut, so that the next fall
may be run into the dam instead of all
round it.

The MINIST-ER FOR WORKS: Reference
was made yesterday to this dam, and th~is
morning T tried to get information regard-
ing it. The engineer, Mr. O'Brien, was
away on holiday leave. I seat for him but,
by the time I left the office, he had not
arrived. The second in command was away
at Herdsman's Lake, and I could not get
him. The hon, members were quite justified
in bringing the matter forward. I shall
mnake inquiries and see what can be done.
If a mistake has been made, and appa~rently
it has been, it must be remedied. It is of
no use having a dam unless there are means
of directing the water into it. We have
just let a tender for a rather big dam there,
ahont two million gallons I think, and frein
the start of Iye's field the department hare
done everything possible to meet require-
mnents. I am puzzled about this dam, he-
cause it is not like MTr. 0 'Brian and his
officers to make a mistake Of thaLt sort.
There is a dam at Sonthern Cross, built 25
years ago, which has not had a drop of
water in it, except what came out of a
broken soda water bottle.

Mir. Corboy : Is* that Gregory's white
elephant?~

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I do not
know the name of it. Some years ago, when
I was a free lance, a party of us bad a
corroboree and we smashed a bottle of soda
water over the dam so that it could not be
said there bad been no water in it.

Vote put and passed.
1rote--..Perth City Markets, £1,143:

Mr. PICKERING: It is well known that
the condition of the city markets is unsatis-
factory, and it would be interesting if the
Minister made a statement as to the 0ev-

erment's intentions to remedy the pogitivni.
It is evident that any measure of the natare
of that introduced by the member far 'Perth
(Mr. Mann) recently will have anything but
a welcome reception. Perth must have tip-
to-date markets. It should be possible for
the Minister to convene a conference of all
interested and evolve a scheme which wonifi
be satisfactory to Parliament. I think it
could be done co-operatively, provided the
Government were prepared to assist the
venture with funds.

The Minister for Mines: The Government
to find the money and take the risk, and the
other fellows to take all the profit!1

Mr. PICKERING :Any risk should be
capable of being calculated. The prohability
of loss would not be great. It is a matter
of urgency that steps be taken to provide
adequate facilities. The best site should
be selected. There is a hot dispute as to
which is a most suitable site. I am at one
with the Commissioner of Railways in the
site he has chosen. I trust the Minister
during the recess will evolve a scheme which
will be of benefit, not only to the people of
Perth, but to the State generally.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
A thorough inquiry will he made and all the
parties iuterested n-ill be considered. If
the Perth City Council desired to establish
markets and the ratepayers would give them
the necessary borrowing powers-abont
£250,000 would be required-there would ho
nothing to stop them from building the
markets.

The Minister for Mines: They could not
compel everything to go through their
markets.

The IdWNTSTER FOR AGRICULTURE:-
All phases of the question would have been
inquired into by a, select committee which
we had hoped would be appointed if the
Bill had passed its second reading. The
council, the producers and the Government
should have representation.

Mr. M.kann: And the City Council to foot
the bill?

The 'MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
That comes rather well from the hon. mem-
ber, when the Perth City Council wanted to
take toll of all the produce going through
the markets and wanted this House to give
authority for the council to borrow £E250,000
without appealing to the'rntepayers.

Mr 'Mann: Do you suggest that the City
Council should find the money and have the
markets controlled by other parties 7

The MIENISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
If the bon. member maintains that the pro-
ducers have no right to represetation-

Hon. W. C. Angwin: They have no right
to representation on the management of
municipal markets.

The Minister for Mines: They have.
The MINISTER FOE AGRICULT-URE:

The whole matter is stiUl under considera-
tion.

Hon. W. C. Angrin:- The Executive Coun-
cil have the right to fix the charges.
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The INISTE FRB AGRICULTURE:-
If the hon. member maintains that atti-
tude--

Hon. W. C. Angivin: It is the right atti-
tude. You want one set of people to be
responsible for the money and another set
of people to manage the markets.

The Minister for Mines: What about the
F'renmantle harbour? We found the money
and handed the harbour over to the Fre-
mantle merchants.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: No, you did not.
The MINISTER FOR AGZWOULTUIIE

The question of the markets will be kept
alive. In my opinion the producers and con-
sumers are entitled to representation.

Sitting stuspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Hon. P. Collier: Before we start aoe should

have a quorum, I think.

[Bells rung and a quorum formed.]

Item, Acting Manager, £54:

Mr. MANN: But for the statement of the
Minister for Agriculture, this vote would have
passed without comment from me. The Mint-
ister, however, said that if the Perth City
Council floated a loan with the consent of
the ratepayers for the purpose of building-
markets, find built markets, those markets
ought to he controlled by nominees of the
producers and nominees of the Government.

Hon. W. C. Angwia: The most ridiculouis
statement ever made in this Chamber.

Mr. M1ANN: I do not know what prompted
the Minister to make that statement.

The Minister for Agriculture: I did not
make it. I said nothing whatever about con-
trol.

Mr. MANN: That was what the Minister
conveyed to my mind.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: To mine, too.
Mr. 'MANN: When some time ago I intro-

duced the Perth Markets Bill, the measure
was strongly opposed on behalf of the produc-
ers. To-night the cat has been let out of the
bag by the member for Sussex, who said the
desire was that co-operative markets should be
constructed by the Government.

Rion. W. C. Angwia: That was carried at
the last conference.

Mr. MANN: Probably that accounts for
the opposition from that quarter to the Bill
which I introduced. We shall never have a
successful method of disposing of producets
in the metropolitan area until we have pro-
perly coustructed and properly controlled mar-
kets.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: Not unft you help to
put this Government out-

'Mr. 'MANN: I hope that is not required.
From aL producer's point of view markets are
an essential.

Mr. Latham: But do not be too voracious
in your charges.

Mr. 'MANN: Evidently the Government do
not intend to build markets, and only the

Perth 3.1lnieipl Council, or the various mnuni-
cipal bodies in the metropolitan area, could
undeirtake the work. Local authority would
lie in a letter position to control the markets
in the interests alike of producer and eon-
sorer than would aniy othier body. I had in-
it udrd to move for a welect committee to in-
quire into marketing in the metropolitan area,
but there las been so much business before
the Chanmber that rho better course seems to
i-e to leave the niatter for the time being.
If the Perth City Counicil are to construct
markets, the -y should have the control of themn,
always suibject to Government regulations.
If Pe~rth is to spend a quinrter of a million
in the establishment of markets, obviously
their control, should be in the hands of the
city. I would be wanting in my duty as momi-

"or for Perth did not I rise to protest against
di Minister's suggestion,

'Mr. Latham: It is all right so long as you
do riot want a monopoly.

Mr. MKANN: The Perth Cit-v Council would
1 e-ry unwvise to construct mnarkets at a cost
of £;250,000 or £300,000 unless they were given
a monopoly. Subject to certai n 'restrict ions,
o1 monopoly is all right.

Tire Mfinister for Agricultvre: What was
anly suggestion?

M.\r. 'MANN:. That the City Council should
find the, money, and that the producers and
thle Government should jointly control thd
managemaent.

Thle Minister for Agriculture: No.
Mfr. MTANN:- That is certainly what I uni-

derstood the Minister to umeant, and the meam-
ber for 'North-East Fremantle interjected
that it was an outrageous proposal. To j 'dge
of the need for markets in the city, one has
only to visit the kerbstone market on a Satur-
day morning and see the great volume of buis-
inless done there and observe the advainage
which that mnarket represents to consumer and
grower alike. If the 'Minister for Agricul-
ture did as I suggest, lie would throw his in-
fluence behind a Bill f or the establishment
of cit- markets.

The MIinister for Agriculture: I have enough
trouble watching the interests of consumers
in the Covcrnnt 's owvn mnarkets.

Mr. MANN: The market controlled by the
Mfinister is not thre size of an ordinary livery
s;table, nor is it constructed on lines which
would fit it for any higher purpose.

Mr. 'Underwood: It is a11 ablsolote disgrace
to Western Australia.

Mr. IMANN: Recently the firm of Foggit,
Jonies, & Co. built premises in 'Wellington-
street, Opposite the Government market, and
in those premises they stored such foodstuffs
as bacon. The Health Department refused to
register the premises because of the absence of
wire doors. I Suggest that the officers of that
department should cross the Street to the
Glovernment market and see the fish, and the
careases, of meat, with hundreds; of thousands
of flies onl them, and absolutely unprotected.
For the protection of our food supplies, es-
piecially meat and fish, proper markets are
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essential. Next session I shall move for a
select committee to inquire into the marketing
question, and I hope that the result will be to
put the House in a better frame of mind to
consider a Bill in that connection.

Hon. W. C. AINGWIN: Like the member
for Perth I was as9tonished at the Minister's
statement with aegird to city markets. Par-
Jianient has givena to certain local bodies cer-
Thin powers, one of which is the control of
all moneys borrowed on behalf of the local
authorities. That being the case, it is a mat-
ter Of im1poBssiility to allow any outsider a
voice in the control of a market or other
municipal institution established tinder the
Munecipal Corporations Act.

The Minister for Agriculture: Yet the
Perth City Council camne here for authority.

Hon. W, C, ANOWIN: The City Council
bit off too much. The objection was. not to
the establishment (of city markets, but to the
methods which the City Council proposed to
adopt. If the lproperties of the city rate-
payers are mortgaged for the construction of
markets, then the representatives of those
ratepayers, and they alone, must control the
markets.

Mr. Underwood: There is no argument
about it.

Hon. W. C. ANGWIN: Any person else-
where who says hie should have a voice in
the management of such a markct is talking
through his nteck. The Government should
build markets and the people will thus be re-
sponsible for the money which has been ex-
pended on them. Thus the producers outside
the metropolitan urea will be able to come in
and take part in the control of the markets.
The member for Sussex (Mr. Pickering) is
anxious to have co-operative markets because
not long ago T saw in the ''Primary Pro-
ducer'' the r-eport of a conference at Wyhich
a resolution was passed declaring that co-
operative markets in the metropolitan area
were essential, and that the Government
should lie asked to find money for the ere-
tion of those markets and hand them over to
tle ,n0-operative eomipaies. In other words
the Oovernment should hand over the markets
to Basil 'Murray & Co. to control. The hon.
rember cannot deny that.

Mr. Pickering: That would not bie Basil
'Murray and Company.

Mr, Underwoodl: What a mess they made
of the Freman tle freezers!

Hon. W. C, ANCVWIN: I regret that the
Government are not huilding markets on the
landl %hich n-as specially bought for that pur-
pose. 'Regarding the existing markets, the
building could well do with a coat of paint
Or even a little wlhitewash to mnake it more
plensing to the eye. At the present time the
structure is a positive disgrace -and quite un-
suitable for the sale of foodstuffs.

Vrote put and passed.

Departmtent of Railways, Eon. T1. .9caddan,
Minister.

Vote-Railways. tramways and electricity
surily, E2,552.000:

The MINISTER FOR MNES AND
RAILWAYS (Hon. X1. Scaddan-Albaay)
[7.52). In introducing the Railways, tram-
ways and electricity supply estimates of ex-
penditure it will be as well if 1 point out to
memibers that the total revenue estimated to
be received within the State is £7,260,000 and
of that amount railways, tramways and elec-
tricity supply are estimated to provide
£;tu40,u00, or approximately about 47 per
cent, of our total revenue. Of the expendi-
ture estimnated in connection with all the de-
partments, totalling £7,649,000, railways,
ta-amiways and electricity supply will embrace
£2,552,000. On these particular dlepartmients,
therefore, our financial position at the end of
the year depends in no small degree. Side
by side with that we have to realise the nm-
her of Government employees for whoam sal-
aries. and wages must be found, and also that
a fair percentage of the total employed in
the State are engaged within the f our corners
of the departments I have mentioned. No
fewer thani 7,505 Were employed in the rail-
ways alone at the end of the last financial
year. The number has heen reduced since
then, but the total is still a little over 7,000.
That figure covers all our working railways,
workshops, timber mills and other operations
associated with the railway system. I merely
mention this to showo the magnitude of the
operations of this department, aind I Wish to
admit at once that realising the percentage
of expenditure for which this department is
responsible, as well as the percentage of rev-
cnue that is anticipated from its working, it
is quite natural that it should require from
lion. members careful scrutiny, and 1I hope
helpful criticism, I desire to make roinpari-
anus between ouir railway system and others
because I am afraid, like most people, we are
able to see faults in our oWn home because
wec do not visit the homes of others. We are
therefore liable to magnify faults mare than
i necessary or iroper. All railway systemis,
noit alone those in Australia, but the systems
throughout the civilised world, have been pass-
ln ,y through a period which has affected them
from the point of view of earning eanaeity, as
well as from their increased spending capacity.
We therefore are not alone in our difficul-
ties, and T suppose it is fair to make com-
parisons with somec of the other systems
which are operated on somewhat similar
lines to ours, in order to judge whether our
system is receiving that close attention it
deserves. T venture to say that when we
make such a comparison we will find that
we have not so much to complain about as
is sometimes asserted by interested persons.
The nearest approach in Australia to our
railway system is that of Queensland where
they hare a fairly extensive mileage, not to
the same extent as we have with eur popula-
tion running well into the interior, but they
have long hauls. for comparatively speaking
small tonnage, thus making the system
costly to operate, though not to the same
extent as is the ease in Western Australi.
Ta Queensland during last year the deficit
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on the year's operations after providing
working expenses and interest on the capital
cost of the system was no less a sum than
£1,743,270. 1 know there are reasons for
that, but it is not my business to explain
why the Queensland system should find
itself in such a position. I merely wish to
make comparisons. The New South Wales
system cannot very well be compared with
ours for the reason that it is on a gauge
which is recognised as the standard of the
world, and is the most economical from the
point of view of construction and of work-
ing. That State, too, is also, comparatively
speaking, closely settled, whilst it has big
entres of polpulation. Sydney alone, for
instance, hans a population nearly four times
greater than that of the whale of Western
Australia, while the country districts of
that State are very mutch more intensely
developed than are our country districts,
andi there are few or practically no long
distance railways to sparsely populatedl gold-
fields. Yet lost year the railways it Nes
South Wales finished up with a dedecit of
£1,428,000. f am aware that Victoria finished
up bettor titan anticipated for the reason
that the electrification of the metropolitan
railway system showed a huge surplus, iiuch
in excess of what was thought possible. I
have not the actual figures of New Zealand,
but I understand the deficit exceeded lost
-year one million sterling, and after payintg
working expenses they had little or no
surplus. Western Australia had a deficit last
year of £257,000 and when making conspari-
sons andi indulging in criticism of the
management, it is but lair to s-te that that.
total represented the shortage aftL-r payinge
interest, and that the total was the 1lwoSt
of any year since 1916-17. Tt was less by
1160,640 than the loss for the year 1l920-21.
The net earnings showed an excess of
£499,013 over working expenses after meet-
ing interest-the best sine 1915-16. That
is evidence first of all that the railway
operations in Western Australia in compari-
son with those of the rest of Australia and
beyond have been successful. Again it is
evidence of the fact that by steadily re-
ducing the loss on the system, there is ears-
ful control as well as delicate application
by those responsible for the reduction of
expenditure without unduly increasing the
burden on the community. I know that
sonic bon. -members will say that we are in-
creasing the burden of those who are pro-
ducing and who must find markets -for their
products. While that may be true, the in-
crease in fares and freights has not been
so great in proportion as in any of the other
States, with the single exception of Quteens-
land which still carries a heavy defici t on
its year's operations; and on fares alone,
about which we frequently hear criticism, on
a mileage basis our fares are lower than
those of Queensland for distances between
100 and 200 miles, and even more so in
respect of greater distances.

Ran. P, Collier: What about the suburban
fires?

The NISTER FOR MINES- Our sub-
uirlin fares compare favourably with those
-4f all the other capitals cxcept Melbourne.

Mr. Davies : And the outer suburban
(ares I

The MI1YiSTER FOR 3H1NLS: The comn-
parflan i against us, hut only in slight
de greeP. In comparing fares and freights
with those operating in different States of
Australia, it w ill be found that there are no
two Sitates with exactly the same basis for
adjusting fares in suburban, outer suburban
and country travelling. Consequently, in
some respects we exceed some of the other
States, whereas in other respects we are
below them. However, in the gross our
fares and freights to-daky are less than those
tn ether States, except Queensland. I want
to explain that our management is at a dis-
adv-antage also inasmuch as we start off
financially to the bad because of our small
population in proportion to our mileage. I
have here a table showing the population
of the various States and the interest
charges against the capital cost of the
several railway systems. Our interest charge
per head of the population for railways at
the end of 1021, the latest available figures,
was £2 3s. 4d. The average for the rest of
Australia, including Western Australia, was
£E1 17s. 7d. Queensland was the highest,
with £2 12s. We were next, with £2 3s. 4d.,
then South Australia with £l159. 7d., 'New
South Wales with £C1 16s. 4d. and Victoria
with £1 uls. 6d. Rut, taking it i1L the
aggregate, we start off 6s. 2a. per heaid of
population to the had, which is a handicap
of about £101,000 on our railway systein as
compared with the Australian averuge. This
has to be made good befoiru the system
begins to pay interest and working expenses.
In Queensland there are certain railways
not iii touch with the main system, rail-
ways known as district railways. We are
similarly placed, in. that we have the
Unveastherpe line, tlte Esperance line and
the Marble Bar line. Each of those
is costly, because rolling stock has to be
available at all times, although there is little
or no traffic, and so the overhead charges re-
main constant. Again, we charge against our
system the cost of operating those of our
jetties connected with tbe railway system-
For instance, there is the Hopetoun jetty and
the Port Hedland jetty. The cost of main-
tenance plus interest charges on construction
andI, at times, heavy expenditure for repairs,
hare to be borne by the Railway Department.
I do not think it should be the responsibility
of the Railway Department to maintain and
operate jetties -at outer ports. From the State
-point of view it really does not matter, ex-
cept that it was considered that the Railway
Department had at each of those ports a
staff which might niot be fully occupied in
railway operations and which could be
eitilise in maintaining and operating the
jetty, thus avoiding duplication of staffs.
The point is that it is not quite fair to
charge this against the Railway Depart-
ment.
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Mr. Pickering; Are any of the jetties pay-
ing I

The 'MINISTER FOR M.INES: I think
they pay, taking into account the time put
in on them by railway officers who otherwise
might not be fully occ-upied in railway opera-
tions. A portion of their time can be fairly
charged against Jetty operations. In any
ease, thle principle pays the Stae. But the
Hailw'ays are carrying a responsibility which
should not be theirs, and therefore they
may have to answer unfair criticism.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: You get revenue fronm
the jettie!1

The MINISTER FOR MINES: But it is
not great in comparison with the cost at
operating them. Since I am making a comn-
parison with other railway systems, I might
be peruiitted to rend one or two paragraphs
foni the report of the general mnanager of
New Zealand railways, extractst which ap~ply
very closely to our own systeum. Dealing with
the question of operating during the war
period, the New Zealand manager says-

It became necessary to increase rates1 and
opportunity was taken to reclassify some
of the high-priced products which had for
a long period been carried at rates, dispro-
portionate to the value of the service ren-
dered.

We hare not done that in 'Western Australia-
We hare one or two classes of freight con.'
sidered highly payable, particularly timber
for export. There are other classes of
freight which are not payable from the point
of view of cost of operating. But, taking the
stand that it is good State policy not to in-
crease the charges against those comomodities,
we have allowed them to be carried at the
established rate of freight. The trouble is
that the payable freights have to some ex-
tent decreased, while the non.-payable freights
are increasing every year, and thus we are in-
creasing our loss by permitting those freights
to be carried under the old rates. I do not
suggest the time is opportune to reconsider
the matter, but certainly it will arrive, be-
cause it means that we are developing the
particular industry providing those classes
of freight, and gradually denuding our
forests of the most payable class of freight,
namely, timber for export. This report
continues-

Since the depression set in demands for
reductions of rates are being strongly
pressed on the department, and it seems to
he regarded an accepted fact that low rates
granted in respect of any commodity when
operating costs are low should remain un-
altered, even although the circumstances
which induced the rate to be given have
undergone a radical change and the costs
of services have increased by 217 per cent.
A reduced railway rate appears to he looked
upon as a panacea for stagnation in trade
from whatever cause the same may arise.
But the effect the reduction may have on
the finances is invariably lost sight of. ]Re-
ference has already been mande to the en-
ormous increase in cost of wages since
1919.

We have had the same here. Our annual
ee4t for wages has increased by over half a
million of money since 1919. The report con-
tinues--

When to these is added increased price of
stores and materials used, the causes of
thji ilefi ;t are made apparent.

It ha'i been exactly the seane here. The cost
of -oal hos increased materially. I do not
suggest it has not been warranted, taking
into account the cost of comimodities re-
quired by the men producing the coal. Coal
can only be valued from the standard of
cost of labour applied to its extraction. If
that value has increased, then the value of
the commodity also has increased.

lion. P. Cullier: Sometimes4 the profits in-
crenso as welt,

The 'MDXfSTER FOR MINES: In coal
mining' That is rather unkind on the part
of time hon. member, because Mis colleague
the umember for Collie ('Mr. Wilson), would
he hard put to it to explain why the coal
miners and the, mine owners are always to
be found in combination when the cost of the
commodity is under review. In no other in-
dustry in Australia can the workers and the
owners be found so closely in touch on the
question of fixving prices for the product of the
industry as in respect of coal.

Mr. Wilson: But that was the result of
Mr. Hughes's policy.

Ron. P. Collier: It is going to continue
only during the life of the Hughes Govern-
ment.

The MINISTEIR FOR MINES: I do not
know what is going to happen now. The hoa.
member ad his constituents are, somewhat
concerned about the Fedearal issue.

Mr, Wilson: No fear!
The MINISTER FOR MINES: Whether

that will affect the price of coal, I do
not know. However, I merely want to ex-
plain that not only the cost of wages, but the
cost of coal, also has increased. This report
conti nue--

Notwithstan ding the fact the statements
published from time to time clearly indi-
cated the urgent need for economy, the
curtailment of train services, which was de-
cided upon solely -for the purpose of reduc-
ing expenditure, was strongly opposed by
the public. At the seone time, the financial
results of operating were the subject of
criticism.

We are up against that every day. Members
come here and criticise the financial opera-
tions of the system, suggesting economy; and
then, either by interview or deputation, sug-
gest to the 'Minister that the reduction of train
service, practically the 'only means available
to the Commissioner to reduce his operating
costs, should not he made, that the most
elaborate passenger and goods services should
be available and that every poss-ible facility
should be granted to tradlers and producers to
enable them to &rry on. 'Members forget
that the services rendered must be paid for,
either by those who secure aL benefit from
those services, or by the general taxpayer. This
report continues-
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This is inconsistent with the pronounce.
meats that the railways should be run on
business lines, and is illustrative of some
of the diffculties met with by the depart-
ment whenever a proposal is made to bring
the train services within legitimate busi-
ness requirements amid so effect economies
in the interests of the country.

I am reading this largely as a preface to
what I propose to say later in regard to what
is now the policy given by the Government
to the Commissioner of Railways and his
staff for their future guidance. The report
continnes--

It is the duty of time department to faith-
fully carry out the policy set for it, and
its aim in so doing must be to afford the
public the best services that the circum-
stanrces will allow, having regard, in par-
ticular, to the responsibility resting on it
to conduct its operations economically, and
as far as possible in accordance with sound
business principles. Its efforts in this
direction, however, are seriously hindered
by the many local and individual interests
encountered, and by the apparent failure
on the part of some of those concerned to
adequately realise the position of the de-
partment. It ought not to be forgotten
that the management is in the position of
trustee for the general public, and in the
consideration of every request must make
the general interest paramount. It is
almost inevitable that conflict of interests,
local, personal and general, witl arise from
time to time. But the reconciliation of
those interests is not at all assisted by the
adoption on the part of those concerned
of an attitude which permits of the con-
sideration of no other interest than their
own. - Genuinely constructive criticism can-
not be objected to, and is, indeed, welcomed
a3 being both stimulating and corrective;
but to secure its maximum value it must
be associated with the sincere endeavour
to appreciate the true nature and scope of
the duty of the management, and should
recognise the obvious truth that the man-
agement is likely, by reason of its exprrt
knowledge, to be in a position to see
further into the ramifications of nay pro-
posed change than others who have had
little or no experience in the work of trans-
port by rail.
Mr. Man: Does our Commissioner suggest

that the same conditions prevail here?
The MINISTER FOR MINE-WS: They do.

The report continues:-
It is not to be overlooked also, that in-

creased services entail increased expendi-
tire. and that there is a limit beyond
which charges cannot go. The department
is, of course, bound both by interest sand
duty to give the fullest services that the
users of the railways are able and willing
to pay for, huot when the limit in charging
is reached and increased services can be
given only at the expense of the genecra!
taxpayers of the State many and indeed

most of whoni will genera.Uy derive no
direct benefit from the services-it is
equally thle duty of the department to sub-
ject requests for such services to the most
careful scrutiny, and to be amply satisfied
that they are warranted by the general-as
distinguished from the purely local-public
interest.
Mr. Mann: Do these conditionsB prevail in

our State railways?
The 'MI.NISTER FOR MI1NES: Yes, not

only in the railway operations in this State
but in all parts of Australasia. I desired to
read that because I have not yet seen any-
thing that so nearly sets out the true position
as affecting ourselves.

AL% Maui': And the other States?
The MINI"STER FOR INAhYes. I

would urge upon members andl the public
that if the Coinmissioner for Railways and
his staff are to run the railways on sound
business lines, and if it is humanly possible
for themi to balance, the less interference
they get fromi political organisations or mem-
bers of Parliament the better it will be for
the early arrival of such balancing. Unless
the staff of the Commissioner is loyal and
will assist him in every way he miust fail.
Furthermore, there must be sufficient funds
from our railway earnings to pay working
expenses plus interest on the capital outlay.

Mr. Mann., Do you mean that members
should not come forward with any complaints!

The 'MINISTER FOR MINES: I do not
suggest that. Criticism of a helpful nature
should be available at any time, not only
fromi members, hut from the general com-
munity. People are inclined to eriticiso the
general lines of working, but if their advice
were followed, it would in many cases lead
to an increase in eAst without any increase
in revenue.

Hon. P. Collier: And the worst offenders
are the executive of the Primary Producers'
Association.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I will
come to that later. These Estimates involve
the expenditure of a fair percentage of the
total of our expenditure on governmental
operations, and embrace a large proportion of
our revenue expenditure. While I occupy the
position of Minister for Railways I care not
whence the criticism arises. If it is not
warranted fromr the point of view of the good
of the community I will state what I believe
to be the facts of the position.

Mr., Pickering: That iq your duty.
The MINI,%TSTER FOR MINT'.ES: I care not

how My remarks are received by those who
nre levelling the criticism. Knowing well
that mly remarks may be open to criticism, I
say there is a section of the community that
never criticises except to pull down, never
to build up. These people are not always
imbued with the desire to assist the common
weal, but are frequently influenced by a desire
to do a personal injury to someone else. They
give more attention to methods by which they
can give a persona] thrust than to breaking
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down an evil that may exist in our midst. It
may, of course, be dithenit to remove anl evil
without hurting someone in the process;.
'When c-riticismi is made personal it is evidence
that there is nothing behind it from the
point of view of the good of the community.

Halt. P. Collier- That is a very ambiguous
statement. What have von in mind?

The IIINISTERI FOR MIENES: I have in
muind the circular that is said to hare been
issued recently in' the Primary Producers'
Association. I think it was issued by ain
official rather than by the Association, al-
thouigh they must accept the responsibility.,

Hon. I'. Collier: 13y an offieial9
The MINISTER FOR MINES: I think it

was drafted and for the most part circulated
Aiithout the Association being properly re-
gardful of its responsibility as a commercial
and political organisation. It ought to take
care what it distributes in the way of
criticism of public affairs.

Mr. 0 'Loghilen: If you were a good mem-
ber you would] occasionally attend meetings
and see what was going on.

lHon. VW. C. Angwin: Do you tbink it fair
to thaie an official when he was probably
acting nntter instructions?

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I do not
bunow that he was.

Mr. Pickering: That; is your opinion.
Mdr. Davies : The Primary Producers'

Association did not repudiate it.
Hon. P. Colier:- It endorsed it.
The MINISTER FOR MINES: it must

take the responsibility for the circular.
What was stated therein was in many
instances untrue. It was based for the
most part on wrong premises. In my
opinion it was drafted chiefly from a
personal point of view rather than from
a desire to benefit the general con-
inanity. It cannot be said to have been help-
ful in any way. I can prove and will prove
later that during the term of office of the
present Conunissioner, and mine as Mfinister,
no section of the community has had greater
attention paid to it for the purpose of re-
moving little anomalies that existed and little
difficulties it had to contend with than this
pnrticular section. It was provided with ad-
ditional *faeilitlies to enable it to better
handle its products on the railway system,
and those difficulties that were brought
under notice were adjusted.

Mr. O'Loghlen: If any fault is to be found
with the department it is that it was too
amenable to the Primary Producers' Associa-
tion.

The 'MINISTER FOR AUINES: I do not
adm-it that. What we did was in the hest in-
terests of the railway system and of producers
as a whole. These people must have bad a
full knowledge of the position, and yet when
they issued the circular they had not the
courtesy to send a copy of it to the Commis-
sioner whom they were criticising, and he only
saw it in the by-ways, as it were.

Mr. Pickering: Was it not published?

The 'MINISTER FOR MINES: If the hen.
inerniber is going to criticise a public official
and first publish it in the Press-

MUr. Pickering: It wvas not my circular.
The MINI4STER FOR M1INES: His method

of carrying on correspondence would be to
write a letter to an individual, publish it in
a newspaper, and say to the man who bad
not received it, "Why, this was published in
tile Press.''

Mr. 'Marshall: Like T1. J1. Simons; put it in
the Press first.

The M1INISTER FOR -MINYES: That is not
the way to get what we want. Those who re-
present the Primary Producers' Association
politically and desire thiat our railway systenm
Should pay working expenses and meet the in-
terest charges on the capital outlay, ought
to be ready with criticism of a nature
that will be constructive and aot ob-
structive, criticism of a nature that will
always be welcomed. The circular was
prompted, not by a desire to help), but rather
by a desire to do personal injury to the Corn-
issioner of Railways.

'Mr. Pickering: How do youi dissociate the
C'ommissioner from control of the railways?)

The MTNTSTER FOR MINES: I do not.
Fhave already shown by the financial figures

that the Commissioner has made tremendous
progress in the direction of balancing the
ledger. In comparison with the other systems
in Australia and outside he has done as well
as they have done, and wvith a pretty conteated
and loyal staff, notwithstanding criticism to
the contrary.tecriis

Mr. Pickering: 'Was notth criis
based onl the report of the Commissioner and
the report of the Royal Commissioner?

The MiNISTER FOR 'MINES: To a cer-
tain extent that is so.

'non. r. coller: It was a little garbage
that was planted.

The MINISTER. FOR MINES: I do not,
know- that it wvas necessary for that Associa-
tioa to get out a speciial circular to add some-
thing to that which had been already well
pulished in the newspapers.

'Mr. 0 'Loghilen: Did they get out one on
tile Agricultural Departmeutl

Thle AINISTER FOR INES: There must
have been some motive for doing this. What
object could any Association have in mnerely
taking the report of the Railway Commis-
sioner and the Royal Commissioner and put-
ting them into another form and distributing
them as a circular unless from a desire
the reverse of helpful.

Mfr. 0 'Logblen: Could you not find any
new ideas in itl

The MINISTER FOR MINES: Yes. I
found the idea in it that if we want mnischief
done we must follow that example; if we
wrant to he-lp -we mnust go in the opposite direc-
tion, Hann. members will find if they look
at the Estimates that the total estimated
expenditure for the year on our Rail-
ways, Tramways, and Electricity Supply
iq £E2,5.52,000. Of that amiount. £2,243,000
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is the estimated expenditure for the financial
year on the railways. I intend to limit mny
remarks to the railways for the Oreseat. Of
the £2,248,000, no less than £l,72,0UO is due
for wages and salaries, leaving £526,000 for
stores, maxterial and other expenses. In our
system the adjustment of wages and salaries
is largely taken out of the control of the
Commissioner. Salaries are adjusted by the
Classification Board and wages are paid ac-
cording to nrbitration awards, and in some
eases according to agreements based on
awards, and subject to the Work being avail-
able for the staff under the control of the
Commissioner. He cannot fairly be held re-
sponsible for the cost of wages and salaries
in the operation of our system.

Hon. P. Collier:- Except so far as the
economical handling of the staff is concerned.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: Subject to
the staff being necessary for the operation of
the system. Parliament has provided methods
by which the Commissioner shall accept the
dictation of others. I do not suggest that is
wrong. Expenditure to the tune of one and
three-quarter Millions is out Of the control of
the Commissioner except from the point of
view of whether lie is over-staffed or not. I
mature to say even on the question of over-
staffing there are frequently misunderstand-
ings. Our railway system extends over a
huge territory. There arre continual changes
in operations. For one or two months the
railways are shipping timber for exort; then
there is a huge bunkering traffic, in coal;
again, they are shipping great quantities of
wheat from tice interior; and generally are
conducting a spasmiodic, traffic-

Mfr. Pickering: Wool and fruit as well.
The MIN1NSTER FOR MTINES- Yes, they

are all spasmodic. It is not possible, there-
fore, to operate a system of this magnitude
and give satisfaction to all the users of the
system. The result is that w-c cannot take
the position as it stands to-day as an indica-
tion of what shall be done and what will be
required some months hence, unless, of course,
Wre have reliable information as to the condi-
tion of the various industries affeeted and
what their requirements will be. For these
reasons, naturally, we must have a fairly well
trained staff of officials, as well as of men
on the wages staffs who operate the system.
We cannot take risks. We cannot put off
100 men this week and risk taking on 100
nien new to the work next week. We cannot
do this merely because we have slack periods
unless, of course, we can get information as
to the condition of the industries affected.
Therefore, we cannot dispense with the ser-
vices of officers and men at a moment Is no.
tice. We have to continue on and face serious
criticism from time to time because there
ay be a shortage of trucks in somie parts,

or of sheets in some other plnch and so on.
We have to accept that criticism or, on the
other band, take a risk and put 'off a number
of men. If ive'do not do so, we find we have
a lot of men on hand for whom sufficient
work is not available. Should wB lapeese

with their services, almost immediately we
it wild be c-onfronted with difficulties and the
necessity for replacing them would arise im-
mediately. The member for Geraldton (Mr.
Willeock) who has had experience in these
matters knows the position. Take the ease of
lot-emotive engine-drivers. Because we have
net sufficient iiork to keep half a, dowen en-
gineCs fully working-it must be remembered
that even weather conditions upset our cal-
culations as to what Will happen-is it to be
argued that we should put off the drivers and
firemen for a week and imagine for one me-
meaut that they will be available for employ-
mnent a week hence, after having been stood
down in that way? We must of necessity
always have the staff ready to meet sudden
deamands or else we suffer criticism, while, on
the other hand, we face criticism' because we
hiave men in our employment who have to be
paid the arbitration court award rate for the
full 48 hours, although we may not have suffi-
cient Work to keep them going for the fall
period.

Mr. Willeock: You have already cut out
too many men

The MINISTER FOR MINES: Now we
hear the member for Qeraldton, wvho knows
the position, contending that we have put off
too many men.

Mr. Willeock: And you will find it out
soon, too.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: Probably
we will. I hope the member for Gersldtoni
will be correct and that we will find that 'te
hare reduced the number of men to a greater
extent than the operations of the system war-
rant. If that should prove to be the case,
it will be an indication that W~e are mnaking
sonic progress.

Mr. 'Willeck: You are chasing round for
engine-drivers; now.

The MINISTER FOE MINES: I do not
know that that is so regarding engine-drivers,
but I know we arc replacing somec cleaners
we put off some time ago. That is not
eonomical. While it is true we cannot con-
tinue losing on railway operations all the
time, it may be bad business simply because
nc suffer a loss in one year, to dispense with
the services of highly trained young men who
arc at the stage when they can best be taught
the requirements of a railway system. We
have taken some steps lately to endeavour to
balance the railWay ledgers where possible. It
maybe said that we have too many employees
in connection with our railways. We know it
is a simple matter to take a short journey
along our railway system and see some who
appear to be idle men. From that, people
immediately jump to the conclusion that
things are slack, not from the point of view
of business but from the standpoint of the
proper control of our staffs. As a matter of
fact, it is not possible to continually shift
men for distances of 100 miles or so along
our railway system because there is slack-
ness at one point while there is a rush on
another section. I have already explained
that we had 7,500 employees in connection
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with our railway system as at the 30th
Julie last. It would be as well to consider
the number of employees on the basis of
railway mileage 'in comparison with the ex-
periencee in other States. Queensland has
2.71 employees for each mile of railway
Open; New South Wales has 7.23 employees
per mile; Victoria has 6.2.3 employees per
mile; South Australia has 4.06 per mile and
Western Australia has 2.20. An even better
comparison than this 'is the number of train
miles worked per employee. The member
for Geraldton will probably agree with me
that this is the better comparison. Queens-
Thund has 613 train miles worked per em-
ployee; New South Wales has 591.; Victoria
has 600; South Australia haes 588 and 'West.
era Australia has 608. Taking 'into con-
sideration the extent of our railway system
with our small population and the very long
train mileages that have to be run, it
cannot be said that we are over-staffed be-
cause in Queensland, which has the highest
number of employees per train mile worked,
the conditions are practically similar to
those prevailing here. Yet they have a
higher number per mile than we have. It
is the boast of the Queensland authorities
that they have introduced a system of divi-
sional control, known as the American sys-
tem, which is supposed to effect economies
in connection with the operations. They are
not apparent, however, fromt the number of
employees per train mile worked. Notwith-
standing that fact, I think we do compare
favourably regarding the employees on the
basis per mile of the system and fromt the
point of view of the railway mileage worked
per employee. Ron. members will agree that
the bulk of the expenditure is largely out
of the control of the Commissioner. I have
urged, as the result of continued pressure
from the Treasurer, that the Commissioner
should make every effort possible to adopt
such practical methods as suggest themselves
to him, without seriously interfering with
the State business generally, to balance the
ledger as it affects the railway system. It
is true the Commissioner could say,''Oive
me an opportunity of doing what is given
to those in other parts of the world where
privately owned railway systems are in
operation, and I can do it. In those places
the manager is told to meet the position so
that he can pay working expenses and in-
terest on the capital invested. When I have
that power, I will do it at once.'I ITIl the
Commissioner adopted that attitude what
would he do? He would at once bring the
non-paying services on to a paying basis.
That would be his obvious answer.

Mr. Mann: But would not that reduce the
volume of traffic?

The MINISTER FOR INES: That is
ex 'actly the statement made by everyone.

Mr. Heron: He has done that already.
Hon. P. Collier: But that would apply to

paving freights as well as those which do
not pay.

The MITNISTER FOR MINES : Exactly.
That is the position which should have

[S6]

suggested itself to the hon. menmber. Take
the ease of timber, the freight on which is
highly payable. Would the member for
Perth (Mr. Mfann) suggest tbat we should
encourage the export of timbers by reducing
the railway freights on that article I
Exactly the same thing applies to the argu-
inent if we reduce fares and freights. It is
said that we would increase the traffic and
could get out of our difficulties. I can
assure members of the Committee that, to-
gether with the Commissioner and officers of
the department, I have looked at this from
every point of view and we have arrived at
only one possible conclusion. That conclu-
sion is that at the moment we can neither
suffer reduction in the payment for services
rendered by the railway system nor can we
increase the charges against the producer,
although we are still showing a small loss.

Mr. Mann: Don'tr you think there is a lot
of competition by road with motor traffic9

The MINISTER FOR MINES: Yes. That
is not only the case between Perth and Fre-
mantle.

Hon. W. C. Angwia : They are running
from York too.

The MINISTER FOR M1INES: So long as
it is demanded that the general community
shall bear the cost of the upkeep of roads
and thoroughfares, so long will the motor
lorries continue that opposition, irrespective
of the damage done to the roads, while it is
expected that the users of the railways must
pay the full cost of running the system.
W~hile these conditions operate, the railways
will never compete with the road traffic.

Mr. McCallum: Over 300 tons of traffic
come by road front Fremantle from time to
time.

The MINISTER FOE MINES: What does
the hon. member suggest to overcome the
difficultyl

M~r. McCallum: That is for the Commis-
sioner of Railways to decide, not for me.

The MINISTER FOR MGNES: So long
as the general community arc called upon
to pay for the upkeep of the roads, while
the motor lorries do £50 worth of damage and
pay only £10 as a license fee, necessitating the
genera] community paying the additional
£:40, and so long as we call upon the users
of the railway system to pay all interest
charges and capital costs, so long will these
conditions continue.

!%XT. Machalum Smith: Why do you not
reduce fares?

The MINISTER FOR MINES: The mem-
ber for North Perth (Air. Macallum Smith)
his just come in and, of course, he must
have a brain wave. He suggests that if we
reduced the fares we could get out of our
difficulties. If that argument be correct,
why does he not reduce the price of the
''Sunday Times'' and increase its circula-
tion, although it is ''the biggest paper in
the world? "

Mr. Mfacallum Smith: We would do that
if we had competition.
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The MINISTER FOR MINES: There is
opposition, f or ''The Call" is running the
''Sunday Times" pretty close.

Hon. P. Collier: And there is the "Peni-
scope.)'I

The IMINISTER FOR MAINES: And now
there is the ' Mascot" As a matter of
fact, thlat question is asked in connection
with all our operations. Everywhere we are
asked why we do not reduce freights. If
we reduced .thle freights to-morrow, we
would not decrease by 10 per cent, the
amount of road traffic between Fremantle
and Perth for time ohvions reason that the
motor lorries can take the goods direct from
the ship's side to the warehouse or store in
Perth with one handling.

Mr. McCallum: You competed withl thle
road traffic, until recently.

The 'MINISTER FOR 'MINES: it is only
-recently that motor lorries have beemi per-
fected to the extent thatl emables them to
compete with us.

Mr. _Me~allum: They did it before.
The MINISTER FOR 'MINES: Surely the

member for South Frenmantle (Mr. MeCal-
lunt) wiUl appreciate the fact that the road
traffic has only been a serious competitor
witht the railways since the introduction of
the petrol engine.

Mir. McCallum: That traffic has been there
for nearly 25 years.

Tim MINISTER FOR MIXES: I believe
the hon. member is not prepared to stake his
Salary that if we pnt into operation what has
been suggested, we would make good by
doing so.

Mr, McCallum: You pay a Coininissi omer
£2,000 a year for looking into these things.

The MINISTER FOR 'MINES: The Com-
missioner who is paid such a salary, and who
has a staff of railway officials who should
know something about the workings of a
railway concern, all delare-and I amgree
with them-that so long as merchants can
take their goods direct from the ship 's side,
and by means of motor lorries convey those
goods direct to the stores, so long will rho
road traffic. always compete with the railway
system irrespective of what freights may be
charged.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: In any case, the
Pert±-Fremantle-road is maintained out of
the traffic fees now.

The 'MINISTER FOR MNINES: It is not.
Nothing like it.

fron. W. C. Angwia: There is nothing on
the Estimates this year for it.

The MITNISTER FOR 'MINES: I1 do not
care; it cannot possibly be maintained out
of the traffic fees.

Mr. Willenek: Perhaps you intend to let
the road go this year. .

'.%r. 'Macrillumn Smith: Why do You not
introduce motor lorries and compete with the
motor traffic yourselves?

The MIfTNISTER FOR M.INES: 'Most of
these. people own their own lorries.

Mr. 'Mann: There are a lot of carriers asi
well.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: These people should
pay a higher license.

The 'MIYISTER F(OR MINES: I have
enough to look after already without accept-
ing the suggestion that we should compete
with the road traffic.

Ar. Mann: Does the rate per motor mile
per road compare with the rate per railway
unite?

Hon. W. C. Angwin: They are taking
passengers per road for 4l. cheaper than is
thle east, with the railways.

The MNINISTER FOR 'MINES: I still
h1014 the view that if toiorrow we reduced
thec charges for traffic between Fremnantle and
Perth event back to pre-war rates, ;ve would.
not divert to the railway system 10 per Pont.
of the traffic OIL the Freunantle road. Tha
freight that pays us b~st is the freight which
has to be hauled over long distances. I am
not going to reduce the freight charges tor
those who. handle products over short dis-
tances while those who hare to carry 9tuff
over 600 miles4 or more must continue to pa '
the present freights. If any assistanc-e is to
be given, it must be given to those who have
to carry their commodities over great dis-
tances.

'Mr. McCallum: All the stuff that comos
from Frenmantle goes out back.

The MNINSTER FOR MNINES: It does
not.

Mr. MeCallumt: The great hulk of it doe..
The INISTER FOR ITMINS: No, it does

not.
Mr. IfeCHllum: IS it Hot rommon0TSPanse to

believe that the stuff is landed here, pet into
warehouses and later sent oilf hacek?

The -MINISTER FOR TIh: re bulk
of time population resides within 20 miles of
Fremantle. The point must bp considered
onl the basis of where the bulk of thle imtopo
lation is situated. Do not Buabury, Albany
and the North-West ports impcr' conuneodi-
ties? The tradle which can he levititiatelv,
hndiled by the Railway Dopamrrinert is heiniz
handled to-day. We could not hope to zain.
10 per rent, of the Toad traffic, hee nse the
road vehicles can take goods from the point
of delivery direct into the stores with time tone
handling, which of course represents, L
material saving. The railways arc, earning
a heavy capital cost. The risers havc to lpre-
vido the interest charges .n eo-ut an.l main-
tenance, and to transfer to those sers ;t pro-
portion of the cost of making and maintaining
public roads and then expect the railways t o
satisfactorily compete, is, imnaeile.

MNr. 'Money:- What is the valne of the roadl
traffile

The MITNISTER FOR Vt[NER: The. ukc-
partmeat hold that they hare not lost aI greqt
percentage of traffic. It is aot praicticable-
to endeavour to attain the end suggested. It
is not a move, which we Should 1make at this
stage. Anything in the way of rednein~r
charges should he muade to benefit thec uultlmock
people first of all.

Mr. MYa i: You have ailreadly refb red
charges to the- men outback.
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!,r. Helron: N ot too much.
Mr. Munn: I refer to super and wheat

Charges.
Mr, Willick: You do not see bricks or

any cheap freight being carted on the rail-
waiys4. They curry only high priced freights.

[Mr. Munsie took the Chair.]

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I had in-
tendled to make reference to freights and
t-arv.,. If muembers will take the trouble to
(7o1mpare- the fakres and freights charged on
other railwa s a'ysteins in Australia, they- will
find that ours4 are still generally below others.
]in one or two cases ours, are slightly over,
but in most instances curs are below those
charged in other parts of Australia. "Memubers
are aware that since Parliament last mnet, a
Railway Commissioner in the pereon of Mr.
Stvad, one time district superintendent and
laer Generat 'Manager of the Midland 'Rail-
way Company, was appointed to inquire into
Our ratiway operations. fle was given as free
a hand as any Royal Commissioner has ever
hiad. As a matter of fact his appointment was
somewhat in the nature of that of a tsuper
commissioner. Nol could go where he liked;
obtain evidence in any focrm lie desired, and
report daily, weekly or at thme end of his
investigation. Every facility was given him
to inquire into everything. I would not sug-
gest for a nonibat that all his recommeada-
dions should be adopted without question. Be-
cause we appoint a Royal Commissioner, it
is Dot to say that his findings cannot be
questioned.

Hon. rP. Collier: They must stand on their
merits.

Mr. Wilson: Not on tittle -tattle.
The MINISTER FOR MNES: It would

be impossible for anyone with a knowledge
of railway operating to thoroughly investi-
gate our- railway system without discovering
here and] there opportunities to introdne
eomty or methods which might prove ad-
vantageous to the users of the railways and
the finances of the departmeat. Therefore, to
4suggest. that it was impossible for any in-
dlividual to make recommendations whicb could
be advantageousl 'y adopted would be absurd.

MNr. Piekering: ft would not he worth
wh ile agwoiuting him,

The 11NTSTE 'R FOR MIfNES': Quite su-
It is not fair, its is frequently' done, to comn-
rare the findings of the Royal Commissioner
nith the work of the Commissioner of Rail-
ways who must earry the responsibility from
minigiht to midntight It is ani entirely dif-
foreat tiinV for a man to he Able to move
ou1t of an office And travel from point to
point during th 'e period of his investigation
nti I~st on wvithout na-v further cares or

worries, as compared with having to run the
railwayF day' after day, It is quite possible
for such a man to flid~something the Com-
missioner of Railway' s is unaware of, hut to
charge it against the Commissioner as laxity
is something which is unwise aodl unnecessaryr.
Anyone with a knowledge of railway operating
krnows it is not a fair charge to level against

the Commnissioner of Railways. The tRoyal
Commissioner was placed in a position of no
res-ponsibility- apart fromn his investigation.
Ite wvas able to go where hie would and when
lie would and to call upon whom he liked for
evidenee.

Mr. Harrison: His findings would he largely
on the evidence submitted.

The 'MUNUSTER FOR MINES: There are
re-onmmendtions upon which he took not a
line of evidence. Hle reotmnended hianding
over the railway sawmill to the Saw-mills De-
partument. He dlid not even visit the railway
sawmill, aindi dlid not take a bit of evidence on
thi. question from anyone in the department
or outside

Mr. Marshall: The whole inquiry was a
biaNsed cne.

The 'MINISTER FO1R 'MINES: T would
not say that.

flon, P. Collier: On the contrary, I think
it wats a very fair and impartial inquiry._

The M11INISTER FOR -MI-NES: Tit the
gross, it was.

lion. P. Collier: By ani impartial man nad
a very fair man, too.

The 'MINISTER FOR MNES: I am
merely trying to show the difference, between
one who criticises aind one who is subject to
criticism. As a Royal Commissioner, Mr.
Stead did well.

Capt. Carter: He dlid his beet according
to his lights.

The -MINISTER FOR MINES: Hfe did
well in many respects, though I do not agree
with him entirely. So many people are apt to
jump at the conclusion that because &. Royal
Conmnissioner doing nothing else than forag-
ing, can find something the Commissioner is
not aware of, the Commissioner of lRailways
is necessarily lax and that there is no systemt,
no dihcipline and no proper knowledge of the
operations of the system., Such a conclusion
is absurd. Mrany things happen which it would
be impossible f or the Commissioner to know
of if he sat for the whole 24 hours wearing
the headgear of a wireless set. Therefore to
suggest that because the Royal Commissioner
was able to find ioinething which he con-
sidered might be improved pointed to laxity
of admj' nistration on the part of the Coinmnis-
sioner of Railways, is quite wrong.

Mr. Pickering: When you refer to a for-
aging commission, are you depreciating the
Conimisioner's efforts? You appointed the
-Rural Commissioner.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I like to
be ais patient as9 possible, but howv the mem-
ber for Sussex can draw the conclusion that 1
ami dliparaging the findings of the Royal
Commiissioner when I ant merely trying to
draw a comparison between his position and
that of the Commissioner, passes my comnore-
hension. We consider his report of -ufficient
value that we are giving effect to the reconm-
mendations and in many instances with very
good results. The Commissioner of Bailwivas
himself would not adopt the attitude of sav-
ing that no one could tender advice or suggest
means wherehy the system might be benefited.
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We have estabili.heil a suggestion board in
order to enable msembers of the wages and
salary staff to make suggestions for the bet-
ter operation of our railways.

Hun, P. Collier: That is one of the silly
things of the service.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I do not
think so.

Hon. P1. Collier: I do.
The 'MENISTER FOR -NI-NES: Then nall

Australia is silly. The system mnay be all1
right, although the results "iay not be all
that "we anticipate. The fact remtains that ali
Australia has instituted a similar system ot
economies and sugestions hoards, and in New
South W~ales substantial salaries are paid.

Hon. P. Collier: The board who judge the
value of the suggestions are getting more
than the men who make the suggestions.

The MINISTER FOR MNES: There may
be something in that.

Hon. P. Collier, I think it is merely a
benefit for the board.

The 'MINISTER FOR IMINES: The sys-
tern is all right, although it may have some
weaknesses. If it is silly, as the hon. monm-
her says, then all Australia is silly.

Mr. Teesdale: The system of correspond-
ence is good enough.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: Some of
the Royal Commissioner's recommendations
we cannot accept. It is impracticable to ap-
ply others. Some reeoauuendatj' ons cannot he
accepted because they would involve a violent
change of policy as affecting not the railway
system alone, but industry in many directions,
because many of the proposals would maean a
heavy capital expenditure without any cor-
responding benefit to the department. It
would he very desirable far instance to have
an overhead bridge at -Melbourne-road, but
the department would not benefit, and yet
they would have to carry the interest charges
on an expenditure of £5-0,000. The depart-
went might be able to economise to a slight
extent on the operations in the yard, but only
very slightly. There are directions in which
we could better expend £50,000 and earn
direct revenue. Therefore we are net pre-
pared to accept that recommendation, but we
know that ultimately and probably before
many years when money is easier and cheaper,
that recommendation will have to be complied
with. There are others to which the same
remarks apply. There are recommendations
which, because of the capital cost required
and because of the fact that they would bring
in no revenue, cannot be adopted at this
stage. The cost of money and the cost of
material run parallel. When interest is high,
the prices of material rule high. At present
the cost of both money and material is too
high to permit of our carrying out this re-
commendation. MJost of the recomnnendations
with which we do not agree are such as do not
immediately affect the operation of the de-
partment. However, we are benefiting by the
immediate acceptance of certain recommen-
dations of the Royal Commissioner.

lII n. WV. V. Angwin: I hope you n-ill get a
State coal mine. It would save £100,000 a
year.

The MINISTER FOR 'MINES: That
is what the Rloyal Commissioner said, but I
think it would cost more than that in the
Nvat- of worry for a few yea~rs. I do not wkih
to add to my, worries just now. If a State
coal mine saves anything, it will save wages.
Tme profits being distributed from the coal
mining industry are not very great. Some
of the Colie comipanies have not yet rea' h d
the stage of paying royalties.

Hu P. C'ollier: That is no eriterion. Some
of the bosses have to live in hessian tents in
King's Park-road, and they always walk be-
cause they are unable to afford motor Carm.

The M.INtSTER FOR NMINES: In lay
opinion, the time is not opportune for
the State to establish a coal mine of its owdi
at Collie. In any case, though I have not in-
vestigated the matter very closely, it cannot
he suggested that the operations of the com-
panies are, costly as regards administrative
staff. I do not think the State could adImin-
ister a coal mine more cheaply, if as cheaply.
Sup~pose we had a State coal mine to-morrow;
then we would have to pay the manager at
least sufficient to enable him to live in a bark
hut alongside Collie Pool.

H-on. P. Collier: We know something about
tbe affluence of one or two of the coal owners.

The MINISTER FOR MIINES: I have
already explained that we have accepted some
of the recommendations of the Royal Conimis-
sinner and have nut yet accepted others. Such
recommendations as have already been ae-
cepted are being applied loyally. The staff to-
day are doing their utmost to get the full
advantage of those recommenda-tions. Ta con1-
nection with maintenance of our railway sys-
tem the Royal Commissioner recommended
that we should have motors f or the purpose of
carrying meet to and from their work. He
said a. great saving would result. In fact, the
amount of time saving was rather astonishing
to rue. His recommendations read as fol-
lowsa: -

Your Commissioner is of the opinion that
by the introduction of motor trollies there
is room for considerable saving, and re-
commends that the lengths be readjusted as
shown in schedule attacecd hereto, marked
"A.'' On the sections affected by this re-

adjustment there are at present employed
184 gangers and 871 ina, bitt under may
proposal only 1315 gangers and 692 men
are requircd, thus admitting of the with-
drawal of 49 gangers and 179 men, repre-
senting a gross saving of £E52,460 1s. 2d.
per annum. After providing for interest,
depreciation, upkeep, petrol, and lubricants,
as per statement hereunder, the met saving
is £45,177 Is. 2d. per annum, and this is
se.-ured from an outlay of £8,970 for nmotor
trollies.

From the report of the South Australian. Rail-
ways Comindssioner I have the following ex-
tract:-
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With a view -to reducing working costs
the use *f motor trollies for maintenance
gangs with long lengths if line to traverse
baa been extended, and the xesults obtained
proved so satisfactory that a contract was
let for the supply of a large number of
additional trollies, and at the present time
there are fifty-two maintenance gangs so
equipped. The net annual saving through
the introduction of these trollies may be
set down at not less than £3,774, and on
the outlying lines, where the lengths are
long, they are an undoubted boon to the
staff.

In South Australia a saving of £3,774 an-
Dually results from equipping 50 maintenance
gangs with motors, and yet it is estimated
here that we shall effect a saving of i45,000
annually by equipping about 1U10 gangs.

Mr. 0 'Loghlen: There is the indirect bene-
fit of the trollies.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I re-
cognise that, but lion, members niust not be
too sanguine of attaining thme savings sug-
gested. I cannot for a moment believe that
anything approaching thle results suggested
by the Royal Commissioner will be attined,
However, we have accepted that recomnmenda-
tion, and are to-day hanving the motors made
in our workshops. We have alreadly liad trial
runs of the first machine tifned. out. They
were highly satisfactory. We are now only
awaiting the arrival of the magnetos to put
the mrotors in operation. Thme saving, however,
will not be so great as estiiared.

Hon P. Collier: But there will be a saving.
Thme 'MINISTER FOR MINES: Yes. On

this recommendation the joint executive
of the railway unions have something to say.
I do not know that their opinions onl the
Royal Commissioner's report have been per-
used by lion. members. in some respeZ-ta
those opinions are very valuable. While
-criticising, the executive have been extremely
careful to stamil aside from any feeling of
a personal nature which might exist. They,
have given what they believe to be opinions
formed on a practical basis. On this par-
ticular question they any-

Present South-West staff 48 gangers and
188 other, totalling 229. Coastal districts
employ 2.5 gangers and 181 other;, totalling
21G--a difference of 13 mn betn-een the
two districts. Royal Commissioner proposes
to dispense with 64 menm in both eases,
which he states will mean a saving of
£45,000. H~e ignores evidenice, taken that
motors already supplied nre, unsatisfactory
and system not likely to effect saving
claimed and at the same time give reason-
able attention to maintenance of lines. Re-
cent increases of lengths have resulted in
permanent way being in far less satisfac-
tory condition than hitherto, and mileage
proposed by Mr-. Stead will make it impos-
sible to keep track in safe repair. Victoria
is paying for experinments in this direction.

The joint executive of the railway unions
seem to disparage that recommendat ion of the

Royal Commissioner altogether. I think there
is a midway opinion, namely that we shall
achieve a saving, thougif not no great as was
suggested by the Royal Commissioner. The
recommendation as to regrading and deviat-
ing is not yet accepted by this department.
Sonmc of these regradings and deviations pro-
posed have been recommended not only by
the Royal Commissioner, but ever since there
has been a Commissioner controlling the Rail-
way Deportment.

Hon. P. Collier: It is a question of finding
the money.

The MINISER FOR 'MINES. I am
coming to that. The Commissioner of Rail-
ways placed on his draft estimates a sumn of
£:100,000 in order that regrading might comr-
mence this year. He knows, and we 'honow,
that a saving will result from regrading op-
er-at ions. But the Treasurer said, and rightly
said, that money and material were too dear
at present to permit of the work being under-
taken im mediately. The recommendation is,
however, concurred in by the department;
and when money and material are available
at reasonable cost, the work will be under-
taken.

Mr. M1oney: Do not you, as Minister, think
it absolutely essential to regrade even at con-
siderable cost?-

Mr. 'McCallum; But not at the cost of
over-capitalisation?

The MINTSTER FOR MINES: I do
not want to commit myself. Some day the
member fur Bubury mnay be Treasurer and
T 'Minister for Railways. I undertake that
the lion, member will not have been in the
Treasury 24 hours before I come to him with
a requnest for fuinds for regrading. But the
lion. mnember will sing a different tune then.
To a free-lance suggestion for the expenditure
of one million pounds on regrading and devi-
ating, iny reply is that I can spend the money
advantageously if the Treasurer can find it.
But the Treasurer cannot. Therefore, if any
fault is to be found, it must be found with
the Treasu rer, because he, unfortunately, can-
not finid money checaply enough. The Royal
Commissioner also recommended that garden-
ig at Perth central station should be done
away with. T do not entirely agree with that
recommendation. If we utilise ju~st a few
member-s of the sta~ff to do a little clearing up
here and there, it is money well spent.

'Mr. Pickering. In Victoria it is done ex-
tensively.

The MINISTEIR POX MNESW: Yes.
We have, however, reduced the streneyth of
the gang by two in. To-day that worki em-
ploys a ganver and three men, coating about
£550 a rea r. T say again that I consider
money is well spent in making thme surround-
ings of our central railway statioa presentable
--which they wrere not'a few years ago. The

Royal Conimissioner i-ernmends that an
order, which had not been actually placed,
for einht addieinnnh flarrntt locomotives should
not be carried out. We were going to con-
struet them in our workshops, and were order-
log the plant. flat recommendation has been
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adopted. We may get through all right with-
out, the eight additional locomotives, and if
we do, I suppoad everybody will be s3atisfied.
If we do not, those who suggest that the Royal
Commissioner is always right may look to
him f or relief. If we are going to nihke that
rapid progress that we anticipate, we shall
have to provide sufficient locomotive power to
shift the products of the State. Of course it
we do not get a revival we shall he in a bad
way. The locomotives will not work forever.
We have not put a new locomotive on for the
last 12 years.

auon. P. Collier: We put sonme on; there hail
Dot been any new ones for 10 years prior to
our taking office.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I am
somewhat concerned about what will happen
in a few years time. We have abandoned the
idea of getting eight new locomotives and are
super-heating our existing engines. But we
cannot withdraw our loconmotives and put
them, into the shops. The super-hetiting wilt
take a long time because we can only take
locomotives as the opportunities present them-
selves. The present Commissioner says-

Progressive land policy demands not only
eight Garrett engines but more as well. In
'November, 1920, recommended conversion
of 20 "Ec'' class engines for light work;
the purchase of eight Garrntt engines and
the purchase of 20 lieavy locomotives to
replace the converted "Ec"' engines. Al-
though the increased traffic anticipated at
that time had not eventuated, the tempor-
ary depression (which also accounted for
offer of delivery in 26 weeks) would soon
pass away. The policy also involved the
building locally instead of importing, the
workshops having been enlarged between
1911 and 1914 with that object. It is
acknowledged that a margin of engine
power exists at present, but many engines
are obsolete, In August, 1920, it was re-
ported that at least 27 absolutely unprofit-
able engines should be scrapped. Allowing
for these 27 dead locomotives, the mileage
actually works out at 12,419 miles per en-
gine, notwithstanding the strike of January
and thle slump of May and June, 1921,
South Australian figures arc questioned
(23,703) ais they cover 3ft. Oin. gauge only.

The Royal Comnmissioneriinsists that ire shouldI
make preparation for the future operation
of our system by obtaining these additional
locomotives. We have accepted the recom-
mendation for the super-heating of the engines
and £10O,000 has been provided on the Loan
Estimates, being the first instalment for the
policy of regenerating locomotive stock. A
recommendation was made regardine the time
tables and country connections. Where it is
practicable we make the connections as nearly
ao it is possible to do so. These matters
have been considered carefully, and where
practical and without ineurrinsr heavy loss,
we make connectins with our main line trains
to suit the convenience of the travelling pub-
lic. But we cannot do impossibilities. In
1921 we had a strike largely on the question

of' whether weC shIOuid cut out night work en-
tirely. We are under ,an agreement now and
where we tun run day trains we do so.

Mr. 11arrison: It is 2 a.nt. at Merredin
Htow-

The MINISTER FOR MINES: We have
inLVeStigated this matter carefully ' and we
find that what is suggested is opposed to the
operAtion of the award of the Arbitration
C"ourt. The Royal Commissioner recomt-
mended the withdrawal of our dining and
buffet tars. We have not adopted that re-
commendation.

lon. P. Collier:. I think yon could.
The M.%LNIETEE FOR MINES: We could

to an] extent.
Mr. Corboy: It would be better to withdraw

them rather than let the existing system con-
tinue.

Mr. Chesson:- The dining cars are carried
on very well on the Murchlison line.

Iheo MIISTER FOR MINES: There you
ate. I do aot think I will pursue the subject
any further when we have two bon. members
expressing different opinions on a subject on
which the loyal Conmmissioner makes a recoin-
mendation.

Hon. P. Collier: You agree with both.
The MINISTER FOR MINES- I do.

What I do say, however, and The Commis-
sioner agrees with me, is that in view of the
public convenience, especially on the 'Murchi-
son service, and the absence of other means
of providing public requirements, it is not de-
sirable to withdraw buffet car-s from the Mur-
chison service. We had under consid-
eration prior to the appointment of the
Royal Commissioner, the question of taking
over of the running of the refreshment rooms,
properly equipping them and dispensing
with the dining cars. But that is not an
easy thing to do. The member for Geraldton
and the member for Murchison will know
that to-day we have a difficulty in getting
the mail train throuch to the Msurchison in
anything like reasonable time, and if wre have
a number of refreshment rooms where the
trains must wait -for 25, 35 or 40 minutes to
enable people to get their meals, it will mean
a tremendous burden for the service to carry.

Mr. Marshall: You could never do it.
The 'MINISTER FOR MINES: Eon,

members will know that with our changing
conditions the speeding up of the railways,
the altering of our joining stations, our
engine sheds, ebif we are going to the heavy
expense of providing up-to-date refreshment
rooms to meet tme demands of the public, we
will probably find in a few years time that
these refreshment rooms will be out of place,
or will seriously inconvenience the traffic.
There is one thing to be said in favoorf of
dining cars and it is thalt they obviate delay.

Mr. Willeock: And you get a meal at the
right time.

The MINUSTER FOR MIXnES: The Royal
Commissioner recommended the construct ion
of a bridge over the Melbourne-road crossing.
The department said, "We know the value
such a bridge will be, and if the Treasurer
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can find £50,000 we will build it.'" We
placed £60,000 on the draift Loan Estimates,
but the Treasurer quite rightly said that the
work could stand over, as there were others
on which such a big sumn of money could be
better expeadeil. The Royal Commissioner
recommended that the present practice in the
workshops of paying the men a daily wage
be discontinued; hie recommended payment
being made by results. We would do that,
but unlike the Royal Commissioner, it is not
a question of making the recommendation; it
is a qluestion of applig it. The men wvould
not tolerate it. The men decline to work
under that system.

Rlon. WV. C. Angwin: Have you sacked men
aiid put in girls iii the Stores branch I

The MINISTER FOR MINES: We never
sack anybody; wve merely dispense with their
sen-ices. Girls are emiployed in typewriting.

Hon. WV. C. Angwin: I am not referring
to typistes.

Mr. Corboy: That work in the stores is
not work that girls should do.

Mrs. Cowan: They must have a means of
living.

Mr. Corboy: I am acquainted with the
stores job, and it is not a job that girls can
do efficiently.

The 'MINISTER FOR MINES: If girls
cannot do it we will displace them. But it
is desirable that girls should be engaged in
clerical work so as to leave men free for
other employment that may be more suitable.

'Mr. Corboy: We do not object to the girls
being employed as tvpistcs.

Hon. W. C. Aingwin: You. would not
employ them aS senior clerks.

The MINISTER FOR MITNES: 'Why not?
If a girl fir good enough to he private secre-
tary to Lloyd George, she surely is good
enough to be chief clerk to the Traffic 3[ana-
ger. The Royal Commissioner recommended
the coaling of our locomotives at our different
stations. Our Cdinzissioner was not against
accepting the recommendation because he
had it in mind, and we have placed V£3,000
on the- Loon Estimates for effecting the im-
provemients. It is doubtful, however, whether
funds will be available. If they are wre shall
carry Gut improvements at Mullewa and
Brunswick, and save £1,000 per annum;' The
]Royal 'Commissioner recommended up to date
round house and appliances at the Buabury
loco. dep~t. We asked for £25,000 to he
plated on the Loan Estimates but the Trea-
surer said that the money could not be made
available. A lot of these things could be
done if we had the funds. The Royal Comn-
missioner recommended that we should dis-
pense with the use of Premier coal from
Collie, as he said it was not suitable for
locomotives. We know it is not as suitable
as some of the other coal but we have an
agreement with the Miners' and Drivers'
Union and with the coal uminers as well which
preventsi the entire elimination of Premier
coal from our contract.

Mr. Willeock: It is too light.

Thu 'MINISTER FOR M-NINES:- It is ques-
tion able whether, mixed with other coals, it
would not make an equally suitable coal.
Not long since I met on more than oe
uveasionl inl Conference representatives of the
engine-drivers and firemen, a representative
from the Commissioner's office and a repre-
sentattive of the miners from Collie, and dis-
cussed this question of the ue of Collie coal.
The Commissioner of Railwnys and his staff
hare repeatedlly asked for the right to pur-
chase in the hest market, so as to get the
bes~t results fromi thle use of Collie CoaL
Eventunlly an agreement was arrived at
which I think is more suitable thani were the
eonditio~s prevailing. I have not heard any
serious complaints from the engine-drivers
.since that agreement came into operation.

Ifr. McCallum: The mines have under-
taken tn give a cleaner cuit.

Thle 'MINISTER FOR MINES: r do not
think there is any cause for complaint. Then
we have thle recommendation for the estab-
lishment of a State coal mine. We have not
adopted it. We do not know what the cost
mnight he. We consider we are getting a
pretty fair deal at preseat, and I am not sure
the question was sufficiently investigated to
allew Lis to siy definitely What the cost of
securing n mine and operating it would be,
Sometimes time opiening uip of a coal mine
entails a heavy loss. Therefore we are not
accepting that recommendation. The Royal
Commissioner recommended that a fully
qualified accountant be engaged temporarily
to reorgannise the accounts and stores branches.
W~e are anxious to get n accountant fully
qualified on railway stores and accounts. We
asked the Victorian Railway Department to
lend us8 their chief accountnt, who was over
here en a holiday, but they refused. When
wre get such a man we will put that reconi-
inendation into effect. The Royal Commis-
sioner recommended that we should amnalga-
mate the railway sax-n'ills with the State saw-
m~ills. There are many reasons Why this
should not be done, and so ten arp, not adopt-
ing the recommendation. The Royal Commis-
sionecr recommended that the position of ouit-
dloor inspector he abolished. 'We have not
adopted that. The Railway Commissioner
holds that lie is getting good results. The
officer is admitted to be very well quialified.
in the circumstances I do ntot think we are

entitled to insist that one man 's decision shall
lbe given precedence over another's, particu-
larly when that other is responsible for
the success of railway operations. The Royal
Comnmissioner recommendeod that the construc-
tion of new lines should he placed under the
Railway Commissioner. Thnt was considered
by the Go~ernment as a matter of policy when
we- had to Mil the position oaf engineer of ex-
istiag lines, on the death of Mr. Light.
We endeavonred to find means by which this
could be done. It wvas not easy, and so we
deilcd to allow it to remain as at present.

Hon. W. C. Angwinr I am doubtful
whether it is the better course.

343
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The MINIISTER FOR MINES: There is
a great deal to be said on both sides. The
Royal Conmnissioner suggested that the lines
should be of more solid construction. That
has nothing to do with railway operations. It
affects oily the department responsible for
the construction.

Mr. Harrison: I understood that the Rail-
way Department had to spent a lot of money
in bringing lines up to standard.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: That is
so, but Dot so much during recent years as
when everybody "as talking about light rail-
way construction, with hialf-round sleepers
and no ballast. We had then to spead quite
a lot of money in bringing the lines up to
standard. The Royal Comimissioner suggests
that we get better grades and curves and give
more attention to water supply. Those are
all matters for the departament responsible for
construction.

Mr. Pickering: Ultimately it affects the
Railway Department.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: That is
So. The Commissioner of Railways is respon-
sible for only the operation of the railways
w'hen handed over to him. All our successive
railway commissioners have declared that it
Wvould be better, if the money were available,
to construct lines on a more solid basis.

Mr. -Money: If that were done could they
make the lines pay?

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I think so.
The problem is to find the money for lines
in all the districts which we are opening up.
The Royal Commissioner recoinimended. that
no rails lighter than 60-lbs. should be put
into the railway system. I would agree with
that if we could afford it.

Mr. Mfoney: We cannot afford not to do it.
The Nl INISTER FOR MINES: I think we

can. Wo have 45-lb. rails which have served
us exceedingly well for a great numiber of
years, and which apparently will continue to
serve us well for a long time to come.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: They stand a long
time at Lake Clifton, do they not?

The M.%IN'ISTER FOR MINES: The point
is the initial cost and the question of whether
it is desirable. For instance, in the construe-
tion of the through line from Jarniadnp to
Denmark it is considered desirable to put in
60-lb. rails. But wvhen we are running a
branch line merely to open up a district,
45-lb. rails are satisfactory. Rails of 60-lbs.
would he infinitely moore satisfactory, Of
course, for the reason that if we had them we
could run our heavier engines over such rails,
whereas now we have to run light engines on
the light rails. However, it is a question
whether we can build the mileage necessary
to open up the country if we are tto provide
heavier, and therefore most costly, material.
The Royal Commissioner recommended that
we should relay the line between Bridgetown
and Jarnadup. That recommendation Wvas
adopted, and the work has been completed.
Hie recommended also that we 'hould replace
the North Fremantle railway bridge with a
steel structure. Up to date we have aeither

rejected nor adopted that recommnendation.
We have in view the provision of a rail anti
road bridge across the Swan at a point higher
up. At present money is too dear and urn-
terial too costly, and so the proposition has
to qtand over. The Royal Coniinissioner me-
commnended that we should give greater atten-
tion to wvater supplies. The Railway Commis-
sioner agrees with that, and has from time to
time requested additional funds for the pur-
pose. However, funds have not been avail-
able, and so in many eases we have been up
against it. We have catchmnents where water
can be conserved, and in other places We have
made provision for water conservation, but
the elements have been against us. In the
public interest sometimes we have had to
combine with the Water Supply Department
and take water from town supplies. How-
ever, when we do that, they put it over us
pietty heavily in the matter of charges.
The Royal Commissioner recommended that
a tax be enforced on all privately owned
unimproved land within five miles of
railways. Probably that recommnendation
is a very wise one. However, it has
nothing to do with railway operation. The
Royal Commissioner recommended that a
stacking yard should be provided at Bunbury
for export timber and that we should provide
free storage and a reduced freight on our
timbers. We have not been able to get at the
bottom of this. Prior to the recommendation
coining in, we had conferred with those in-
terested in the export of timber, but could
reach no finality. When this recommendation
came along we made another inquiry, and
aga, conferred with those people. We found
that they, like most others, were willing to
do anything which it paid them to do. But
it can only be done at the cost of a heavy
loss for demnurrage on the railway system.
No mention was made of increased freight
as a set off against the provision of stacking
yards at Bunbury. In the minds of those who
agreed that the stacking sites should be util-
ised there should be a reduction of 10s. per
ton, which means a loss of £77,000 per an-
111111. We cannot afford to provide a free
stacking site at Bunbury or anywhere else if
it means a loss of £77,000 per annum. How-
ever, the question has not -been finalised. We
are still conferring, for wes know the advant-
ages to be gained if it does not mean an actual
loss in earnings. The Royal Commissioner re-
commended that we should send onr officers
abroad from time to time so as to bring thenm
abrca-t of uip to date methods in other parts
of the world. When the present Chief Me-
chanical Engineer was appointed it was sug-
gested that he should travel abroad before
taking over. However, we are not in a posi-
tion to spend much money in sending our
officers away on trips.

Ron. W. C. Ang-win: The danger is that
they may leave when they return.

The MIXi[STER FOR iNS There is
always that danger. The Royal Comnmisisioner
recommended that we should have automatic
signalling on a part of our railway system.
That recommendation is acceptable to the
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Railway Commissioner and to the Govern-
nit, but we are not in a position to find the
money to instal the automatic system. If the
mouey call be made available at a later stage,
the House will be Talked to provide it; be-
cause we are Sully alive to the advantages of
the automatic system. The Royal Commissioner
recommended that the staff on the Hopetoun-
Itarcusthiorpe line be reduced. That has been
done, He recommended also that the Mit.
Nlagnet-Saudstone railway should he removed.
The Railway Cornmissioner is awaiting the de-
cision of the Government on this question,
and I suppose ]tel. menmbers also are await-
ing that decision. The decision is that thle
outlook at Sandstone is so good that we are
not thinking of asking Parliament this ses-
sion to authorise the removal of the line.

Mr. Marshall: Nor in any other session, 1
hope.

The MINISTER POP? MINES: Well, I
cannot answer for w-hat our successors may
do. He also recommnided that the line from
Southern Cross to Bullfinch should be re-
moved. The Commissioner is still awaiting the
decision of the Government. Our decision is
that the district fromt the agricultural point
of view looks so promising that we have no
intention of asking Parliament to remove the
line. He also recommended the removal of thc
Kanowina, line. This line is not operating ex-
cept when traffic offers. I believe no disad-
vantage would accrue to the people if the 12
miles to Ranowna were taken up. Under ex-
isting methods the 12 miles of traffic with the
road traction' facilities that are available
would not seriously inconvenience the public.
There are, however, developments in and
around the Kanowvna district of such a nature
thit we are going to stay our hands in this
.direction for the present. If the develop-
mots are not as satisfactory ats we hope,
we may auk Parliament for approval to re-
move these 12 miles of line. The Royal Com-
missioner recommended a reduction in subur-
baa fares, season tickets, live stock rates, and
excurion fares. Tlhe Commissioner of Rill-
ways has gone very thoroughly into the mat-
ter. Hie raid that if his estimates of revenue
are to be realised, there cannot he any re-
duction at present.

Ron. W. C. Angwin: They are higher than
anywhere else in Australia.

Mr. Johnston: The country fares are high.
The MINISTER FOR MTNES: Not at

all.
Mr. Harrison: They arc higher than they

were.
The -MINISTER FOR5 MINES: Theyv are

higher all over the world. That does not alter
the fact that the cost of giving the ser'vice
is also higher. If the cost of running the
service were at least a little lower, we could
consider the qne'tion of reduction of fares
.and freights, Iairticlilarly of passenger fares.
If a person really wants to travel we give
him opportunities4 of doing so at rea~'on-
able figures and at certain periods. People
in the country get opportunities which were
not previously accorded to them and which
do not exist in other parts of Australia. If

a settler and his family cajitot get away
during the period of ordinary excursion
rates, because of harvesting operations or
shearing operations, hie can take advantage
of the special rates at any time of the year.

.W$. McCallum: But the farm labourer's
wife cannot, because the concession extends
only to the farmers' wives.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: Has any-
onea applied for it?

lb. McCallumn: Yes, but the Comnmissioner
turned it down.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: That has
stever been brought under my notice. A farm
labourer's wife and children, if living on the
farm where he is working, shouild be placed
in thle same position as the f-armour's wife.

Mr. Corboy: But she is not.
The MITNISTER FOR INES: This con-

cession was intended for a definite purpose.
Mr. MceCallusn: I produced letters in the

House last session dealing with this matter.
The MIITRFOR INES: It was a

concession granted to the wife and children
of the settler, who could not take advantage
of the cheap excursion fares that were made
available to the general public at specified
periods of the year. There is no difference
between the settler's wife and the wife of
the settler's labourer from the point of view
of these concessions.

Mr. Corboy: I hope the Commissioner will
take that as an instruction.

The MINISTER FOR INES: I will con-
fer with hint. The member fdr Williams-
Narrogin referred to country fares. I have
here a comparison of the fares in different
States and elsewhere over distances of 100
miles and 200 miles. In New South Wales
the fares are 22s. for first class and 14s. 7d.
for second class for the 100 miles; in
Victoria they are 18s. lid, anid 129.
7d. respectively; in South Australia 19s.
Wd. and 33s. 3d. respectively; in Queens-
land 17s. and 11g. respectively; and
in Wqstersi Australia 169. 8d. and 10s. 5d.
respectively, the lowest of any State in the
Commonwealth. For the 200 miles distance
the fares in Queensland are 82s. first and
20s. 6d. second. These are the lowest in
Australia. In Western Australia they are
339. 4d. and 20s. l~d., 4d. more than in
Queensland for second class and Is. 4d. more
on the first class fares. The next nearest is
Victoria where the fares are 379. 9d. or
4s. 5d. morn than our first class fares, and
253s, 2d. for second class or 4s. Sd. more than
ours. In South Australia the fares nrc 39s.
3d. and 26s. respectively and in 'New South
Wales 43s. lid, and 27s. 3d. respectively. In
South Africa the fares are higher than they
are anywhere in Australia, with the excep-
tion of-New South Wales. In New Zealand
they Are slightly lower. In Great Britain
the fares are higher than they are in Aus-
tralia. For the first 100 miles they are 24s.
2;'d. for first class and 12s. for second, and
for the 200 miles the fares are 58s. 6d. and
29s. id.

Hll. W. C. Angwio: They have been re-
du1ced now.
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The 'MINISTER FOR MfINES: I was
speaking of last year. This shows that
although our fares are high as compared
with what they were in pro-war times, in
view of the cost of running the services and
of operating generally, they are not higher
than is practicable. When the cost of run-
nling these services is reduced, we can reduce
both freights and fares. The Royal Comnmis-
sion re-omumended that we should alter our
present system of management and introduce
the division-al system as it exists in
America, and as it was adopted in Queens-
land. He states that this would effect a
saving of 303 officers representing £27,000
a year. The Railway Commissioner has
carefully' considered the matter and con-
ferred with other Commissioners in Aus-
tralia who have had experience in both the
systemns. lie is not prepared to accept the
responsibilit 'y of adopting the reconmoenda-
tion. QUeensland's Government requires
1,204 officers to carry out the work which
is done in Western Australia with 547 offi-
cers. The Royal Commissioner recommends
that three Commissioners should be ap-
pointed in lieu of one Commissioner. The
position is quite outside the province of the
Commissioner for Railways. Ft is a matter
for Parliament. Parliament definitely and
decidedly turned down the proposal for
three Commissioners at the time when the
one, Commissioner was appointed.

Mr. Pickering:- It was part of his duty to make
the recommendation.

The MINISTER FOR MI2NES: I do not say
it was not. I amn not quarrelling with the
reconmnendation. The management of our rail-
Ways cannot in any way be held responsible for
the fact that we hare one Commissioner instead
of three. Parliament decided in favour of the
one Commissonter. Taking into account the
conditions of past years I do not think the one
Commissioner can be said to have entirely failed.

Mr. Pickering: I do niot think so either.
The MINISTER FOR MINES: We might

get better results with the other system, but I
am not prepared to say so. There are one or
two things -we have done to bring about results,
which members frequently state would be of
advantage in the direction of a greater use of
our railways by our producers. The freight on
stud sheep was previously charged at double the
ordinary stock rate, because these animals were
of more value and required more careful handling
and attention. The rate is now reduced to the
ordinary rate. In many instances we have
providedi conveniences that did not previously
exist in the matter of stock loading facilities.
I do not think anything has been done for any,
community during the past live years that stands
out more prominently than these stock loading
facilities in country districts. No praise, how-
ever, has been forthcoming.

Mr. lAtham: Oh, yes.
The MINISTER FOR MANES: No praise

has been forthcoming except at election time
from those who claim to he representing the
'producer in the country districts.

Mr. Money: I gave you credit for this on the
Estimates last year.

The MIflNISTER FOR MINES: The hon.
member is not a member of the executive of the
Primary Producers' Association.

Mr. Money:- I am not speaking of that.
The MINISTER FOR MINES: That is an

organisation which should he giving us some
credit, hut has given none at all, and has merely
adopted an attitude of cursing nil and sundry.

Ron. W. C. Angivin: They cannot help it.
Mr. Pickering:- What about yourself ?
The Mf1IITER FOR MINES:- Under the old

rate hook it was the practice to charge demnurrage
in agricultural districts as well as elsewhere foi
the time during which trucks were held out ol
traffic:; that means, held in cecess of the time
permitted for the unloading of the contents,
That does not now apply in agricultural districts,
particularly at unattended sidings where a mar
cannot take delivery of the stuff at the moment
it arrives. Merchants do not always load theli
stuB and send it forward on the date mentioned
in the advice note. They advise a custoinci
in the country that they are sending stuff forwarod
on, say, the following Wednesday, but it does not
arrive on that date and the consignor may not
turn up again until the following Wednesdaj tc
receive the goods. This means penalising th(
settler through no fault of his own. We con
sider that the settler should not be penaliseod
when. he is not responsihle for what has happened

Mr. Marshall: It is the fault of the Corn
missioner of Railways, too, very often.

The INISTER, FOR MINES: Since thE
present Commissioner has been ink office, and I
have been Minister for Railways, the departmenil
has made a practice of notifying the settlert
around unattended sidings and, according to thE
distance which he has to travel to the sidinj
and the mail service, we have held the stuff al
the siding until he has been able to collect it.

Hon. W. C. Angwin:- Is that why the steamen
were held up last year for want of trucks is
which to load wheat ?

The 11UNISTER FOR MINES : That may b(
so.

Hon. W. C. Angwin : It makes no differenci
that the lumpers are thrown out of work, sc
long as the convenience of the country is con
sidersd.

The MINISTER FOR 'MINES: Such ron
ditions will prevail on any system, unless we havi
such a large supply of rolling stock that the over
head charges are so great that the system eannol
be made to pay.

Hon. IV. C. Angwin : The wheat scecme ha(
to send out an inspector to look for the trucks.

The MINEISTER FOR MINES : That is no,
the case to-day. On the average not more that
half a dowen trucks a week would be affected.

Mr. Money:- You are not charging demnurrago
hecause the settlers cannot get their stuff.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: We also
provide concessions to farmers with respect to
store stock. When this was agreed to, I did no
think such great advantage would he taken o
the concession. It came into operation on th
1st Octoher, 1921.

Hfon. P. Collier: Just after the conlerene
met.

The MINISTER FOR MINES:- No, it hao
nothing to do with the conference. This is on
of the things we did without reference to anyone
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chi ating on te suggestion of thosre who are
liin ithconry districts.

Hon. P. Collier: It was said the conference
brought it about.

Hon. Al. C. Angwin: We read about it all
in the reports of the Primary Producers' MAscla-
tion.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: At all events
it was a move in the right direction. It provided
for the sending of store stock for fattening pur-
Poses by rail. We allowed a rebate of 121 per
cent, off the ordinary stock rate. Where trucks
were sent that would otherwise be empty, we
took oft 35 per cent. I was surprised to find on
reference to the figures that no less than 137,000

tore hep were truckedl for the purpose of

fattening between the 1st October and November
of this year, and 130 cattle.

Hon. WV. C. Angwin : Are you sure they were
sent for fattening purposes, or did they go to the
butcher ?

The MINISTER FOR MINES: The store
sheep are sent away for fattening purposes, and
ultimately go to the butcher.

Hon. 14'. C. Angwin: That fat stock does not
go at the cheap rate.

Thu MINISTER FOR MINES: We were
satisfied that they were being sent for fattening
purposes.

Mr. Willeock: That concession may be abused.
Fat stock has been sent through from the Mur-
chison to Northam.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: Dloes the
hon. member know of any case where there has
been an abuse of this concession?

Mr. Wilicock : I say it lends itself to abuse.
I was on a deputation to the Midland Railway
Company regarding this very matter.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I know that
sonme of these concessions have been abused.

Mr. Willcock :And this one has been abused.
The MINISTER FOR MINES: We have had to

withdraw a number of concessions in connection
with the railway system because people have
abused them. I am not aware that this par-
ticular concession has been abused but we all
know it has been taken advantage of with bene-
ficial results to the stock-raisers and the producers.

Mr. Pickering: And to the railways as well.
The MINISTER FOR MINES: We also

provide cheap excursion rates for farmers' wives
and their families. The member for Murchison
(Air. Marshall) knows that we have provided
specially cheap rates for expectant mothers to
be conveyed to the nearest maternity hospital
to get proper treatment.

Ron. P. Collier: Does that apply only to the
agriculqurl districts?

The MINISTER FOR NINES: No, it applies
all over the State. The suggestion was first
made at Sandstone and the privilege has been
made use of with beneficial results. 1 think
it is a very desirable concession to make.

Mr. Johnston: Have you got any more
wreighbridges?7

The MINISTER FOR 3LINES: No, the
Westralian Farmers' Ltd. are providing them.
We have also introduced an innovation under
which, then any Person is sick or meets with
an accident at centres along the spur lines or the
more remote railways, a telephone message from
a responsible person will cause a motor trolley
or special train to proceed to the spot at once

in order to bring the person to the nearest doctor
or nurne for treatment, or to take the person
to the nearest hospital for medical attention.
That is a privilege that operates, so far as I
know, in no other part of Australia or anywhere
else in the world. It has been availed of where
necessary and has proved beneficial to the people
in the more remote areas. Having said all
that, I may say a word or two regarding the
present financial position of the railways as
it applies to the present year. Hon. members
may have some misgivings as to whether we
shall reach the estimated revenue and keep
within the expenditure set down in the Estimates
for this financial year. For the first five-twelfths
of the present Enancial year-ie., to thje end
of November-the earnings were £1,153,034 as
against £1,089,704 for the corresponding period
oI last year. Our working expenses have been

£940,873, as against £986,680 for last year,
leaving a net revenue over for the five-twelfths
of the year of £212,161 as against £103,024 for
the corresponding period of last year, or a dif-
ference in favour of this year, for the five-twelfths
which have elapsed, of £109,137. Interest on,
the capital for this year amounts to £328,963
as against £306,467 for the corresponding period
of last year, or a loss on the five-twelfths of the
year of £113,802 as against £203,443.

Ion. WV. C. Angwin : You will have to aWait
the freight on wheat for the next month or two,
for you will want that as well.

MrT. Latham: The member for North-East
Fremantle need not worry too much about the
finances of the railways.

Eon. W. C. Angwin: I dont know about
that.

The MINISTER FOR MINES : It is not right,
of course, for hon. members to judge the financial
position for the full financial year from the results
at the end of November. If they do that, they
will blunder. I want to make a comparison be-
tween this year and previous periods. In 1921
the annual revenue was at the rate Per annum
of £2,413,000 ars compared with our revenue for
the previous year at the rate per annum of
£2,805,000. This year the revenue in November
was at the rate per annum of £2,572,000. If we
only do as well as we did last year-it seems
probable that we will do so and, in fact, we
anticipate doing a bit better-we should get
£2,940,000. So far as the expenditure for last
year is concerned, at November it was at tbe rate
per annum of £.2,160,000. When the year
finished the actual expenditure was £2,337,000
or £177,000 'rome than that indicated in the
Estimates. This year the expenditure, if ire
finish on the same basis as last year, means that
we shall be within the estimate of £2,248,000.
On the basis of the existing outlook and the
results achieved at the present time there is every
possibility of balancing the financial year and we
should get the revenue expected and keep within
the estimated expenditure. We have not merely
accepted the position on this basis but last week
the Commissioner met the heads of all the
branches and discussed the details of expenditure
and particularly the possibility of scuring the
revenue as estimated. The Commissioner re-
ported to me on the result of this conference as
follows.

I have to-day conferred with the heads of
branches and gone into details of branch ex-
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penditure with them-as to the actual results
of the fire months ended November, and the
seven months balance of the financial year.
I am of the opinion that the estimated revenue
(£2,940,000) will be realised, and I consider
that I am in a position to give the assurance
that the estimated expenditure for the year
(f2,248,000) will not be exceeded. At all
events I have taken all steps possible to teake
certain that this will be so.
Ron. 11. C. Angwin : He is sacking a lot of

men to do it.
The MINISTER, FOR MINES:- No.
Ron, WV. C. Angwin : Yes, he is.
The MINISTER FOR MINES:- If we do not

want men, we must get rid of them.
Hon. W. C. Angin That is what I "y;

you are sacking them.
The MINISTER FOR MINES:- It may be

necessary, and unfortunately it is frequently
necessary, to do that, but while admitting that,
the fact remains that while we sack men in one
branch we are almost certain to be forced to take
on men in other branches to meet the Increased
traffic. In effect, therefore, we have not changed
the position very much from the point of viewv
of the actual number of men employed. We
must take on additional men during the next
few months. If we are not forced to do ao, it
will he a had lookout. We sincerely trust we
will have to put on more men. In some direc-
tions men previously employed to do certain
classes of work are no longer necessary and it is
not our duty to maintain men in idleness. We
have to face that position.

Hon. WV. C. Angwin: The trouble is that you
said "No " when I interjected.

The M1INISTER FOR MINES: I still say
"No" from the point of view of the aggregate
number of men employed in the Department.
WhVile putting off some, we have to put on others,
and the result is that we do not actually lessen
the number of men employed. The Commissioner
has given evidence of his desire to meet the
difficulties confronting the Railway Department.
The net revenue, being earnings in excess of
working expenses, mn 1919, when he took over,
was £80,282 ; in 1920 it was £83.517 ; in 1921,
£103,024, and in 1922, for the first five-twelfths
of the year, it was £21.2,101. The toss, after
paving interest on capital to the end of No-
vember was: in 1919, £194,011 ; in 1920,
£213,501 ; in 1921, £203,443, and in 1922,
£113,802. These figures show that the improve-
meat is gradual hut certain, and show that we
are slowly wiping off the defieit on the railways
and balancing the railway finances. The result
acehieved last year was the best recorded since
1916 in connection with railway finances, and, in
the circumstances, it can fairly be claimed that
the Commissioner and his staff hare been working
effectively in their endeavour to improve the
finances. After having been closely associated
with those responsible for the running of the
railway system, with the heads end sub-heads
of departments, the men with the necessary
knowledge for running the service and the traffic,
and the loco, men, I claim that it would notbhe
possible to find any other system in Australia
where there is a more loyal and, notwithstanding
what has been said to the contrary by the Royal
Commissioner, a more contented body of men,

particularly takingz into consideration she con-
ditions that prevail in these times, or a more
efficient staff than these associated with the rail-
way system of Western Australia.

Mr. WILLOOCK (Geraldton) [10-12]: I will
not take up the time of the Committee in
discussing the railway estimates at length because
most memb ers in this Chamber have had so much
of it dining the last three or four months that,
instead of getting benefit from the inquiries and
reports, the position has become merely more
confused. First we had the report of the Railway
Commissioner, then there was the report of the
Royal Commissioner, the correspondence with
the Primary Producers' Association, and the
reply of the Commissioner to that correspondence.
Then the Railway Ollicers' Association added
their little quota, and the general executive of
the railwvay unions gave further particulars, until
at last it became beyond the average hon. member
to grasp the whole of the position. The Govern-
ment, in addition, had the benefit of a special
report from an officer detailed to look into all
these things and thus enable them to deal with
the evidence presented in the various forms.
I endeavoured to make myself familiar with
the position but found that I was confronted
with documnents representing about 1,000 pages.
I began to realise the impossibility of getting a
proper grasp of the position unless one wras
prepared to make a special feature of the one
subject. It will be seen from the statements
that have been put before us that the Government
attribute the greater proportion of the deficit
to the financial position of the railways which
has accounted for half of the deficit. That
very fact made it clear to most p'eople that
there must be some remedy for the position,
and that, if there wvere any such remedy, it should
be ascertained. At that stage iti was considered
by some people, and I think by the Government,
that it would be necessary to have an extensive
overhauling of the whole of the railway system,
and that those in charge of the administration
were not getting the results which ought to be
ob~tained. I think the Royal Commissioner
set out with the idea that the Government
belie ved something was wrong and Was intent
on finding what was wrong. Undoubtedly the
first report issued contained a scathing indict-
ment sad created considerable cunsternation
among the public, It indicated that almost
every one in the department was a dud ; there
were no good men at all ; everything was
wrong. There wvas not a word of commendation
for anyone. It suggested that the whole system
of management ought to he altered. That was
the impressiont created by the alarmnist reports
ink the daily press at the time. In going into
the matter closely, however, we find that nothing
very drastic was recommended by the Royal
Commissioner, nothing which would make very
much difference to the total cost of working the
mad'aya, M.any of the recommendations had
been the policy of the department for many
years, and the reason they were not adopted
was that the time was not opportune. There
are many things which could he adopted with
great advantage if wre only had the money. I
took uip that attitude towards the Jarnadup-
Denmark Railway Bill. That line will be of
benefit to the community in years to come hut
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the present time is inopportune to construct it.
We cannot afford it. The sme applies to nmnny
matters dealt with by the Royal Commissioner.
While the 'Minister was speaking I took a rough
note of the various items which he mid had been
recommended. After all the condemnation, of
the 23 main matters recommended, only about
half a dozen have been adopted which. were not
already the policy of the department. The
first recommendation dealt with petrol driven
trolleys. This matter was discussed in the
House two years ago and it was decided that
it would be a good thing to adopt thoem trolleys.
The department were giving effect to that policy
a rapidly ais could be expected and were in-
trod ucing petrol driven trolleys. The Royal
Commissioner thought it necessary to bring in
an interim report dealing with matters which
had already been discussed and which were already
the policy of the department. Many of the
matters had been considered by the department ;
many of them would be of distinct advantage
to the department, but the expenditure to
provide them would not be warranted at this
stage. Automatic signalling, water supplies,
better grades and heavy engines, are among
the matters which it would be very desirable
to adopt. This sort of thing looks very wvell
on paper, but the fact that these subjects were
within the knowledge of the department rather
discounted the value of the recommendations.
When the Leader of the Opposition was Minister
for Railways, he put in hand the work of re-
grading, and that policy would have lbeen con-
tinued in the suburban area but for the war.
The crux of the position is that we are carrying
a considerable quantity of freight at less than
cost. Menmbers can find it worked out in Ap-
pendix H of the report of the Commissioner
of Railways and can calculate it to within almost
a few pounds. The Railway Department are
really subsidising the agricultural industry to
the extent of about £40,000 a year.

Mr. Latham: Do you meanl to say they are
earning £400,000 more than they are actually
getting?

Mr. WILLOOCK: I ear they are carrying
agricultural products and other articles of primary
production at a loss of £400,000.

Mr. Latham :I do not believe it.
Mr. Clydesdale: There is no doubt about it.
Mr. WLLLCOCK: I can give the exact

figures, but the hion. member can work it out
on Appendix H.

Air. Latham tYou are working it out at
half train loads instead of futll train loads.

Mr. WILLOOCK : I am not talking about
half train loads or full train loads. I1 am talking
about the experience of the department at present.*If a train is loaded to only 60 per cent., we
cannot bring any influence to bear to have itloaded to 80 per cent. If it can be loaded to
100 per cent., it is the Commissioner's job to
see that it is so loaded.

Mr. Pickering: What do you suggest
31r. WILLCOCK: That we face the position

honestly and meet this loss out of revenue.
Hon. P. Collier: Pay for the cost of the

service rendered.
Mr. 'WILLOOCK: We ought to tell the

people what we pay through the Railway De.
Partmnent alone.

Mrftham: Let us hare those figures.

31r. WNILLCOCK: We expected that the
Royal Commissioner would find some outstand-
ing weakness and would have been able to say
to the Government--" Obviate this diltculty
and you will get better results." That wvas not
done.

Hon. Wi. C. Angwin : He referred to a feow
w.e.'s and to employing a girl instead of a man.

Mr. WILLOOCK: A man with the experience
of the Royal Commissioner on railway working
dealt with matters in a manner which was ab-
solutely misleading.

31r. Clydesdale: And as ant absolute novice.
Mr. WfLLCOCK: The nature of his appoint-

ment led him to assume that the Government
wanted a condemnatory report.

Hon. P. Collier: There is no question that he
dealt with big things as well.

Mr. WILICOCK: Quite so.
Hon. P. Collier: Therefore it is not fair to

suggest he dealt with only two-penny half-
penny things.

The 'Minister for Mines: There must be a
difference of opinion regarding his recommend-
at ions.

Mr. WVILLOOCK: Qtite so. Some of them
can be partially adopted.

Hon. W. C. Angwin : Hie did not deal with
the question of where the losses occur.

Mr. iVILLOOCK: No. He stated that the
administration was comparatively good.

The Minister for Mines : The greatest thing
to be said against him is that lie found no good
in anybody.

'Mr. WIELCOCK: That is one of the bad
features of the report.

Mr. Corboy: Just as well he was not ad-
judicating on the Minister for Mines.

Mr. iVILLCOCK: He set out to excuse the
financial position of the railways on the ground
that we had one mile of railway to every 92
persons, and far too great a mileage for the
needs of the population. That has been stated
over and over again ; it has become platitud-
inous. Xie need information of that kind only
when new railways are being introduced. There
is a very serious, loss somewhere.

Mr. Money: He recognised that the mileage
was too great.

'Mr. WTLLCOCK: He recomumended a lot of
things. People conversant with our railway
system are aware of the difference between
present conditions and those prevailing 15 or
16 years ago when the railways were sbowing
a profit. The difference is due partly to ia-
creased wages, but 15 years ago we had a lot
of high class traffic over long distances. Half
a dozen trains were run daily to Kalgoorlie and
beyond, and the same applied to the Murchison.
I was working at Ceraldton at the time and we
used to run two three trains a day to the Mur-
chison, whereas now they only rut a couple of
trains a week. All of that was high class freight
and the revenue returns reflected it. In contra'
distinction to that the traffic has fallen off until
it is not more than about one-third of what it
was and much of it consists of comparatively
short distance freight which is cardied at a loss.
Our railway position will become worse.

Hon. P. Collier: The carriage of that class
of freight, on which they are losing, is increasing
every year.
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Mr. WILLOOCK: Yes, and it is being hauled
a greater distance where the rate per ton per
mile decreases with every additional mile. if
the freight over 100 miles cost £5, one would as-
sume that the freight over a distance of 125
miles would bear the same ratio of increas.
That is not so. Instead of the increase for
the additional 25 miles being 25s., it is only
about 23s. Thus the greater the distance the
goods are hauled, the greater becomes the loss.
As the distance increases the freight decreases.
I have no quarrel with that policy. Probably
it is good business to develop the agricultural
industry, but so long as we continue this de-
velopmental policy, we cannot fairly saddle the
Railway Department with the responsibility
for not making the railways pay.

Mr. Money: Is them an actual loss on that
Policy On a full train load?

Mr. WILLOOCK: It is impossible to always
get full train loads. The hon. member, as a
solicitor at Bunbury, would not always be em-
ployed though he might always be available for
work. If only 60 per cent, of a load is offering,
the department cannot wait for a fortnight or
three weeks to make up the remaining 40 pcr
cent. People must have facilities. How could
there be a regular passenger service if the de-
partment decided not to send out a locomotive
until there was a full train load ? A larg
proportion of the goods traffic is worked in the
slack season of the year by what are called
mixed trains. On the Northampton line it is
not necessary to bare a special train during nine
or ten months of the year, except for stock.

Mr. Money: Then we rant more population.
Mr. WILLCOCK: I am explaining why the

Railway Department do not always run full
train loads. We may assum that the Commis-
sinro iwyone nsl attempts to make
the sytmpyan hth strains every nerve
to obai fltrilodevry time. But that
cannot be achieved. On wheat traffic the
Railway Department lose about.£160,000 a year.
A quarter of the total tonnage of the railway
traffic, is wvheat, but from wvheat the department
get only one-eighth of the money they earn.
Appendix H of the Railway- Comamissioner's
report is a very valuable document, and it shows
that the total revenue from paying traffic averages
1-95d1. per ton per mile. As to fertilisers the
position is wrsme, this article paying only - 54d.
per ~ton per mile.

Mr Picerng But that is back loading.
Mr. ILCOCK: That is all nonsense It

costs a certain amount to convey the fertiliser,
and that is the return. As to the back loading
argument, portion of the fertiliser is not delivered
until June, when the wheat traffic has entirely
ceasred. A good deal of the fertiliser is delivered
in May, and a considerable portion in April.

Mr. Mann : But the farmers themselves en-
deavour to get their super out to suit the Railway
Department. It saves the farmer a trip.

Mr. WILLCOCK: On wheat we lose about
£160,000 a year.

Mr. Teesdale: Are those rates due to political
pressure?

Son. P. Collier: Yes, absolutely.
Mr. WVILLCOCK: If they wre' not due to

political pressure, they would be altered. Or
I may say that they are due partly to Political
pressure, and partly to the general recognition

by the community that the agricultural industry
must be fostered. But the Commissioner of
Railway gts it in the neck. The system does
not wokot equitably.

Mr. Teesdale: It is a rotten state of affairs
when you compel the man to charge those .rates.
and then you complain about it afterwards

Mr. Mann: Political pressure'" is not the
correct term. It is a matter of Government
policy.

Mr. IVILLOOCK : It is Government policy
which is given effect to on account of political
pressure. The thing is inequitable because the
cheap rates are being charged to people wvho can
well afford to pay. A third or more of the people
engaged in agriculture in this State are making
a very handsome living. Any number of farmers
arc getting £1,000 a year. I looked the matter
up in the returns of the Commissioner of Taxa-
tion, and it appears that the average income of
farmers, paying income tax was f625 a year. I
think there were 1,100 of them.

Mr. Mann: Are you permitted so see the
farmers' returns in the Taxation Department?

Mr. WVILLCOCK : Does not the hon. member
know that the reports of the Commissioner of
Taxation tell us that there are so many taxpayers
of such an occupation paying income tax ?The
ret of the State is absolutely impoverishing
itself to keep those farmers going, men with an
average yearly income of £625. On hay and
chaff there is a loss of about £24,000 a year.
On special trains there is a loss of £1,600, and on
firewood a loss of £5,000- Miscellaneous
ores,' something which has to do with the
outback mining centres, and therefore something
with wvhich we do not quarrel much, represents
a loss of £28,000. All this is on the basis of
1O95d. being the average cost of paying trallic
per ton per mile. But we have in addition the
loas of about £400,000 a year made by the rail-
way system, and therefore the actual cost of
haulage is appreciably greater. Probably the
loss on the items I have quoted should be increased
by at leastseven or eight per cent. Victoria facres
the position in this respect fairly and squarely.
In Victoria there are not a lot of discontented
farmers going around the country saying, " The
Government (do nothing for us, and we are the
backbone of the country." Victoria recognises
the position, and gives its Railway Department
a direct subsidy from the Treasury of £100,000
per annum for the agricultural industry. In a
recent issue of the-~ Australian Mining Standard '
it is stated that the Victorian Standing Committee
on Railways have latterly recommended the con-
struction of a line, but that the cost of the line,
instead of being debited wholly to the Railway
Department, is reduced by s. subsidy of £25,000
granted by the Victorian Treasury. The interest
burden on that line will, therefore, be corres-
pondingly reduced so far as the Railway Depart-
ment are concerned. Against our losses we have
a profit on imported cal] of about £1,000 a year,
and £2S,000 on wool, and £50,000 on local timber.
On traffic of the A. B. and C. classes, being
ordlinary merchandise, there is a profit of £300,000
in the aggregate. Most of that profit comes
from seven or eight classes in Appendix H. which
are all shown to be payable traffic. The third
clas traffic pays 9d1. per ton per mile, as against
an average cost of about 2d. That traffic, pays
four and a-half times its cost. The freight may
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be described as comparatively exorbitant. A
proportion of that traffic goes to the goldfields,
,which consequently suffer a heavy handicap.

Mr. Pickering: Agriculture pays its pro-
jiortion, too.

Mr. WILLOOCK:- On the stuff that the
agriculturists use. If the rates charged to the
agricultural industry for its produce were raised
to the average cost of I Q 9d. per ton per mile,
we would wipe out our railway deficit at one hit.
I do not say we should do so, but I do say with
regard to the whole business that we should face
the position fairly and squarely. There should
not he complaint against the management of the
railways when the agricultural industry is being
subsidised to the extent of £300,000 or £400,000
annually in railway freights.

Mr. Hickmott:- The general community reap
the benefit from the production of the industry.

Mr. WILLCOCK: The general community
reap no benefit as regards the price of wheat,
because that price is governed by other con-
ditions. It is often said that the Railway De-
partment cannot afford to pay, a decent wage
to its employees. Yet the department are carry-

' g at unayable rates the produce of hundreds
of farmers earning up to £1,000 a year.

Mr. Money:- Those rates refer chiefly to the
export trade ?

Mr. WILLOOCK: Yes.
Mr. Money: And therefore they help to in-

troduce new capital into the State.
Mr. WILLOOCK: Yes; but that new capital

would he introduced just the same if the rates
were higher, because the wheat would till he
exported. If we send a million tons of wheat
from this country to England, the return for that
wheat would be the same whether £10,000 or
£100,000 had been paid on it for railway freight.
The factor of railway freight makes no difference
in that respect.

Mr. Hickusot: But it has been argued here
that the farmers pay no income tax.

Mr. WILLCOCK: The report of the Taxation
'Commissioner shows that they do pay ; and
good luck to them, I wish there were more of
them paying income tax. The Commissioner's
report is not so clear with regard to passenger
traffic.

Mr. Pickering: The Minister says it is the
cheapest in Australia.

Mr. WILLOOCK:- I mean with regard to the
incidence. The position with regard to freight
is clear ; we can ascertain what we wish to know
in that respect. We know, for instance, that
the accumulated surplus which the Railway
Department had some years ago was swallowed
up by the losses sustained in the early working of
the agricultural lines. For several years we
experienced profit on our railways and we set
out on a policy of building agricultural lines
-which wvere unprofitable for & considerable
period. Some of these are losing money even to-
day. But we should not quarrel because in
the early days some of our railways paid and to-
day are not paying. Regarding passenger traffic
a different set of conditions appear to apply
and we are not able to get anything in the shape
of information. For instance we find that there
is practically the same number of first class
compartments as there is second. At the same
time only 20 per cent. of the revenue comes
from those who travel first class and the balance

of 80 per cent, comes from the second class pas-
senger traffic. Practically the same number of
carriages is in use.

Mr. Money: That may be so en suburban
lines.

Mr. WILLCOCK: The statistical officer of
the Railway Department should tell us where
we are in connection with first and second clan
passenger earnings. Then, on the revision of
the rates, it would be possible to see whether the
first class passengers were paig too little for
the services being renderdan whether the
second class passengers, in comparison, were
paying more. It is not possible to get the in-
formation one would like from the reports. As
a matter of fact, in connection with depart-
mental reports one could just as easily condemn
as give praise. This applies also to the report
of the Royal Commissioner. It would be just
as easy to msake a condemnatory speech as other-
wise on that report. The truth will probably
lie between the two statements which we have
before us, but it cannot be denied that there
has been a general shaking Lip of the system.
There does not appear to have been anything
violently out of order in the Railway Depart-
ment, and at the same time it may be said that
everything was not as it should have been re-
garding the working of the system. I know that
there was " retrenchment run mad " for a time.
This should not have taken place because money
was lost by reason of there not being proper
staffs to deal with the traffic. The department
retrenched considerably more than should have
been done.

Mr. Teesdale: They were nagged at by men=-
hers

TheliMinister for Works: And by the public.
Mr. WILLOOCK: The Commissioner went

round at the slackest period of the year and
made absurd comparisons regarding what was
being done. On perusing reports LI find that he
always asked everybody whether they could
suggest retrenchment in any direction. Bear in
mind, too, that these same officers had already
been asked to submit reports in a similar direc-
tion, and the service had then been cut to the
bone.

The Minister for Works. Can you tell me how
all the expert information found its way into the
Press ?

Mr. WILLCOK: That does not concern me
very much.

The Minister for Works: The Press mest have
known something or they would not have said
what they did.

Mr. WILLOOCK: Some people always rush
into print and say silly things.

Mr. Teesdale: Even about Ministers.
The Minister for Works: I mentioned this

because I was once Commisioner for Rail-
ways.

Mr. WIILLCOCK:. The weak spot in the rail-
ivay system is that it is carrying a considerable
amount of freight at unprofitable rates.

Progress reported.

House adjouned at 11 p.m.
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